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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the dissertation is to study on the impact of Organization
Development Intervention on service process for curriculum development in Assumption
University in order to support and facilitate all academic units in the university to
produce quality curricula. This is also intended to improve the quality of service process
which is provided the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The research objectives are:

1. To describe and analyze the current status of the organization in terms of the
service process for curriculum development in Assumption University

as

"

a

human social system organization"
2.

T o conduct diagnosis o f the service process for curriculum development i n the
university provided by the administrative service unit of Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs

3.

-

To identify, propose, and implement appropriate Organization Development
Intervention (ODI) to improve the service process for curriculum development in
the university.

4.

To determine the influence of the service process for curriculum development in
terms of operation management process, support process, and communication
process on service quality in terms of process quality and Faculty's satisfaction.

5.

To determine the impact of ODI on the service process in terms of operation
management process, support process and communication process.
The research design is based on an action research model which is reflected the

research framework. The quantitative data from the questionnaire were analyzed by using

11

SPSS program including means, standard deviations, paired sample t-tests were used to
measure the impacts on service process. To determine the influence of service process in
terms of operation management process, support process and communication process on
service quality, step-wise regression analysis was used. Qualitative data from interview,
observation, and open-ended questions were clustered according to the set of questions.
Brain Map was used to classify respondents for ODI in communication process. This
model was also used to analyze qualitative data for the pre ODI, OD process and post
ODI.
The appropriate OD interventions were implemented namely, redesign structure,
recruit more staff, define specific tasks/activities, redesign processes and develop
curriculum documentation in the operation management process; develop a database
program and an up-to-date curriculum development website in support process; conduct
orientation, training/coaching, process consultation, and establish follow up system for
the communication process. The respondents were satisfied with the service process. OD
interventions have impact on the communication process in terms of Service Providers
and Receivers specifically on disposition and competency. OD intervention has also an
impact on the operation management process in terms of Documentation. The findings
also showed that the Operation Management Process in terms of Structure of
Administrative Function and Tasks/Activities has influence on Service Quality.
Furthermore, the Communication Process in terms of Service Providers and Receivers/
disposition as well as Competency and Service Delivery has influence on Service
Quality.

lll

Based on the findings of the study, the following are the recommendations for
further ODI:

1.

Technostructural Intervention to enhance the Operation Management Process
•

Establish a Center for Curriculum Development Facilitation

•

Produce a manual for staffs who are responsible for the service
process for curriculum development

2.

Strengthen the Support Process through an updated and revised curriculum
database program and regular uploading of information to an online database

3.

Human Process Intervention to improve efficiency and effectiveness in the
Communication Process
•

Training people in charge in the tasks of curriculum development in
the university

•

Develop a checklist of requirements for curriculum documentation,
and regulations
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CHAPTER ONE
The Challenge -The Problem/Potential for Change

1 .1

Generalities of the Study
With global changes, free trade and business competition, the world is becoming

smaller with no boundaries. There are rapid changes in organizations in terms of
increasing in mergers, acquisitions and alliances with other countries. As such, the
organizations must emphasize on organizational development in order to compete with
other institutions and competitors. To compete with other organizations or institutions,
human factor is not only a device in the organization but also the heart of an
organizatfonal being (Prasad, 1995). Therefore, human resources play a vital part to
implement changes and provide supports for the success of an organization. In order to
achieve the quality of human resources, organization or institution needs to develop and
enhanct: human education as human knowledge is the key for survival and competitive
success within this world economy. For this reason, curriculum development is the
mechanism to produce quality curricula in order to support and develop human resources.
As a result of good curricula development, human resources can utilize new knowledge
and improve their skills. Therefore, the Ministry of Education and Universities must
concentrate on producing quality graduates who can compete in the global arena by
developing quality curricula, aligning with the global change and development.
1.1.1

Global Context of Higher Education
Nowadays, the world is fast moving towards a knowledge-based economy;

therefore, it is necessary for developing higher education as an important aspect of

2
country's overall strategies for competitiveness in the world economy. Hence
universities need to produce quality graduates and generate new knowledge continuously
for lifelong learning.
Referring to Rao (2003), the World conference on Higher Education at Paris
during October 5-9, 1998 had been debating about the topics of Higher Education in the
2151 century. The Higher Education in the world must design and develop make a process
of development and make sure on equity, justice, harmony and liberty for all concerned
in order to respond with the complex and rapidly changing in global society. Therefore,
higher education must maintain the responsibility, autonomy, and freedom to exercise its
function. In addition, higher education should be equally accessible to all people on the
basis of merit aligning with Article 26.1 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights

(1948).
Moreover, the higher education must reinforce the core missions of higher
education in terms of educating, training, undertaking research and providing services to
the community by looking for educating qualified graduates who are responsible for the
nation and offering opportunities for higher learning all through life. Then, it is important
to have a better collaboration of higher education and the community within the whole
education system for quality of education (Rao, 2003).
Higher education should always be concerned with the development of higher
education system to contribute to the world community and society in terms of the quality
of world workers; education and sustainable human development; higher education staff
development; new trends and innovations in higher education; new information

3
technologies; higher education and research; promoting a culture of peace; mobilizing the
power of culture; autonomy; social responsibility and academic freedom (Rao, 2003).
Furthermore, the mission of the higher education in the 21st century interacts with
the society, change process on higher education, diversification and increased flexibility
of systems. The higher education also promotes lifelong learning to younger generations
to obtain up to date skills, knowledge, and ideas in order to increase knowledge-based
socie�y in the future.

1 .1.2

South-East Asia Context of Higher Education
Since the world is fast moving and has increased the inequalities of globalization,

the developing countries including South-East Asia have suffered from the difficult
change towards a more competitive, transparent, and rule-based market system; as a
result, education is one of the alternative solutions to reduce the inequalities of
developing countries. Rao (2003) explained that the increasingly open and incorporated
world economy convey to a central concern of competitiveness for both advanced and
developing countries with increasing recognition of the performance of higher education .
Due to the fact that higher education systems in developing and less-developed countries
not only have less qualified academic staffs, but also have weak planned curricula and
weak teaching skills available. The higher education systems are undergoing restructure
in opposition to a national, regional and global environment of higher education refonns
especially in areas of funding, resources, governance and curriculum development. Thus,
the universities in developing countries need to conduct researches to help solving these
problems. Concurrently, the increase in technological development and demands for
specialized professionals are also vital for regional economic development. Developing

4
and strengthening of higher education in Asian countries should emphasize on improving
student access, strengthened research, renewed curricula and adopted new teaching and
delivery methods. Furthermore, the current economic situation requires enhanced
institutional management and strategic planning ability for achieving the quantity and
quality of graduates (Rao, 2003).
SEAMEO Regional Center for Higher Education and Development (2005) had
pointed out a joint research study and seminar on "A Situational Analysis of Higher
Education Reforms in South-East Asian in 2005" that the higher education in South-East
Asia countries consisting of Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam must provide an in-depth analysis of their own higher
education systems and help each other to produce highly qualified graduates who can
contribute to sustainable development and increase competitiveness throughout the
world.
Therefore, the higher education institutions in the region play an important role to
enhance the quality of academic programs and cover cost-effectiveness in the way of
academic restructuring such as the merger of departments and faculties of University
KebangsaanMalaysia, the establishment of ten specialized research institutes for life
science and information technology which are niche areas in Singapore, the introduction
of credit systems in Viet Nam and Cambodia, the establishment of new departments for
interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary studies in Thailand, etc. In addition, Singapore,
Malaysia, and Thailand also consider scientific research contributions in many areas such
as marine biology, forestry, tropical medicine and agricultural crops in terms of rubber,
cocoa, oil palm and rice. However, there are some countries in this region do not
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facilitate environments for research due to heavy teaching loads, lack of research funds,
and lack of qualified researchers (SEAMEO Regional Center for Higher Education and
Development, 2006).
According to SEAMEO Regional Center for Higher Education and Development
(2006), the Summary of Higher Education of South-East Asia countries details are shown
below:

CAMBODIA:
Chet (2006) stated that the Royal Government of Cambodia is responsible to
reform education to better match educational programs with labor market demand in
order to broaden knowledge in the four major areas of study which are arts and
humanities; mathematics and sciences; social science, and foreign languages to students.

INDONESIA:
Nizam (2006) mentioned that higher education in Indonesia has aimed to develop
the education with three immediate requirements which are as follows:

(I) Improve the quality, relevance, equity, efficiency, and governance.
(2) Position of higher education institutes as an independent moral force to help
driving democratization and socio-political reforms.

(3) Meet new challenges from the construction of knowledge economies, and
internationalization.

LAO:
Phou (2006) stated that the vision of Laos is "Laos will be elevated from the
current state of being a least developed country by 2020" and aims to achieve a moderate
and stable rate of economic growth including the developing human resources to give
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appropriate skills and knowledge in terms of good mathematical skills, capabilities in
written communication, elementary science, reading comprehension, and abilities to
access information technology. Moreover, the developing human resources should
include curriculum development and curriculum designs based on the basis need of
education by the development of various skills such as general skills, critical, analytical,
and creative thinking skills, as well as communicative and project management skills.

MALAYSIA:
Sirat (2006) stated that there are four main challenges to develop higher education
according to the Seventh and the Eighth Malaysian's Plans which are as follows:
(1) Increase accessibility to higher education and maintaining standard.
(2) Develop the links between higher education and national economic
development.

�

(3) Improve the quality of local higher education provision.

(4) Link higher education with national culture and identity.

THE PHILIPPINES:
Gonzalez (2006) stated that the Commission on Higher Education gives the
authority to individual departments to merge the degree programs into larger units with
the program requirements for majors and degree courses altogether. Moreover,
departments are allowed to merge new courses or combine courses without many
administrative obstacles. Only new program offerings require approval from the
Commission on Higher Education in Manila. A team of experts from different colleges
and universities are constituted to conduct assessment prior to approval of the degree
program offerings.
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SINGAPORE:
Tan (2006) stated that the higher education system of Singapore is internationally
well regarded in academic standards and efficiency. Moreover, Singapore plans to open
the Thinking Schools for students to develop their thinking skills and enhance incorporate
inter-disciplinary projects to gain the benefits of creative, critical, analytical and flexible
thinking, the exercising of initiative, communication skills, problem solving, co-operative
team work, and research skills. Moreover, Higher education in Singapore has also
maintained high academic standards and competence in English of students to be the
fundamental principles for education.

THAILAND:
Bovomsiri (2006) stated that the higher education in Thailand will increase
university autonomy, continue expansion of private higher education, and improve both
the efficiency and equity of higher education system. Moreover, the reform and
development of the higher education sector will be central to the overall development of
the country.

VIETNAM:
Dai (2006) stated that higher education in Vietnam emphasizes on curriculum
development by designing guidelines of advanced curriculum provided for selected
programs because, in the past, the higher education institutions in Viet Nam used the
curriculum model derived from the Soviet Union where the curriculum has a narrow
specialization and most academic staffs do not have much knowledge in curriculum
designs and development.

/
1.1.3

National Context of Thai Higher Education
Nowadays, Thailand has continually increased the number of higher education

institutions and presently has 151 higher educational institutions under the supervision of
the Commission on Higher Education and 94 specialized institutions under the charge of
other ministries and agencies. These institutions consist of limited admission public
universities, open universities, autonomous universities, Rajabhat Universities,
Rajamangala Universities of Technology, Pathumwan Institute of Technology,
community colleges, and private higher education institutions which the most popular
fields of study among international students are business administration, science,
information technology, international business, and business English (Office of the
Education Council, 2006).
Moreover, the demand for higher education has increased every year due to the
increase in demand for qualified manpower that can contribute to the modem economic
development. Therefore, Educational institution plays the significant role for educational
development and supports the country to compete with other countries at the international
level by producing the quality of graduates, supporting the researches for development
academic excellence. However, higher education in Thailand is still facing many severe
problems in terms of the weak quality of learners, ambiguous policy of the education plan
and development. Moreover, there are no connections and coordination in educational
plan for the whole system and lacks of the leaders or professionals in academic areas
supporting the educational development. The political issues also interfere in the
educational development (Commission on Higher Education, 2007).
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Thai Higher Education Reform
According to Office of the Education Council (2006), Thailand has reformed its
educational system by mergingMinistry of Education, the Office of the National
Education Commission (ONEC), and the Ministry of University Affairs together for
success in the unity of educational policies, plans, and standards that can implement all
levels of education for better facilitation, coordination, and communication between basic
and higher education. These educational reforms produced in the passage of the National
Education Act B.E. 2542 (1999) and the related Amendments in B.E. 2545 (2002) in July
2003. Therefore, the new Ministry of Education is empowered to promote and supervise
all levels of education, including higher education; mobilize resources for education;
promote and coordinate affairs related to religion, art, culture, and sport education; and
monitor and evaluate education policies and programs. The new Ministry has four main
commissions which are the National Education Council, the Commission on Basic
Education, the Commission on Vocational Education, and the Commission on Higher
Education (CHE) which has the authority to manage and promote higher education on the
basis of academic freedom and excellence.

Government Policy

s

c�

69

The Commission on Higher Education (CHE) provides a roadmap covering
between 2005 and 2008 to serve as guidelines for promoting and developing the quality
of Thai higher education in order to respond to the government's policy for enhancing the
quality of graduates, lecturers, research projects and management of higher education
institutions. Moreover, higher education has established the Income-Contingent Loan
(ICL) Fund to help students by providing direct financial support where the government

(j
will advance tuition fees to students in each higher education institution. Students will
pay back their loans after getting the job. This policy can supply quality improvements
through market competition, and encourage the concept of student-centered learning
(Office of the Education Council, 2006).

Private Higher Education Institutions
According to the Office of the Education Council (2006), the Private College Act
of 1969 allowed the institutions for the establishment of private colleges and later revised
it three times as the Private Higher Education Institution Act in 1979, 1992 and 2003. As
a result, as of August 2005, Private higher education institutions have 59 private higher
education institutions of which 30 have the university status, and 29 with the college
status and these institutions offer higher academic and vocational education, research,

/j�
/1/
/

and other academic services to the public, including the preserving of national arts and
-

culture.

Reform of the Higher Education Curriculum

r-

�

/

I

/

/

To enhance the quality of graduates, the curriculum development is necessary for
developing the graduates to have knowledge, skills in a particular field. Therefore, the
Commission on Higher Education has considered a number of measures that were taken
for curriculum reform in higher education during 2004-2005. In the past, curriculum and
education processes were determined by administrators and approved by government
authority. However, nowadays, the Commission on Higher Education delegates powers
and authority to University Councils to design new curricula and set up their own systems
for teaching staffs and employees, and allow flexibility in managing their own assets.
Therefore, the University Council of each institution is authorized to approve curriculum
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modification and open new curriculum in accordance with the criteria as prescribed by
the Board of the Higher Education Commission. The Commission of Higher Education
only acknowledges and reviews approved curricula from the University Councils. This
policy can help higher education institutions encouraging cooperative education curricula
to improve students' work skills through direct experiences during their studies, to reduce
unemployment, and to update the curricula aligning with the recommendations of the
business community (Office of the Education Council, 2006).

The Changing of Curriculum Standard for Higher Education
Commission on Higher Education has issued and revived Curriculum Standards
for Higher Education at various levels in the year 2005 in terms of new standards criteria
that has increased the number of required teaching staffs of each curriculum from three to
five persons. Moreover, the curriculum standard for a bachelor's degree defined that two
teaching staffs require to have at least a master's degree or equivalent, or have an
academic rank of at least assistant professor in that area of study or related areas, for a
master's degree require to have three teaching staffs have a doctoral degree or equivalent,
or at least an academic rank of associate professor in that area of study or in related areas
and for doctorate degrees require three teaching staffs to have a doctoral degree or
equivalent, or at least have an academic title of professor in that area of study or related
areas. Moreover, all degree programs especially, bachelor's degree programs must
modify the programs in accordance with curriculum standard criteria issued in 2005
within five years, otherwise the government will not approve financial support (IncomeContingent Loan) to students in the higher education institutions. These new standards
will rigorously implement the quality of curriculum and academic staff requirements for
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each field of study, thus higher education institutions must emphasize on quality of
curricula and qualified teaching staffs to meet these new standards. The new curriculum
standards also relates to curriculum management; resources for instruction and research;
support and advice for students; and the requirements of the labor market, society and
employers (Office of the Education Council, 2006).

1.1.4

Background of Assumption University
Assumption University was at first started from Assumption Commercial College

in 1969 under the name of Assumption School of Business. Later, it was officially
established as Assumption Business Administration College or ABAC with the Ministry
of Education approval in 1972 and then it was accredited by the Ministry of University
Affairs in May 1975. Moreover, it was granted a new standing as "Assumption
University" by the Ministry of University Affairs in 1990. Assumption University is also
a non-profit institution, a worldwide Catholic Religious Order founded in France in 1705
by St. Louis Marie de Montfort, administered by the Brothers of St. Gabriel who devoted
themselves to education and philanthropic activities (Assumption University, 2001).
Moreover, Assumption University has a Philosophy of Education, Mission:
Objectives and Policies, Vision 2000, and Vision 2000 for the AU Graduates as written
by Bro. Martin Komolmas as follows�

'&ii

Philosophy of Education
In loyalty to its Christian mission, Assumption University stands for:
Respect for the three institutions of the Nation: Religion, Country, the King
and a democratic way of life;
Belief that a man justifies himself and his existence by the nobility of his
work: LABOR OMNIA VINCIT;
Commitment to be a light that leads men towards the true source of all
knowledge and life
(Assumption University, 2001, p.l)
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Mission: Objectives and Policies
Assumption University has a core purpose of serving the nation by providing
scientific

and

humanistic

knowledge,

mainly

in

business

education

and

management science, through research and interdisciplinary approaches.
To this end, it aims at forming intellectually competent graduates who
are morally sound, committed to acting justly, and open to further growth;
appreciate freedom of expression, imbued with ethical attitudes and ideologies
through a carefully integrated curriculum of Ethics, Science, Languages, and
Business Management;
achieve academic excellence through hard work, critical and positive thinking,
and effective decision-making.

VISION 2000
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF THAILAND ENVISIONS ITSELF AS
An international community of scholars
Enlivened by Christian inspirations
Engaged in the pursuit of Truth and Knowledge
Serving human society, especially through the creative use of interdisciplinary
approaches and cybertechnology

VISION 2000 FOR THE AU GRADUATES
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF THAILAND ENVISIONS ITS
GRADUATES AS
Healthy and open-minded persons, characterized by personal integrity, an
independent mind, and creative thinking
Professionally competent, willing to exercise responsible leadership for
economic progress in a just society
Being able to communicate effectively with people from other nations and to
participate in the globalization

STRATEGIES:
Innovative student-centered teaching; learning by doing
Participation in ongoing research and IT literacy
Leadership training in globalization and Character Formation and/in social
responsibility
Professional ethics
State-of-the-art education in language and cybertechnology
International environment
Service activities through experiences in club activities

14
Cybertechnology: Information Technology capacity and applications
(Assumption University, 2001, p.2)
Moreover, Rev. Bro. Dr. Bancha Saenghiran, the President of Assumption
University stated that the philosophical cornerstones of the University are academic
excellence, social responsibility, freedom of expression, integrity, and rationality. AU
goals aim at the 4 key view of Education Excellence through Quality curriculum, Quality
faculty, Quality infrastructure, and Quality graduates. Therefore tu meet the University
goals, the University has to develop both academic and extra-curricula programs by the
creation of up-to-date and upright business, scientific, technological, social, and ethical
leaders. Assumption University also proposes to serve the nation by providing business,
scientific and humanistic knowledge through research and interdisciplinary approaches
(Saenghiran, 2006)
Rev. Bro. Dr. Bancha Saenghiran also presented AU Strategic Direction 20032007 to the top AU administrators which are Deans and Chairpersons on April 1 0, 2006
by dividing the phase of development into three phases which are as follows:
Phase I:

Stabilization (2003-2007)

"'

Every aspect of the university life will be put in proper standpoint.
Phase II :

Raise the bar of Quality (2007-2011 )

Phase III :

Attain Excellence (2012 -2020)
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Figure l . l : Organization Structure of Assumption University
From the figure

i .1

above, Assumption University is control led by the University

Council which is the highest authority in the University. The top management

·-
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administrators of Assumption University consist of the President, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Vice President for Administrative Affairs, Vice President for
Information Technology, Vice President for Research, Vice President for Financial
Affairs, and Vice President for Student Affairs; where each Vice President has his own
duty to assist the President in decision making of each function in the university.
Accordingly, each Vice President also has his own subordinates to handle his duty in the
university.
Assumption University

Academic Units

Administrative Units

(Responsible for Academic Program)
Undergraduate Schools

(Supporting Academic Units)
�AC-KSC Internet Poll Research Center (ABAC-KSC)

School of Architecture

ABAC Business Training and Consulting Center (ABAC

School of Arts

BTCC)

School ofBiotechnology

Office of Administrative Affairs

School of Communication Arts

Au Net Centre

School of Engineering

Centre for Excellence (CFE)

School of Law
School of Management
School of Nursing Science

:::>

Central Library
Computing Center
Office of financial Management

School ofScience,and Technology

Office of Graduate Schools

School of Music

Office of Human Resource Management (OHRM)

Graduate Schools

ABAC Integrated Information Systems

Graduate School of English

CJmce of International Affairs

Graduate School of Business

Office of the President

Graduate School of Information Technology (IT)

Office of the Registrar

Graduate School of Counseling Psychology

Office of Research Institute Assumption University (RIAU)

Faculty of Education

Student Affairs

Graduate School of Philosophy and Religion Studies

Office of Thai Art and Culture

College of Internet Distance Education

Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
Office of the Vice President for Information Technology

Figure 1.2: Components of Academic Units and Administrative Units in Assumption
University
From figure 1.1 and figure 1.2 above, Assumption University consists of two
core major units, which are Academic units and Administrative units. Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is one of administrative units in the university that plays
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an essential role to support all academic units. To accommodate and provide services to
the community in the university, Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is
responsible for coordinating, promoting, supporting, and assisting all academic affairs
activities. This includes the issues for the achievement of academic excellence including
the fulfillment of the vision of the university.
Besides, in the academic year 2007, Assumption University consists of 17 schools
and 84 curricula which are shown in figure 1.3 as follows:
Schools
1 . School of Management

Curricula
Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of B usiness Administration Program (B.B.A.)
-

Marketing

-

Management

-

Finance & Banking

Accounting

-

Business Information Systems

-

Hospitality and Tourism Management

-

International Business Management

-

Life Assurance
Property and Casualty Insurance

-

Industrial Management
Real Estate

Bachelor of Economics Program (B. Econ.)
Business Economics
Master's Degree
Master of Science Program (M.S.)
Supply Chain Management
-

Financial Economics

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)
2. School of Arts

Business Administration

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Arts Program (B.A.)
-

3. School of Nursing Science

4. School of Science and Technology

Business English

-

Business French

-

Business Chinese

-

Business Ja anese

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor ofNursin

Science Pro

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Science Program (B.S.)
-

Computer Science

-

Telecommunications Science

-

Applied Statistics
Technolo
Mana ement

Information Technology

(B.N.S.
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Schools

Curricula
Master's Degree
Master of Science Program (M.S.)
Computer Science
Information Technology
Telecommunications Science
Technology Management
Data Management and Analysis
Master of B usiness Administration Program (M.B.A.)
Technology Management

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)
Computer Science
Telecommunications Science

5. School of Engineering

Information Technolo

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Engineering Program (B.Eng.)
Electrical and Electronics Engineering

\\JE

Computer and Network Engineering
Telecommunications and Electronics
Engineering
Mechatronics Engineering

Master's Degree
Master of Engineering Program (M.Eng.)
Broadband Telecommunications
Industrial Automation and Power Electronics
6.

School of Communication Arts

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Arts Program (B.A.)

Visual Communication Arts

Bachelor of Communication Arts Program (B.Com.Arts.)
Advertising
New Media Communication
Performance Communication

7. School of Law

Public Relations

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Laws Program (LLB.)

Master's Degree
Master of Laws Program (LL.M.)
Business Law (Thai Program)
Public Law (Thai Program)
B usiness Law (International Program)
Taxation Law International Pro
8.

School of Biotechnology

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Science Program (B.S.)
Food Technology
Agro - Industry

Master's Degree
Master of Science Program (M.S.)
Food Biotechnology

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)
9.

Food Biotechnolo

School of Architecture

Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Architecture Program (B.Arch.)
Architecture
Interior Architecture

m
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Schools
1 0. School of Music

Curricula
Bachelor's Degree
Bachelor of Arts Program (B.A.)
Music Business
Bachelor of Fine Arts Program (B.A.)

1 1 . Graduate School of Business

Music Performance

Master's Degree
Master of Business Administration Program (M.B.A.)
-

Business Administration

-

Tourism Management

Master of Management Program (M.M.)
Organization Development and Management
Master of Arts Program (M.A)
Bilingual Education

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)

1 2. Graduate School of Information
Technology

Or anization Develo ment

Master's Degree
Master of Information Science Program (M.I.S)

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)
Computer Information Systems

13. Graduate School of Philosophy and
Religion

Com uter and En ineerin Mana ement

Master's Degree
Master of Arts Program (M.A.)
Philosophy
Religious Studies

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)
Philosophy

1 4. Graduate School of Psychology

Reli ious Studies

Master's Degree
Master of Science Program (M.S.)
Counseling Psychology
Master of Arts Program (M.A.)
Individual and Family Studies

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)

15. Graduate School of Education

Counselin Ps cholo

Graduate Diploma
Graduate Diploma Program (Grad. Dip.)
Teaching Profession

Master's Degree
Master of Education Program (M.Ed.)
Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Administration

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)

16. Graduate School of English

Educational Leadershi
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Schools

Curricula
Master's Degree
Master of Arts Program (M.A.)
-

1 7. College of Internet Distance
Education

-

English Language Teaching
English Language and Literatures

Master's Degree
Master of Science Program (M.S.)
Management (eLearning Mode)
-

-

Information and Communication Technology
(eLearning Mode)

-

eLearning Methodology (eLeaming Mode)

Doctoral Degree
Doctor of Philosophy Program (Ph.D.)
-

eLearning Methodology (eLeaming Mode)

Figure 1.3: Faculties and Curricula in Assumption University
Therefore, from figure 1.3 above, Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs is also responsible for the service process for curriculum development in the
university by coordinating, facilitating, assisting the development, and implementing the
new curricula, including the revision of curricula accreditation for all academic units in
the university which is shown in the figure

1 .4 below.

Assumption University

Figure 1.4: System view of relationship between Academic Units, Administrative
Units, and the Service Process for Curriculum Development provided by the
administrative service unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
1.1.5

Focal System: Administrative Service Unit of Service Process for
Curriculum Development in the University -Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Administrative service unit of service process for curriculum development in the

Assumption University is one of the tasks of the Office of the Vice President for
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Academic Affairs which are conducting and facilitating in making revision on curriculum
development for all academic departments in the university. This maj or task is to
coordinate with and support the academic body when academic departments are
preparing for new curricula, modify the existing curricula and accreditation.
Administrative services include facilitating and coordinating with Commission on Higher
Education for curriculum' s acknowledgement. Accordingly, Administrative Service Unit
is responsible for assisting, supporting and coordinating with the Deans, Chairpersons
and persons responsible for curriculum development to ensure that curriculum standard
criteria and regulations of Commission on Higher Education (CHE) are complied with.
This process starts from different faculties informing the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs regarding their intention of curriculum revision or developing a
curriculum for a new degree program offering. This office facilitates the process and
ensures that the required documents are completed and are in line with the curriculum
standard criteria of Commission on Higher Education. These documents are submitted to
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the President, and the University
Council for approval and finally forwarded to the Commission on Higher Education for
acknowledgement. This process requires to co-ordinate with as many departments in the
university which are undergoing curriculum revision or developing new curricula.
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The administrative service unit of service process for curriculum development is the focal
system of the study as shown in figure

1 .5 below:
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Commission on Higher Education

Figure 1.5: System Framework of the Administrative Service Unit of the service
process for curriculum development as a "Human social system organization"

From the figure 1.5 above, Administrative Service Unit of service process for
curriculum development in the university is under the supervision of the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. The administrative service unit is responsible for
coordinating with the faculties and departments to. offer new curricula and modify
existing curricula. Service process for curriculum development in the university is the
process starting from the faculties to university, Commission on Higher Education, and
Ministry of Education. However, to offer a new curriculum and modify an existing
curriculum, the Faculties have to submit the curricula to the Office of the Vice President
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for Academic A.tfam fot cb.eckin.i tb.e con.ten.t of cumc\l\abased on. CH.E' s cumcu\um.
standard criteria and regulations before submitting to the president and UniverSity
Council for final approval. Finally, the approved curricula

are

submitted to Commission

on Higher Education for acknowledgement

Current Administrative Service Unit of Service Process for Curriculum
Development Situation Analysis
Administrative Service Unit of service process for curriculum development is the
service process for curriculum development in the university which is responsible for
coordinating, supporting and facilitating the faculties in curriculum development aligning
with curriculum standard criteria that has been established by the Commission on Higher
Education. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the service process for curriculum
development in the university to improve service quality in terms of process quality and
faculties' satisfaction that will also bring the result of success in curriculum development
with quality of curricula in the university. However, before developing or improving the
service process, it is important to understand the current status analysis of the
Administrative Service Unit of service process for curriculum development in order to
assist in decision making for the plan in developing an appropriate se�ice process.
According to Self Assessment Report (SAR) of the Administrative Service Unit
of service process for curriculum development in the academic year 2006, Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs studied the academics' satisfaction with curriculum
development services in academic year 2006 by creating the questionnaire of academics'
satisfaction on curriculum development services, then submitting to the dean and
faculties for analyzing the service quality of service process for curriculum development
provided by the office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Results of the study
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shown some faculties were not able to clearly understand the curriculum standard criteria
and curriculum development process in the university. Moreover, there were some
suggestions to the administrative service unit that should clearly identify each task of the
process of curriculum development and have some examples of curriculum format, etc.
The study suggested that the researcher should study and diagnose current service
problems by interviewing and providing the survey questionnaires to the faculties who
are actively involved with the service process for curriculum development in terms of
faculties ' disposition and perception towards the current curriculum development process
such

as

reliability, convenience, availability, responsiveness, empathy, and service

including developing the structure and process of curriculum development.
Significantly, situational a'lalysis of administrative service unit of service process
for curriculum development plays a key role to solve the problems of facilities in their
curriculum development; as the results, the researchers are able to identify and analyze
strengths, weakness, opportunity, and threats (SWOT) of the Administrative Service Unit
of service process for curriculum development in order to develop a quality service
process and increase faculties ' satisfaction.
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SWOT Analysis of Curriculum Development in the University and
Administrative Service Unit of Service Process for Curriculum Development
Strengths
Curriculum Development in the university
•

University has aimed for curriculum
development with quality of curriculum

•

Faculties emphasize on the importance of
curriculum development

Weakness
Curriculum Development in the university
•

No Center for curriculum development to
coordinate between university and Commission
on Higher Education

•

Lack of dissemination communication on
systematic of structure of curriculum
development process

•

Insufficient understanding of process of
curriculum development by faculties

•

Delay submitting curriculum documentation from
faculties

Administrative Service Unit of Service

Administrative Service Unit of Service Process for

Process for Curriculum Development by

Curriculum Development by Office of VPAA

Office of VPAA

•

Effectiveness of Curriculum Development
Function influenced by different Faculties service
in the university, CHE

•

Less systematic of service process of operation
management process such as tasks/activities,
service procedure and documentation

•

Lack of developing in support process

•

Low quality of communication process to
provide and advise the faculties to clarify and
fully understand the process of curriculum
development and curriculum standard criteria

•

Few persons to responsible for curriculum
development process

•

Only single task that is mainly responsible
for service the process of curriculum
development process in the university

•

Good & long-term relationship with

Faculties and Commission on Higher
Education
•

Good facilitate and support the Faculty's

•

Adequacy of curriculum information for
supporting faculties

•

Good coordination to Faculties

curriculum development

Opportunities
Curriculum Development in the university
•

Government policy for producing the quality
of graduates and support the university to
develop the curriculum

•

Government gives the authority to the
university council approve the curriculum

Administrative Service Unit of Service Process
for Curriculum Development by Office of
VPAA
•

University and Faculties emphasizes on the
importance of curriculum development

ts

CurifMJa Development in th!gnlyenity
•

Uncontrolled � oftime of wrric'ulum
acknowled ni 6iit by Commission on Higher

EdU.Cl:QlLUR. ..�

:Mmlnl!tptiye Service Unit ofSerykeProcess for

Curmlnm DevelopmeltbJOftlceo{yPAA
•

Lack of accuracy curriculum documentation

provided by the Faculties

Figure 1.6: SWOT Analysis of Curriculum Development in the University and
the Administrative Service Unit of the Service Process for Curriculum
Development, July 2007
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The SWOT Analysis of administrative service unit of service process for
curriculum development before the survey questionnaires is shown in the figure 1.6
above and details

are

sho\\11 as below:

Strengths
The strength of curriculum development in the university is that the university has
aimed for consistency to curriculum development with quality curriculum. Moreover, all
faculties emphasizes on the importance of curriculum development.
Besides, the Administrative Service Unit of service process for curriculum
development in the university, office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is only
one unit in the university which supports and facilitates the faculties in curriculum
development process. Moreover, the curriculum development coordinator has a strong,
good and long-term relationship with Commission on Higher Education and the Faculties
in the university; therefore, it is easy to contact and coordinate with key persons who are
involved in curriculum development process. The Administrative Service Unit of service
process for curriculum development also has a good supporting and facilitating in
curriculum development process to the faculties in terms of providing guidelines of
curriculum development process, curriculum standard criteria, curriculum data, and
curriculum format, etc.

Weaknesses
The weakness of curriculum development in the university is that there is no
center for curriculum development facilitation available to coordinate between university
and the Commission on Higher Education. There is lack of dissemination communication
on systematic of structure of curriculum development process. Moreover, the faculties
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can't make proper curriculum documentations followed curriculum format and
curriculum standard criteria, as results, requiring several revisions of faculty's curriculum
documentations, delaying of submitting the proper curriculum documentation, and
wasting time to correct the curriculum documentations. Then, the delay in submitting
proper curriculum documentations leads to the late submission of curri culum
documentation for approval and acknowledgement. These weaknesses caused by a delay
in curri culum implementation by the faculties also lead to ineffectiveness of performance
of the Administrative Service Unit of service process for curriculum development in the
university.
Beside, the weakness of the Administrative Service Unit of service process for
curriculum development is that it is a corporative unit where workflow is dependent on
the input of other entities such as faculties within the university, so the effectiveness of
administrative service unit of service process for curriculum development in the
university is also dependent on the success of faculties' curriculum development and
faculties' satisfaction with service quality of service process. Moreover, the service
quality of the Administrative Service Unit of service process for curriculum development
influenced by different faculty services in the university and Commission on Higher
Education. Therefore, there is less efficiency and quality of service process. However,
after observing the performance of administrative service unit of service process for
curriculum development, there are some misfits of the service process from flaws and
breakdowns in the linkages among the administrative service unit for curriculum
development and faculties such as operation management process, communication
process, and support process. For operation management process, there are less
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systematic curriculum development operation in terms of process tasks, activities and
documentations. For communication process, there is less efficiency of communication
process between providers and receivers and less degree of contact or interaction.
Finally, there are lacks o f support process and difficult t o access curriculum databases.
Other drawback, not only is data online out of date, but also it is difficult to access.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop the service process of administrative service unit of
service process for curriculum development in order to improve service quality and
increase faculties' satisfaction. Moreover, at present, the administrative service unit for
curriculum development provides only the curriculum documentation format and
curriculum standard criteria to the faculties but does not provide the service activities to
advice the faculties to understand the process of curriculum development and curriculum
standard criteria which presently shown as the weakness in curriculum development in
the university. Finally, there are few staffs actively involved in the curriculum
development process.

Opportunity
The government has released government policy to increase the quality of
graduates and support the university in order to develop a quality curriculum according to
global changes, the university also has an important role to respond appropriately to the
government policy for curriculum development. An advantage of government policy, the
government allows the authority to the university council to approve its own curricula.
The more authority and flexibility allowed, the better opportunity for university to
develop new curricula and modify existing curricula.
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One of the major goals of the university is to develop quality curricula,

so

the

faculties concentrate on curriculum development aimed for increasing quality curricula in
the university. Therefore, administrative service unit of service process for curriculum
development is the important service unit in the university to

run

curriculum development

process and facilitates the faculties to develop quality curricula.

Threats
The weakness of the Administrative Service Unit of service process for
curriculum development is the poor performance of this unit which is unable to control
by internal work but it depends on faculties and Commission on Higher Education.
Therefore, the administrative service unit of service process for curriculum development
cannot control the length of process time from starting until receiving curriculum
acknowledgement back from the Commission on Higher Education. Contributing to this
issue, some faculties submit the improper curriculum documentations which cause a
delay of submission of curriculum documentations to the office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Due to the lack of control of service process and unclear
understanding of faculties regarding to the process of curriculum development and the
curriculum standard criteria of Commission on Higher Education, the Administrative
Service Unit for curriculum development is unable to reach an effective performance.
Therefore, it is highly recommend developing a service process of for curriculum
development in the university in order to improve service quality of service process
provided by administrative service unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
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1.1.6

The Need for Action Research and Statement of the Research Problem
The Need for Action Research
This research studies the service process for curriculum development in the

university provided by the Administrative Service Unit of the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs by identifying the problems of service process and finds
out the way to develop/improve/change the process quality and faculties' satisfaction.
This research focuses on only focal systems of organization in terms of improve service
process for curriculum development in the university in order to achieve quality
curriculum development among faculties. Therefore, to develop or improve the service
process, action research is needed as the vital instrument to determine how human and
process work done and how to improve the service process for curriculum development
with quality service. Moreover, action research is the research that integrates theory and
practice of organization development process that related with problem identification and
assessment, intervention, plan to design and implement and monitor/evaluate of
organization development activities. This action research model, consisting of the
diagnostic stage of the OD process, the development stage of the OD Process by setting
intervention, and the evaluative stage of OD process, directly fits with the focal system of
service process for curriculum development provided by administrative service unit of
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs because this service unit directly
involves with the service process that must coordinate with many faculties/departments in
the university related to the theory of the organization as human social systems,
organization as an open system and d)11amic process to transform task from one place to
another place for task effectiveness. Therefore, action research model is suitable and
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chosen to study and practice in the service process for curriculum development in
Assumption University.

Statement of Research Problem
With the global change towards a knowledge-based economy, there are
inequalities to develop developing countries due to lack of resources and readiness to
compete in the emerging global economy, it is believed that education is one of the
alternatives to help developing countries to produce the quality human resources with
sufficient knowledge and skills to compete with other institutions, organiz.ations, and
countries. Therefore, curriculum development plays a key role as it helps in developing
the quality of curricula according to the global change, creating efficient knowledge and
skills for human resources to develop the country. However, in order to develop the
quality of curriculum, it involves and requires cooperation from many factors within
organization such as faculties, university, and Commission on Higher Education. To
initiate the curriculum development, organizations are crucial for providing support and
facilitate the process of curriculum development.
This research aims to study the service process for curriculum development in
Assumption University provided by the Administrative Service Unit of the Oftice of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs, then utilize the data derived from this study to
support and facilitate the faculties in curriculum development process for producing the
quality curricula according to curriculum standard criteria of Commission on Higher
Education and global change. Moreover. quality service for curriculum development will
support and facilitate the faculties to develop quality curricula easier. This research is
conducted at Assumption University mainly focuses on studying of service process for
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curriculum development i n the university. Although the service process fo r curriculum
development in the university has some weaknesses in terms of having a less systematic
operation management process at present, low quality of communication process and lack
of support process that attribute to the low quality of service process for curriculum
development process. Moreover less quality of service process also includes a lack of
understanding in curriculum development process, curriculum standard criteria, and
curriculum formats among faculties. The lack of understanding curriculum development
process causes delay due to lack of accuracy of curriculum documentations, and delay in
curriculum submission, etc.
•

The main purpose of this study focuses on the impact of organizational
development intervention on service process for curriculum development in the
university provided by administrative service unit of the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs (OVPAA) at Assumption University in order to
enhance service quality of the service process.

•

This study also determines the influence of service process on service quality of
administrative service unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

Research Objectives

1 .2
1.

To describe and analyze the current status of the organization in terms of the
service process for curriculum development at Assumption University as " human
social system organization"
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2 . T o conduct a diagnosis of service process for curriculum development i n the
university provided by administrative service unit of Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs

3 . To identify, propose, and implement appropriate ODI 's to improve the service
process for curriculum development in the university.
4.

To determine the influence of service process for curriculum development in
terms of operation management process, support process, and communication
process regarding service quality and faculty 's satisfaction.

5.

To determine the impact of ODI on service process in terms of operation
management process, support process and communication process.

1 .3

Research Questions
1.

What is the current status of service process for curriculum development in
the university in terms of operation management process, support process and
communication process?

2.

What are the appropriate Organization Development Interventions (ODl's)
for operation management process, support process, and communication
process?

3 . Does service process in terms of operation management process, support
process, and communication process have any influence on serYice quality in
terms of process quality and faculty 's satisfaction?
4.

What is the impact of 001 on service process for curriculum development in
terms of operation management process, support process, and communication
process?
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1 .4

Research Hypotheses
Ho 1:

Service process in terms of operation management process, support
process, and communication process has no significant influence on
service quality in terms of process quality and faculty's satisfaction.

Ha 1 :

Service process in terms of operation management process, support
process, and communication process has significant influence on service
quality in terms of process quality and faculty' s satisfaction.

Ho 2:

There is no impact of 001 on service process in terms of operation
management process, support process, and communication process.

Ha 2:

There is impact of 001 on service process in terms of operation
management process, support process, and communication process.

1 .5

Scope and Limitations of the Study
The scope ofthis research studies the impact of organization development

intervention on service process for curriculum development in the university provided by
administrative service unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. This
research studies the structure of service process provided by the administrative service
unit, tasks/activities, service procedures and documentations, support process regarding
available online documentation database and technology to facilitate the faculties, and the
final communication process between service providers and receivers: mindset
deposition, perception, and information/service delivery. However, there are some
limitations of the study in this research which are as follow:

1 . This research has a l imit study only on the service process between the
faculties and the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs at
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Assumption University. The researcher does not study the curriculum
development process between the university and the Commission on Higher
Education.
2.

The researcher does not implement any intervention on the Commission on
Higher Education to shorten the process of curriculum acknowledgement.

1.6

Significance of Study
Due to changes in global economical and political situations, there are a number

of various changes happening all over the world, especially, high competition trends
which are threatening the business field as well as the education field. Thus, organization
development is necessary for the organizations to adapt themselves to survive in these
global changes. Human resources play a key role to develop the organization strengths;
therefore it is necessary to enhance knowledge and skills of human resources to compete
with other organizations and countries by providing a high quality of education. This
research directly studies curriculum development process that support and facilitate the
faculties to offer the quality of curricula for producing the quality graduates which

are

the

future human resources of the organizations and countries. Moreover, the study of the
impact of organization development intervention on service process for curriculum
development in the university provides the following benefits to the university:
l.

This study enhances service quality o f service process fo r curriculum
development in the university provided by the Administrative Service Unit of
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs by analyzing the problems of
current service process for curri culum development in the university and
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developing a new service process to facilitate the faculties including creating the
systematic structure of curriculum development process in the university.

2 . This study provides relevant useful information to the Office o f the Vice President
for Academic Affair used for better coordinating and supporting the academic
body in strengthening teaching and learning process at Assumption University.

3 . This study i s enable the Office o f the Vice President fo r Academic Affairs to
provide better service, assist, facilitate, and support all academic units in
Assumption University to develop new curricula and amend the existing curricula
by providing service quality of service process for curriculum development
including setting systematic and standardized curriculum development process
and checking curricula aligning with minimum curriculum standard criteria of
Commission on Higher Education.
4.

This study contributes to the achievement of a major goal of Assumption
University: to produce the quality of curricula and quality of graduates by
analyzing the current status of curriculum development in the university and
administrative service unit for curriculum development by providing service
process and facilitate to the faculties to achieve this goal at Assumption
University.

5. This study contributes to the needs of human resources development in aligning
with the global change and government policy to produce the quality of graduates
through quality of curricula to compete with other organizations and other
countries according to curriculum standards criteria of Commission on Higher
Education, the need of society, community and labor market, etc.
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t .7

Definition of Terms (Operation)

Activities: actions that support the tasks of service process for curriculum development
in the university in terms of providing an advice in curriculum development process,
curriculum documentations, curriculum standard criteria, the meeting of curriculum
development committee and other related issues in curriculum development to the
faculties
Administrative Service Unit: a service unit of the OVPAA that provides assistance of
curriculum development process to the academic units in the university which are
conducting curriculum development, revision, and modification.
Communication Process: one of the service process that is the core process to transfer
information of curriculum development to Faculties through communication process in
terms of service providers and receivers: mindset and competency and
-

information/service delivery: faculty' s contact/interaction.

Competency: refer to the knowledge and skills of the faculties who are involved in the
curriculum development process to understand and be able to practice curriculum
development to make the effective process.

*

Documentation: curriculum documentations that is provided the faculties in terms of
curriculum documentation formats, curriculum standard criteria, documentations of
process of curriculum development, and time-frame of submission.
Documentation Database: historical data of each curriculum in the university that
consists of the date of opening the curriculum, date of curriculum accreditation, date of
latest curriculum modification, and date of appointment of curriculum development. and
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standard committee, etc. in order to support and facilitate the faculties to fill in the
curriculum documentations and keep records in the change of curriculum in each term
Fac ulties' contact/interaction : refers to the degree of coordination of curriculum
development process for curriculum accuracy and on time submission.
Faculties' Satisfaction: refers to better service process to the deans and chairpersons
which demonstrates clearly and fully understanding the curriculum development process,
accuracy of curriculum documentations submitted and on time of curriculum submission
to University Council and Commission on Higher Education
Mindset: refers to the feeling of the faculties towards the curriculum development
process and service process provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs including the perception about how the process is done and implemented.
Operation Management Process: refers to one of the service processes that assist to
manage curriculum development process by operating tasks in terms of structure of
administration service unit, tasks/ activities, service procedure and documentation.
Process Quality: refers to a well-designed process of curriculum development,
standardized of task, activities and documentation including sufficient support process
and communication process of administrative service unit being provided by OVPAA to
all academic units.

1&!1

Service delivery: refers to the communication process related with the degree of
contact/interaction between the faculties and the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs to delivery, explain, and interpret curriculum information such as
curriculum development process, time frame of curriculum submission, curriculum
format, and curriculum standard criteria.
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Service Procedure: refers to steps of service process for curriculum development in the
university starting from beginning to finishing service process provided to faculties,
university, and Commission on Higher Education.

Service Process for Curriculum Development in the university by administrative
service unit: includes a network of activities that takes place as the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs provides assistance and support to academic units of
university which are undergoing curriculum development, modification, and revision. In
this study, service process refers to operation management process (structure of
administration service unit, tasks/ activities, service procedure and documentation),
support process (Documentation Database and Technology/Online data) and
communication process (service providers and receivers: mindset and competency,
information and service delivery: faculties' contact/Interaction)

Service Providers and Receivers: refer to the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Faculties to coordinate in the curriculum development process to propose the
new curriculum or modify an existing curriculum

Service Quality: refers to the capability of providing services to the faculties in service
process for curriculum development as the result of process quality and faculties'
satisfaction

ti

Structure of Administrative Service Unit: refers to an organizational structure of
curriculum development process in the university that is related with the line of authority
for each step of curriculum approval, role and function of service process of curriculum
development process, and number of coordinators to facilitate the service process to the
faculties
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Support Process:

refers to one of the service process that adds value to core process in

terms of communication process and operation management process for supporting and
facilitating the faculties to develop curricula by providing a documentation database and
technology/online data

Tasks:

refer to works that are in each step of service process of administrative service

unit for curriculum development by starting from informing the faculties in the process of
curriculum development, curriculum standard criteria, and curriculum documentation
formats, etc. to the final process where the curricula is submitted to the Commission on
Higher Education

Technology/Online data:

assists the faculties to reach the curriculum data, curriculum

format, and the process of curriculum development easily through on- line website.

-
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CHAPTER TWO
Review of Related Literatu re and Conceptual Frameworks
This chapter presents the review of theories, models and literature that are related
to the research topic of "The Impact of Organization Development Intervention on
Service Process for Curriculum Development in the University: A Case Study of
Assumption University." Reviewed literature and studies were obtained from various
sources such as books, j ournals, and electronic database in order to illustrate the views
and perspectives of current organization development practice in developing curriculum
development process in the university. The literature review has a primary focus on
service process for curriculum development provided by the Administrative Service Unit
of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The topics of literature reviews
include issues related to curriculum development process in the university which
describes organization as open systems. There are several factors in organization
development such as organization development intervention, process management, and
process redesign (focus improvement), business process management, business process
reengineering, and business process improvement, operation principles, documentation
process in terms of documenting, analyzing, and designing improved administrative
business processes; service process; service process design; service quality, brain map
model and communication effectiveness. All literature reviews convey to the formation
of independent and dependent variables of research framework, conceptual framework
and action research that can be helpful to develop and improve service process for
curriculum development in the University for Service Quality in terms of process q uality
and

Facuity ' s satisfaction.
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According to Annual Faculty Seminar in academic year 2007 on May 18, 2007 at
Assumption University, Rev. Bro. Dr. Prathip M. Komolmas, the President Emeritus
mentioned about the educational administration in university that need to develop were in
areas of teacher evaluation, management system, and administration. Rev. Bro. Dr.
Bancha Saenghiran, the President of Assumption University, informed all faculty
members regarding the university's administration policy in the year 2007, announcing
new Vice President for Academic Affairs and new service office available in the
university that is called the Office of the University Internal Auditor. Furthermore, the
President also pointed out the philosophy of developing the university which includes
learning from the past experiences, living in the present, and planning for the future. In
addition, the president of Assumption University divided the university development plan
into 3 phases as below.
Phase I (2000-2007) consists of 1 ) Policies and practices must be in place
2) Standards must also be set 3) Perfect what have been established 4) Consolidate our
effects 5) Strengthen the foundation 6) Complete the unfinished projects 7) Qualified
lecturers will be in every class.
Phase I L (2007-20 1 1 ) consists of 1 ) Human Resources development 2) Supporting
facilitation-appropriately maintain and support 3) Excellent services be provided
4) Ready for changes 5) Management to be established and sustained 6) Set direction and
promotion for research.
Phase III (20 1 1 -2020) consists of I) International standards 2) Create esprit de
corps 3 ) Imbue with the spirit of the founder 4) Able to respond and adapt to changes
5) Attain sustainable development and progress.

--
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The president emphasized on the prioritization of academic program of the
university such as programs for enrichment, programs to be retained at current level of
support, and programs to be reduced, phased out, or consolidated. Thus, every faculty
member in the Assumption University tries to develop himself and his works according
to the university policy considering curriculum development is the one of the most
important part to develop quality curricula for graduate students in the university. The
pictures of the Annual Faculty Seminar 2007 were shown below.

Figure 2.1 : Pictures of Annual Faculty Seminar on May 18, 2007 at Assumption
University, Suvarnabhumi Campus
According to the policy of Assumption University, administrative service unit for
curriculum development in the university, needs to develop and improve in order to
facilitate and support all faculties for developing quality curricula according to the
curriculum standard criteria of Commission on Higher Education, Ministry of Education
by providing quality of service process for curriculum development. Therefore, this
research aims to study, redesign curriculum development process of the university, and
develop the service process provided by administrative service unit in order to support
faculties on modifying curricula, proposing new curricula, including curriculum
accreditation.
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Before starting with the literature review of related issues on organization
development applied with curriculum development process in the university including
service process provided by Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the
researcher studied the theories of curriculum development process in the university in
order to understand the way to implement curriculum development process in the
university including interviewed with group of experts who involve in curriculum
·
development process from several universities in order to find the proper way for
developing the curriculum development process in Assumption University.

2.1

Curriculum Process and Process of Curriculum Change
Curriculum is a written plan in the instruction for teaching tasks in terms of

classroom instruction and assessment which can help teachers to understand what is
important for students to learn and provides the structure of teaching management to
convey to the students as well as staff development (Squires,

2005). Thus, curriculum is

the key instrument to guide the teachers to give knowledge to the students. To produce
quality curriculum, the teachers have to be aware of curriculum process and process of
curriculum change.
Sowell

( 1 996) pointed out that curriculum processes are the procedures involved

in creating, using, and evaluating the curricula in the various documents such as guides,
syllabi and others. Moreover, the curriculum process is a cooperative work that
curriculum workers consider and decide in development and evaluation of curriculum
project. Therefore, curriculum change involves with people's decision through actions at
different levels of a political decision making hierarchy encompassing national, state, and
local levels. Skeel and Hagen

(1971) stated that curriculum changes happen as a result of

--
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individual school or school district involvement tend to produce new curriculum that
classroom teacher, who is most directly affected by the curriculum changes, must
participate in the process of development because the process of curriculum change is
involved with teachers, administrators, parents, students, and university personal.
Armstrong

(2003) also mentioned that curriculum development work involves

with various people in at least four distinct settings which are national, state, local school
district, and individual school. The curriculum change process also involve with people in
several categories such as State Department of Education Professionals, State Board of
Education members, state legislators, professional organization representatives, parents,
school administrators, teachers, students, and lay citizens. However, teachers are the most
important for curriculum development process because teachers play key roles in
modifying and interpreting modified curricula. Moreover, an expertise in academic
subject areas is necessary for offering helpful recommendations about curriculum
contents and implementations beyond the individual classroom (Armstrong, 2003).
Furthermore, Rao (2005) stated that to develop the curricula, the teachers need
sufficiently involve to increase participation in curriculum development because ·
developing and implementing curricula effectively must deal with the difficult issues that
require skills and committed education professionals who are prepared to work closely
with other key stakeholders, mainly with the students and their parents, and with other
influential persons/institutions in the community. Blenkin and Kelly ( 1 983) stated that
curriculum development is about changing that is not only concerned with the content of
curriculum but also concerned with curriculum process. Therefore the teacher's role in
curriculum development and his or her potential as a researcher must be focused because
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curriculum specialists play the important role to help the university to produce the quality
curriculum .

Curriculum Specialists
Curriculum specialists are people who have advanced degrees and have
specialized training in the processes connected with curriculum development, revision,
implementation, and assessment. Therefore, there are levels of involvement of various
categories of people different in the nature of curriculum which is shown below in the
figure

2.2.
Task

Heavy Level

Moderate Level

Little or No

of Involvement

or Involvement

School administrators
Curriculum specialists
Lav citizens

Outside specialists

Revision of a master scope and
sequence document for programs

Curriculum specialists
School administrators

Teachers
Outside specialists

Development of a new program
for students

Curriculum specialists
Outside specialists
Teachers

School administrators
Students

Preparation of grade units to be
piloted as part of a new reading
program

Curriculum specialists
Outside specialists
Teachers

Students

School
administrators

Revision of the program

Curriculum specialists
Outside specialists
Teachers

School administrators

Students

Development of a district
philosophy statement

.

Teachers

Involvement

Students

Students
Lay Citizens

Figure 2.2: Involvement levels of various categories of people depending on the
nature of curriculum work
Source: Armstrong D. G. (2003, p. 147)
To succeed curriculum development tasks or process, it has to involve with many
factors such as good patterns of communication throughout the school, having
responsible personnel for the project, and allowing sufficient time for teachers during
office hour to participate in meetings and workshops for curriculum development etc.
Therefore, the curriculum coordinator is responsible for curriculum development by
having some management and organizing skills, some knowledge of the area to be
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developed and have time to hold the responsibility of the administrative tasks including
organizing the project, arrange visits, making agenda for meeting; organizational work,
particularly on a task-based project (Blenkin and Kelly, 1 983). The support for schoolbased curriculum development is shown in the figure 2.3 as below.

Do staffs recognize the need for curriculum
development?

No

Is there good communication among your

No

Arrange visits by advisors. Arrange visits
�
r

to other schools

Yes

�

Yes

Initiate staff discussion

�

staft'?

1r

No

Can staff define the task?
Yes

,\i�

)I

Is there someone to take responsibility for

-r

I

Consider decision-making aspects of
communication in school. Involve head and staff in
discussion on ways to improve decision-making

No

�

r

coordination and liaison the project?

Refer to Head teacher.
Was task correctly defined?-more discussion

Yes
Does the coordinator know where to go for

Contact local Teachers' Centre
No

r

support?

Contact advisers/Inspectorate.
Contact specialist resource centre
Contact local institution of teacher education

Yes
Can you obtain resources for your project?
e.g. money for extra staff, materials, etc.

Initiate discussions with Inspectorate.

No
�

OI

�

Yes

Do your staffs have a commitment to the

Initiate discussions with Teachers'Centre Warden.

No

�

project?

Involve them at stages throughout in decisionmaking.

�

Yes
Have vou arran ged evaluation session?
Yes

No

�

Arrange for set periods for Review-half-term or at
end of term?

,,

Have you adjusted principles, goals and work
in light of staff comments?

Outline any changes and present to staff for

No
r

their approval.

Figure 2.3 : Support for school-based curriculum development
Source: Blenkin, G. M. & Kelly, A. V. (1983, p. 196)
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In Thailand, according to the Conference of the Commission on Higher Education
in the topic of "Education Management .in Higher Education according to the curriculum

standard criteria for practice" on September 1 3 , 2006 at Ambassador Hotel, Bangkok, the
Commission on Higher Education, Ministry of Education was involved in curriculum
development process of both private and public universities which defined the flow chart
of the curriculum development process for acknowledgement as shown in the figure 2.4
below.
University
(President)
=f. Criteria
University Council

Commission on Higher

CHE

Education

Sub-committee

In accordance with Criteria
Acknowledgement/Approval CHE
General Secretary

University

Office of the Civil Service

Figure 2.4: Flow chart of CHE's Curriculum Development Process for
acknowledgement
Source: Handout of the conference by Commission on Higher Education on
September 13, 2006, at Ambassador Hotel, Bangkok

The figure 2.4 above showed the relationship of curriculum development process
between the university and the Commission on Higher Education that involved in the
curriculum development starting from the faculties to university, to University Council
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for approval, and to the Commission on Higher Education for acknowledgement. Beside,
the regulation of curriculum standard guided by Commission on Higher Education.
Curriculum development process is up to university to approve or modify curriculum
based on quality and standard education policy from Commission on Higher Education.
Subsequently, universities appointed their Curriculum Development Committee and the
University Academic Committee of each program to consider new curriculum or
modified curriculum including following up with the curriculum assessment continuously
(Handout of the conference by Commission on Higher Education on September 1 3, 2006,
at Ambassador Hotel, Bangkok).
Therefore, each university bas applied curriculum development process according
to Commission on Higher Education standard to its own curriculum development
process. After reviewing curriculum development process from many universities, the
researcher found that each university has its own management system in curriculum
development process that aligns with the flow chart of the curriculum development
process of the Commission on Higher Education which each university has one unit or
department to take charge in curriculum development of the university.
In order to review current curriculum development of public universities in
Thailand. the researcher studied three highly regarded and well-known universities:
Chulalongkom University, Kasetsart University, and Kbon Kaen University. The details
are sho\\-11 below.
According organization chart of Chulalongkom University, function of
curriculum development work is under the Academic Support and Development
Department, the Office of Academic Affairs which is responsible on coordinating and
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data analysis for setting up the plan and policy that related with the curriculum and
supporting in curriculum development of the university including recording academic
database of the university. Moreover, Academic Support and Development department,
Office of Academic Affairs, Chulalongkom University has its own procedures for new
curriculum or modified curriculum development. Faculties/departments have to submit
the curriculum proposal to the curriculum experts for review then submit all relevant
documents to the Office of Finance and Plan and Academic Support and Development
department, the Office of Academic Affairs. After that, Academic Support and
Development unit, the Office of Academic Affairs is responsible for checking the
correction of document and propose it to the University Academic Committee for
approval. Then, Academic Support and Development department, the Office of
Academic Affairs informed the results of review from University Academic Committee
to the faculties for curriculum revision. After the faculties send the curriculum revision
back to the Academic Support and Development department, the Office submits the
curriculum proposal to the meeting of the Dean and University Council for consideration
and finally sends to the Commission on Higher Education for acknowledgement.
(www.academic.chula.ac.th/office/intro.htm).

>v

ol.

�

Kasetsart University also has its own curriculum development process and has
one department which is called "Education Service Department" under the supervision of
Office of the Academic Affairs to take care in curriculum development of the university.
The Education Service Department, Office of Academic Affairs is responsible in examine
the curriculum documents after consideration by the Faculty Academic Committee and
offer curriculum to the Education Committee to consideration again. Then the Vice
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President for Academic Affairs proposes this issue to the meeting of Deans and
University Council for approval and submits to Commission on Higher Education for
acknowledgement. (www.ku.ac. th)
Khon kaen Univeristy has Academic Center divided in six units, and one of the
sub units is called "Administrative and Academic Development Unit". The
Administrative and Academic Development Unit is responsible for processing curriculum
work, e<lucation standard, and Academic Corporation with other units outside university.
The curriculum development process also starts from the faculties submit the curriculum
proposal to the Administrative and Academic Development Unit for coordinating and
checking every step to offer the curriculum to the university that must get permission
from Curriculum Consideration Committee, Faculty Academic Committee and the
meeting of Deans before getting approval from the University Council and getting
acknowledgement from Commission on Higher Education (www. kku.ac.th).
For private universities in Thailand, the researcher studied the curriculum
development process of Bangkok University, Rangsit University, Dhurakij Pundit
University, and Assumption University as follow:
Bangkok University has its Academic Support Department under the Institutional
Research and Evaluation Office and under supervisor of the Vice President for
Development and Plan. The Academic Support Department coordinates and supports the
faculties for creating new curriculum, modified curriculum, including curriculum
accreditation by sending curriculum to the University Council for approval and
submitting curriculum to the Commission on Higher Education for acknowledgement.
(http://ireo.bu.ac.th/l html_3a.html) Moreover, the researcher interviewed with the Head
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of Academic Support Department on September 25, 2007 about the curriculum
development in the Bangkok University. The researcher found that there were four
members in academic support department who take charge in the submission of
curriculum documentation from the faculties to the University Council and Commission
on Higher Education only. Faculties were responsible to offer curriculum to both
curriculum committee and university academic committee for review by themselves.
Rangsit University has its Office of Academic Standard under the Academic
Department in charge of curriculum development process in the university which is under
the supervision of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. This office is responsible for
checking the correction of curriculum proposal and forwarding it to the academic
committee and University Council for approval including the appointed curriculum
committee to consider curriculum proposal for the faculties
(http://www.rsu.ac.th/academic/). Moreover, the researcher interviewed with the
Assistance Director of Academic Standard Office on September 27, 2007 about
curriculum development in the university which found that this office facilitates all
curriculum development process from the beginning to the end of submitting the
curriculum documents to the Commission on Higher Education.
Dhurakij Pundit University: According to an interview with the Assistant Vice
President for Academic Affairs, on September 25, 2007, the curriculum development
process was under the Academic Affairs supervised by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs. The office of Academic Affairs is responsible for coordinating the faculties to
propose the curriculum to the University Academic Affairs and University Council for
approval and submit curriculum to Commission on Higher Education for
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acknowledgement only. The faculties have to give the curriculum proposal to the
curriculum committee for consideration before submitting to the Academic Affairs.
Assumption University has curriculum development process similar to other
universities. The process is also adapted from curriculum development process of
Commission on Higher Education. According to Manual for curriculum development
process provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs of Assumption
University, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is responsible to
provide services process for curriculum development in the university to the faculties and
departments of all academic units. The following is the current service process that takes
place emanating from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs:
l.

Inform the Faculty Deans of the process and schedules involved in curriculum
development functions.

2. Coordinate and facilitate the meetings of the Curriculum Development
Committee.
3 . Inspect the curriculum format according to Commission o n Higher Education's
criteria and requirements.
4. Propose the curriculum to the President and Vice President of Academic Affairs

for primary approval.
5.

Propose the approved curriculum to University Council for final approval.

6. Submit the approved curriculum to Commission on Higher Education for

acknowledgement.
7.

Follow up the submitted curriculum with Commission on Higher Education.
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8.

Inform the Faculty Dean of the Commission on Higher Education's decision or
comments.
Current flow chart of the curriculum development process of Assumption
University between Academic Units, Office of the Vice President for
AcademicAffairs, and the Commission on Higher Education

Faculty/ Department

Curriculum Development and
Standard Committee (Approve)

Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs (Check)

University
(President)
Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs (Check)

-:/; Criteria
University Council

Commission on Higher

CHE

Education

Sub-committee

In accordance with Criteria
Acknowledgement/Approval CHE
General Secretary

*
University

Office of the Civil Service

Figure 2.5: Current flow chart of the Curriculum Development Process at
Assumption University
Source: Manual Curriculum Development Process by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Assumption University

Moreover, Figure 2.6 below demonstrates the steps of curriculum development
process between faculties, Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and
Commission on Higher Education which also explained the steps of service process for
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curriculum development process provided by administrative service unit in assisting of
supporting curriculum development process in the university.
Current Process Mapping of Curriculum Development at Assumption University
Curriculum Development Process between

Service Process for curriculum development by

Facu lties, Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and CHE

Adm i nistrative Service Unit, Office of the VPAA

Dean/Director informs the need of proposing
the curriculum development to office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Inform the faculty Dean ofthe process and schedules
involved in curriculum development

1

Coordinate and facilitate the meeting of the Cuniculum

Meeting of the Curriculum Development
Committee.

E

Dean/Director proposes the curriculum

15

room, coffee break. lunch)

Inspect the curriculum format accor.dlng to Commission

approval by the committee to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs within

Development Committees
(Invitation letter, Committee Honorarium, Reserve

on Higher Education's criteria and requirements and

days

propose the curriculum to President for approval within

before UC meeting

before UC meetia

Propose the approved curriculum by the President to the
The University Council approves curriculum

secretary of University Council submitting to
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Figure 2.6: Current Curriculum Development Process and Service Process at
Assumption University
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In order to improve the curriculum development process in the university and
service process for curriculum development, the researcher compared current curriculum
development process of three private universities as a benchmark to evaluate
administrative service process for curriculum development and find differences of
curriculum development process among other famous private universities in Thailand.
Three well-known private universities are selected for study as benchmarks which
are Bangkok University, Rangsit University, and Dhurakij Pundit University for learning
their curriculum development process in the university in order to improve curriculum
development process and service process for curriculum development. After the
researcher studied and interviewed with the Head of Academic Support Department at
Bangkok University, Assistance Director of Office of the Academic Standard at Rangsit
University, and Assistance Vice President for Academic Affairs at Dhurakij Pundit
University regarding the curriculwn development process of each university which the
conclusion was shown in the comparative details in the figure 2. 7 below.
Details of Curriculum
Development in the University
1 . Total Programs in the University

2. Organization Structure of
Curriculum Development

Vq
�

3 . Task of coordination for

curriculum development process

4. Number of curriculum
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6. Arrangement for curriculum

develop ment process, curriculum
format and curriculum standard
cri ter ia
�7. Follow up the CHE's

Provide to the

Provide to the

Provide to the

Provide to the

Faculties

Faculties
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Provide to the

Provide to the
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recommendation and
acknow ledgement

Figure 2.7: Comparative Details for Current Roles and Responsibilities for
Curriculum Development Process in Bangkok University, Rangsit University, and
Dhurakij Pundit University
Source: Website and Interview
From figure 2.7 above, the researcher found th&t each university has its own
curriculum development process which has similar role and function as a center of
representative of the university to coordinate the curriculum development between the
university and Commission on Higher Education. However, each university has its own
center for curriculum development such as department of academic support under the
Vice President for Planning and Development at Bangkok University, office of the
academic standard under the Vice President for Academic Affairs at Rangsit University,
etc. Moreover, these universities have the same curriculum development process but
different in the numbers of the committee approving the curriculum and different in duty
of service process for the faculties to offer the curriculum proposal. Some universities
have the office to facilitate the faculties to run all curriculum process from the beginning
of process in terms of appointed the curriculum committee, preparing the meeting of the
curriculum committee, and checking documentations to the process of proposing the
curriculum to University Academic Committee and University Council for approval
before submitting curriculum documents to the Commission on Higher Education.
However some universities have office to facilitate the faculties while submitting
curriculum documents to the University Academic Committee, University Council and
Commission on Higher Education.
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Therefore, after studying curriculum development process from many
universities, the researcher found that the function for curriculum development
process is to coordinate with many people in many positions whom curriculum
development coordinators have to deal with in order to success in curriculum
development of each program.
Accordingly, the Administrative Service Unit for curriculum development,
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Assumption University functions
as dynamic open organization systems because it has to interact with all faculties and
departments within the university before contacting the Commission on Higher
Education which cannot be fully controlled. Due to increasing delegated authority
from the Commission on Higher Education to university for internal management, it
is necessary for the university to set up a center for coordinating inside university and
between the university and the Commission on Higher Education. A center for
controlling and managing quality of curriculum in the university should provide
curriculum information to facilitate the university on passing new curriculum, on
modifying existing curriculum, and reducing the number of duplicated curriculum in
the university. Therefore, the better understanding organization as open systems helps
the researcher develops new curriculum development service and transforms inputs to
output effectiveness with service quality of process quality and faculties/departments'
satisfaction.
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2.2

Organization as Open Systems
Organization is very important for doing business because it brings about the

outcome of business. Therefore, we have to understand the organization because
organizations do things that individual cannot do it alone.
"Organization is a collectivity with a relatively identifiable boundary, normative
orders (rules), ranks of authority (hierarchy), communication systems, and membership
coordinating systems (procedures); this collectivity exists on a relatively continuous
basis, in environments, and engages in activities that are usually related to a set of goals;
the activities have outcomes for organizational members, for the organization itself, and
for society" (Hall and Tolbert, 2005, p.4).

Moreover, Organizations provide the benefit of individuals or groups.
Organizations are dynamic in the social-change process through structuring of social
activities and impacts on members because organizations are open systems interacting
with people, tasks, technology, and structure that involved with organization's
environment (Nelson and Quick, 2006) which is shown in the figure 2.7 below.
The organization system works from input converting into through-put, and
deliver to output. Input includes human, informational, material, and financial resources
that used by the organization. Through-put includes the materials and resources that can
be transformed by the organization's technology components and finally become output
for customers, consumers, and clients (Nelson and Quick, 2006).

-
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Task environment: Competitors, Unions, Regulatory, Agencies and Clients
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Figure 2.8: Organization as an Open system
Source: Nelson, D. L., & Quick, J. C. (2006, p. 9)

Cummings and Worley (2005) also pointed out that every organization system
involved with input, transformation, and output as that the figure 2.9 shown below:
Environment

Input

Transformation

Output

- Infonnation

Social Component

- Finish Goods

- Energy

Technological

- Services

Component

- Ideas

Feedback

Figure 2.9: Organization System
Source: Cummings, T. G. & Worley, C. G. (2005 p. 86)

Input consists of human, information, energy, and materials derived from the
system's external environment coming into the system. Transformation is the process of
converting input into output as well as operational functions that composed of social and
technological components. The social component consists of people and work
relationships. The technological component involves tools, techniques, and methods of
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production or service delivery. Output is the result o f what i s transformed b y the system
and send to the environment. Finally, feedback is information concerning the actual
performance or the output results of the system (Cummings and Worley, 2005).
Open systems also show a hierarchical order in terms of higher level of system
consisting of lower-level systems; systems at the level of society consisting of
organizations; organizations consisting of groups or departments; and groups consisting
of individuals (Cumm ings and Worley, 2005).
Therefore, open systems effect directly with organization and people in terms of
exchanging information and resources with the environment. Therefore, an open
organization system cannot be entirely controlled by internal forces, in fact influenced by
some external forces as well. As open systems dynamically interacted with internal and
external environments, understanding organization development theories regarding this
can help the organization to succeed in improving organization or effective system.
2 .3

Organization Development (OD)
Nowadays, every organization has to adapt to the global change in order to

response according to the customer' s needs and organization's goals. An organization
that is adaptable to changing environments can survive and surpass other competitors.
Therefore, organizational change plays the important role as a key for success in today
business. Organizational change is shifting from an old system of doing things to a new
system for the positive outcomes (Carr, Hard, and Trahant, 1 996).
Nelson and Quick (2006) also stated that
Organization development is a systematic approach to organizational
improvement that applies behavioral science theory and research in order to
increase individual and organizational well-being and effectiveness (p. 6 1 5).
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The Organization Development Cycle is shown in the Figure 2 . 1 0 as below.

Intervention

Diagnosis and
needs analysis

R I
"Y

Figure 2.10: Organization Development
Source: Nelson, D. L. & Quick, J. C. (2006, p. 616)
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C ummings and Worley (2005) cited the organization development definition as:
Organization Development is a system wide application and transfer of behavioral
science knowledge to the planned development, improvement and reinforcement
of the strategies, structures, and process that lead to organization effectiveness
(p. l).

French, Bell and Zawcki (2005) also explained the definition of organization
development that "organization development is the strength of human processes in
organizations as it improves the function of organic systems toward its objectives" (p. 2).
Moreover, Hanson and Lubin ( 1 995) stated that "organization development is a planned
effort to help people work and live together more effectively and productively, overtime,
in their organization" (p. 28) such as changing ways of connecting and doing the work
that j oin individual needs with organizational goals.
Therefore, Organization Development involves with solving problems of
organization toward goals as well as helping persons in the organization to maintain skills

-
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and knowledge in changing process. The Organization Development conveys high
perfonnance, high quality of products and services, high productivity, continuous
development, and high quality of work life. Organization Development also combines
individual needs for growth such as the responsibility for decisions in work life, respect
for competency, open communication with coworkers, and create problem solving; and
mutual organizational goals. Thus, organization needs to make some procedures or
change systems that will be used in identifying the problems and lead to better quality
solutions (Hanson and Lubin, 1 995).
Finally, organization development is an organizational process that can improve
major processes be setting up tasks and objectives called "a process for improving
process". The process of identifying tasks and objectives in work unit or organization
and reevaluating the goals are necessary for people in the organization because this will
identify the tasks needed for change and develop the organization improving process.
Furthermore, organization development is a continuing, long-term, and normal process in
management. However, to obtain successful organization development is not easy due to
the dynamic and complex natures of organization as open systems. Therefore
understanding the strategies in terms of organization development intervention for
changing and developing organization is useful for the administrators to decide strategies,
plans, and activities suitable for organization development.

2.4

Organization Development Intervention (ODI)
Cummings and Worley (2005) mentioned "Organization Development

Interventions (OD l's) are institutionalized when the change program persists and
becomes part of the organization's normal functioning" (p. 1 99). Hanson and Lubin
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( 199 5 ) also cited Organization Development Intervention from French and Bell ( 1 990)
that
Organization Development Intervention is a set of structured activities in which
selected organization units (target groups or individuals) engage in a task or a
sequence of tasks where the task goals are related directly or indirectly to
organizational improvement. Interventions constitute the action thrust of
organization development; they make things happen and are "what's happening"
(p. 58).

Therefore, intervention is an activity that emphasizes on the task development of
an

individual such as coaching, training; of groups such as teams building, survey

feedback, retreats, strategic planning; of departments or subsystems such as data
collection, diagnosis the problem issues and problem-solving workshops, all-day
confrontation meetings ; and of the total organization such as strategic planning, survey,
feedback, assessment the process or restructuring, changing the culture in certain problem
areas. Moreover, organization development program is also the program that facilitates
the organization to solve the problems for organization effectiveness (Hanson and Lubin,
1 995).
Thus, organization development intervention is an activity to develop or improve
the organization for better performance. As administrative service unit of service process
for curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs is coordinating, supporting, and facilitating all academic units: faculties and
departments in curriculum development process in the university. Importantly, the
Organization Development Intervention helps developing and improving curriculum
development process in the university. The effective interventions help developing new
curriculum development process, new service process, and creating tasks for the quality
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service . Administrative Service Unit for curriculum development interacts with many
people in different levels such as Officers of the Commission on Higher Education,
Secretary of the University Council, President of the University, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Deans, Chairpersons and faculties. Therefore it is necessary to pay
attention on human resources for implementing changes and providing support for
changes in organization;
A technological development is changing constantly, organization must
emphasize on human development by attracting competent people to work in the
organization. Therefore, a suitable intervention process of service process for curriculum
development in the university is "Human Process Interventions". According to
Cummings and Worley (2005), Human Process Interventions focus on people within
organization and the process including communication, problem solving, group decision
making, and leadership to accomplish organization goals. Examples of interventions
include process consultation and the organization confrontation meeting. Human Process
Interventions involved with individual competencies, interpersonal relationships, and
group dynamics, therefore, they must include coaching, training, and providing
consultation supports. Third-party interventions and team building are useful in terms of
coaching to clarify their goals and improve performance; training and development to
increase organization members' skills and knowledge; process consultation to help
members gaining skills and understandings in identifying problems by themselves
(Cummings and Worley, 2005). Besides Human Process Interventions, Technostructural
Intervention is another type of interventions that related to structural design, downsizing
and reengineering to achieve improvements in performance. Then the Technostructural
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intervention is another intervention of curriculum development process in the university
and service process by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to improve
or change curriculum development process for the better service quality of service
process and supporting to produce the quality of curricula. Furthermore, change
management is a core information technology to support the business functions of
organization that programs, systems, and infrastructure modifications ensure to
authorized, tested, documented, and monitored (Yarberry, 2007) so, change management
is the ability for improvement-driven organizations including change in a small scale
such as adjusting work procedure that is a minor change or tiny improvement of the
organization. However, change process does not guarantee the success of change, it also
depend on people factors that are the most vitally important for successful
transformations (Carr, Hard, and Trahant, 1 996). Therefore, challenge of managing the
change process involves connecting people that must find some strategies to manage
change such as communication, participation, empathy, and support (Nelson and Quick,
2006). Thus, it is necessity to understand what is the importance of process, how to
change process, and concept of process improvement, business process and service
process, etc.

2.5

s [\ (
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Process, Process Management, Redesign (Focus Improvement)
Process
Processes are the heart of everything that organizations show the continued being

and growth of the company, for that reason, the process improvement can help
organization improving efficiency and effectiveness (Dalmaris, Tsui, Hall and & Smith,
2007). Process includes network activities that flow units or works transfom1 input to
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output (Laguna and Marklund, 2005). Moreover, processes are basic activities working
toward goal achievement by taking one or more inputs, transforms, add values, and
provide one or more outputs for customers (Krajewski and Ritzman, 2005). Thus, to
succeed in the process involved with the transformation of inputs such as employees,
managers, equipment, facilitates, materials, services to outputs, so it is necessary to
identify all related activities that describe work process, sequence and relationship of
works in order to create a clear work output to meet the customer's requirements through
coordination and transparency (Laguna and Marklund, 2005).
Furthermore, to implement a process view in terms of people management, the
process structure must be clear and easy to understand for people who are involve in the
process. Then using process orientation to break down barriers among departments and
created a sense of reliability of the process and people involved including the process
management that need to point on workflow in order to know how a job moves through
an organization (Laguna and Marklunc, 2005). Therefore, a process is a set of connected
activities that creates values to goods or service by combining people, machines, tools,
techniques, and materials to the sequence of steps or actions. The key process consists of
value creation processes such as manufacturing and service delivery, operation
management; and support process including technology information systems, human
resources, administrative services, legal services, and business services which is part of
infrastructure, indirectly add values to the product or service. Therefore, core processes
are driven by external client need and support processes are driven by internal client
needs (Raturi and Evans, 2005).
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Krajewski and Ritzman (2005) stated that an organization is only as effective as
its process so, it is important to capture process views of organizations for understanding
how services or products are produced. The process views also help understanding how
they are coordinated starting from the requiring inputs from external sources to produce
output for external clients. Processes can be divided into sub-processes that will separate
from one part of a process to another. The processes also are classified as follow:
1 ) Core process is a chain of activities that delivers value, builds relationships and
produces the service or product for external customers.
2) Support process provides necessary resources, inputs to the core process, and to
the management of the business.
Krajewski and Ritzman (2005) also explained the linkages between the core and
support processes that emphasize on four core processes which are as follow:
1 ) Customer Relationship Process that identifies, attracts, builds relationships
with external customers
2) New service/product development process that designs and develops new
services or products that inputs received from external customer through the customer
relationship process
3) Order fulfillment process is the activities required to produce and deliver the
service or product to the external customer
4) Supplier relationship process selects the suppliers of services, materials,

information and facilitates into the firm with timely and efficient flow.
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For support processes, it provides key resources, capabilities, or other inputs to
core processes. The figure 2 . 1 1 of Internal Value-Chain Linkages Showing Work and
Information Flows is shown below:
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Figure 2.1 1 : Internal Value-Chain Linkages Showing Work and Information Flows
Source: Krajewski, L. J. & Ritzman, L, P. (2005, p. 9)

Akamavi (2005) also studied the concept of process as series of steps converting
inputs into outputs for internal and external customers by operating a system through
series of continuous actions or operations performed at different steps and send from the
service providers to the customers. Furthermore, Amaratunga, Haigh, Sarshar and Baldry
(2002) stated that a process is an activity that involves with more than one person or
piece of equipment acting through knowledge process which leads to process outcome at
the completion of a specific task.
Then, each activity is a part of a process framework that shows the mapping of
process clearly demonstrated how and why the process operates so, developing the
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chart can show the process steps from the viewpoints of the consumers and
detailed flow
the providers. The process mapping/flowcharting also explains the details of major
elements of the process and how to conduct operational performance in terms of quality,
cost, and time. The process includes analyzing of the customers, running into the process,
identifying bottlenecks, unnecessary activities, delays, and duplications, then try
minimizing the complication of the process (Akamavi,

2005).

According to Harrington, Esseling and Nimwegen

( 1 997), "a process is a logical,

related, sequential (connect) set of activities that takes an input from a supplier, adds
value, and produces an output to a customer"

(p. l ). Therefore, a major process involves

with many functions within the organizational structure which the operation has a main
impact on the organization functions.
According to Dignan

( 1 995), processes were mapped by people doing work that

can improve from changing rules, a technological development or change doing things in
the different way such as the process of customer care, monitoring, reporting, and
distributing work process (workflow management), communication and infrastructure.
Ould

( 1 995) mentioned that every organization has a number of processes that

direct successful in business objectives. Each process is a type of activity in the
organization where people work together to get a desired outcome. The process also
generally involves more than one person (group) or machines do things through mutual
activity for the same goal. Moreover, organizations have procedures to explain on what is
to be done in each process. The processes also consist of three types that are core
processes, support prncesses, management processes which are shown in the figure
below.
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The three types o f business process
Management Process

Customer

Core process

Request

Customer
Satisfaction

Support process
Figure 2.12: Three types of business process
Source: Ould, M. A. (1995, p. 2)
Ould (1 995) also explained three types of processes as follow:
1 ) Core process concentrates on satisfying external customers and respond to a
customer need and generate customer satisfaction.
2) Support process concentrates on adding value to the customer by supporting a
core business process to provide a suitable working environment
3) Management process concentrates on managing the core processes or the
support processes that plan at the business level.
Beside, Jones ( 1 994) pointed out that the success of organization depends on the
products and services performance involved with deliverable business processes and
people such as employees and suppliers. Then, processes are the linkage between the
client's requirements and the delivery of products or services. Moreover, the business
processes are also linkage of functional work groups and processes in the internal
customer or supplier chains that separate into two classes which are delivery and support
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process. Delivery processes include product (service) development process, customer
order process, and product (service) maintenance process in terms of supports after
service through service/support call, etc. Support processes include human resource
acquisition process such as skill development and training; material acquisition process
such as systems acquisition process, service acquisition process, business management
process. Moreover, the effective planning, measurement, control and improvement of the
key business processes can bring to a business under control and efficient, a high level of
customer service and satisfaction including co-ordinate performance measures for
customer satisfaction, and process efficiency (Jones, 1 994). According to Melan ( 1 993), a
process is a set of work activities that begins with inputs such as raw or semi-finished
materials or data and then perform operation which is called transformation. Finally a
work product for the end result of the operation has higher added values. The outputs
gain values after the final operation and become finai outputs or end products.
Therefore, activities are defined by formal documentation such as process
specifications, operational descriptions or routings, instructions of various kinds,
drawings, and etc. which each of activities may be broken down into tasks as elemental
work. Furthermore, characteristics of a process include capacity in terms of the output
rate of the process and effectiveness, efficiency, and adaptability characteristics used to
evaluate process in terms of quality of the process .
Process Management, Redesign (Focus Improvement)

According to Melan (1 993), process management is a concept that focuses on the
flow of works on independent products, services, and organizations that result in a series
of work activities comprise of transformation of materials and information to the product
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or service output of organization. Therefore, the set of work activities to generate an
output is called a process that process management provides a way of analyzing an
operation of organization, nature of work, how to conduct work and improve key process
of business operation. Stevenson (2007) also stated that process improvement is the
method to improve a process involving documentation, measurement, and analysis for the
goal of improving the functioning of a process such as increasing customer satisfaction,
achieving higher quality, reducing waste, reducing cost, increasing productivity, and
reducing process time.
Therefore, the process improvement can help to reduce cycle time; delete or
combine activities; reduce re-work; ensure adequate feedback to process operators;
improve information; material and flow; ensure full satisfaction of customer needs; apply
effectiveness and efficient controls; and identify the chance for relocation in value-added
activities and reduce cost (Hindle, 1 997). Thus, it is necessary to understand the overview
of process improvement which is shown the figure 2 . 1 3 below.

)

A. Map the process
l . Collect information about the process; identify each step in the process.

For each step, determine;
The inputs and output
The people involved

*

The decisions that are made
Document such measures as time, cost, space used, waste, employee morale and any employee
turnover, accidents and/or safety hazards, working conditions, revenues and /or profits, quality, and
customer satisfaction, as appropriate.
2. Prepare a flowchart that accurately depicts the process; note that too little detail will not allow for
meaningful analysis, and too much detail will overwhelm analysis and be coilllter productive. Make
sure they key activities and decisions are represented.
B. Analyze the process
1 . Ask these questions about the process:
Is the flow logical?
Are any steps or activities missing?
Are these any duplications?

2. Ask these questions about each step:

Is the step necessary? Could it be eliminated?
Does the step add value?
Does any waste occur at this step?

Could the time be shortened?
Could the cost to perform the step be reduced?
Could two (or more) step be combined?
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ess
e
c. Redesign th proc
Using the results of the analysis, redesign the process. Document the improvements; potential
and
measures include reductions in time, cost, space, waste, employee turnover, accidents, safety hazards,
increases/improvements in employee moral, working conditions, revenues/profits, quality, and customer
satisfaction.

Figure 2.13: Overview of Process Improvement
Source: Stevenson, W. J. (2007, p. 424)
Moreover, Slack, Chambers, Johnston and Betts (2006) pointed out that the
redesign process involve with the process flow including throughput rate, throughput
time, work-in-process, and resource utilization. Therefore, it is necessary to understand
the impact of strategic performance objectives on the process design objectives and
performance which is shown in the figure 2. 14 below.
The impact of strategic performance objectives on the process design objectives and performance
Some benefits of good process design
Typical process design objectives
Strategic performance
ob0ective
Quality
Provide appropriate resources, capable of
Products and Services produced on
achieving the specification of product or
specification
service
Less recycling and wasted effort within
Error-free processing
the process
Speed
Minimum throughput time
Short customer waiting time
Output rate appropriate for demand
Low in-process inventory
Dependability
Provide dependable process resources
On-time deliveries of products and
Reliable process output timing and
services
volume
Less disruption, confusion and
rescheduling within the process
Flexibility
Provide resources with an appropriate
Ability to process a wide range of
products and services
range of capabilities
Change easily between processing states
Low cost/fast product and service change
Low cost/fast volume and timing changes
(what, how, or how much is being
processed?)
Ability to cope with unexpected events
(e.g. supply or a processing failure)
Cost
Appropriate capacity to meet demand
Low processing costs
Low resource costs (capital costs)
Eliminate process waste in terms of:
Low delay/inventory costs (working
excess capacity
capital costs)
excess process capability
in-process delays
in-process error
inappropriate process inputs

Figure 2.14: The impact of strategic performance objectives on the process design
objectives and performance
Source: Slack, N., Chambers, S., Johnston, R. & Betts, A. (2006, p. 137)
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Krajewski and Ritzman (2005) also pointed out that process design means the
selection of the inputs, resources, work flows, and methods that transform inputs into
outputs for performance improvement such as new or adjusted service, improved quality.
Harrington et al. ( 1 997) stated that the process redesign focuses on the process
improvement in order to reduce cost, cycle time, error rates, etc. Therefore the redesign
process is useful for the practices such as bureaucracy elimination, value-added analysis,
duplication elimination, simplification methods, cycle time reduction, error proofing
(current problem analysis), process upgrading (organizational restructuring), simple
language, standardization, supplier partnerships and automation, mechanization, and
information technology.
However, the incorrect design or poor performance can proceed inefficient
consequences in the operational process. Thus, a blueprint is a capability that combines
people and technology together in order to deliver service quality performance and
innovation in the service. The blueprint also includes changes in the features of service in
terms of changes in delivery method, re-engineering of the operational process such as
speed of delivery, customer time reduction, responsiveness to customer, convenience and
introduce new working practices (Akamavi, 2005).
Finally, according to Carr et al. ( 1 996), change processes are the processes that
change the system by identify the factors influencing performance in organization;
diagnosis situation, and create an understanding of the change problems; planning of
change process; implementing of the new things and setting of significant success factors
such as leadership's ability, plan the change process, understand aspect involved, build in
a capacity for ongoing learning and development etc.

--
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Administrative service unit of service process for curriculum development by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is also the process of curriculwn
development in the university that provides some services and activities to the faculties
for helping and assisting in the curriculum development until the completing process and
brings to result of curriculum implementation.

2.6

Business Process and Business Process Management, Business
Process Reengineering and Business Process Improvement
Business Process and Business Process Management
According to Kock (2007), business processes are the parts of value-added work

in the organization for increasing both efficiency and the quality of outcomes by
designing process in order to reduce the waiting time in buffers and achieve a higher flow
rate for all process. Laguna and Marklund (2005) pointed out that "A business process is
a network of connected activities and buffers with well-defined borders and priority
relationships, which utilize resources to transform inputs into outputs for the purpose of
satisfying customer requirement" (p. 9). Moreover, workflow is related with process
management and process analysis to show how jobs flow through the process, how
activities are performed involving with people and information needed for completion.
Hindle ( 1 997) stated that a business process is a consistent cycle of interrelated
activities starting from inputs and value added tasks that produce output in order to meet
corporate and customer (stakeholder) requirements including accomplishment of key
organization goals. Therefore, to identify the effectiveness of core business processes can
make more efficient operations, cut costs, and reduce waste as well as improving
products, services and increasing the flexibility and responsiveness of all business
processes. Moreover, business process also includes the defining service procedures,
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developing service delivery capability, measuring customer satisfaction, evaluating
service, etc.
Harrington et al ( 1 997) stated that the organization's process is series of steps
which converts input from suppliers into output or products and can be divided into two
major types as follow:

I)

Production Business Process Improvement for improving the processes involved
in producing the delivered products or services.

2) Administrative Business Process Improvement for all of the support processes
such as order processing etc.
Therefore, business process improvement begins with defining, understanding, and
improving the activity flow within major processes in order to yield cost reduction, cycle
time, and error rates reduction etc.
Furthermore, it is necessary to study the flowchart of business process to improve
the process for effective performance. All business processes contain a basic set of
elements that perform operations directly on products, transportation, delays, storage,
decisions, and controls. (Reding, Ratiiff & Fullmer, 1 998). Therefore, the process
flowchart can show optimized process performance in terms of quality, cost, time, and
provide valuable information for evaluating how to achieve fundamental process
objectives in terms of produce quality and cost-effective products.
To manage the business process, it is necessary to understand the business process
management which Forster (2006) mentioned Business Process Management is the
method for organizations to improve performance and customer satisfaction. Business

L
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process is also specific orders of work activities through time and place, a beginning and
an

end process, and clearly identified inputs and outputs etc.
According to Lee and Dale ( 1 998), Business process management is concerned

with business operations in order to improve the process to achieve the corporate
obj ectives. Moreover, process management is a main duty of employees to have the
responsibility for identifies key processes, document process, measurement of the
effectiveness of processes and imp:;oving the process.
The factors to succeed in business process management are process order such as
applying business processes correctly, consistently across the organization, and
continuously monitoring performance. Therefore, business process improvement is also
defined in terms of processes that designed from the customers' perspective,
benchmarking, continuous improvement, breakthrough improvement; and, quality of
information (Lee and Dale, 1 998). Moreover, a business process can also be split into
other sub-processes. The lower level processes of a business process can be smaller
which are called "tasks or activities" (Dennis, Hyes and Daniels, 1 994).
Finally, French and Bell (1 990) pointed out that business process improvement
(BPI) is also the basis for organizational development that involves both a value-adding
unit and a set of interrelated activities that transform of inputs into outputs. Suppliers
provide inputs and the outputs are consumed by customers. The transformation adds
value to the inputs by changing to desirable outputs from the customers' point of view.
Business Process Reengin eering and B usiness process improvement

According to Laguna and Marklund (2005), the importance of business process
design is to show how to do things to satisfy customer requirements with efficient and
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effective process. Therefore a good process design begins with a deep understanding of
customer preferences in terms of quality and response time and try redesign process by
eliminating waste, waiting times, and non-value-adding activities to speed up the process.
Motwani, Kumar, Jiang, and Youssef ( 1 998) also stated that business process
reengineering is one of the current important changes within organization that help
organization surviving in the more competitive, customer-oriented commercial
environment and improvement in performance measures such as cost, quality, service,
and speed.
According to Armistead and Machin ( 1 998), a key component of business process
re-engineering (BPR) is business processes that involve with the concept of a series of
interrelated activities, crossing functional boundaries, with specific inputs and outputs.
BPR is related with the redefinition and redesign of business processes, eliminating
activities that do not add value to the process. The nature of business processes is divided
into four categories which are as follow:
1 ) Direction setting process involving with a mixture of the set of steps within a

formal planning process.
2) Operational process involving with the way in which work gets done within the
organization to produce goods and services in terms of flows of material, information,
and customers.
3 ) Supporting process involving with the support or enabling the operating
processes
4) Managerial process involving with decision-making and communication
activities.
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Moreover, Armistead and Machin ( 1 998) also defined three basic operational
functions of business process which are processing, distribution, and delivery. Therefore
mapping the process is necessary to ensure understanding the steps of process and
process flowchart to show conceptual views of where activities take place, in what order,
and how to relate to each other. Therefore, organizations are the sets of interrelated
business process that transform inputs to produce valuable outputs for customers. The
most successful organizations in terms of business processes are an efficient of the
balance between the capacity of outputs, costs, and effective for generating outputs to
match with the expectations of customers (Kock and McQueen, 1 995).

2.7

Operation Principles
According to Slack et al (2006), operation principles are all processes that inputs

transform resources to outcome products and services. Thus, a process's performance can
be considered by the levels of quality, speed, dependability, flexibility, and cost
effectiveness. Moreover, operation process is a viewpoint that all processes transform
inputs into outputs which is shown in the figure 2. 1 5 below.
Inputs that will be
transformed within the
operation or process
•
Materials
•
Information
•
Customers

�

*

Operations and
processes transform
inputs into outputs

(:)

Products and
Services

Inputs that do the transforming
within the operation or process
•
People
•
Facilities (technology, building, etc)

Figure 2.15: Operation Process
Source: Slack, N., Chambers, S., Johnston, R., & Betts, A. (2006, p. 10)
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Slack et al (2006) also mentioned that operations and process management use the
process perspective to analyze business classified into three levels which are the level of
the operation itself, the level of the supply network, and the level of individual process.
However the most important level needs to focus on the operations functions of the
business. The three levels of operation analysis are shown in the figure 2. 1 6 below:

Flow between operations

Strategic
analysis
Analysis at the level of the supply networka supply network is an arrangement of operations
Need to know-the role of each operation in the network

Flow between proces es

and the relationships between them .

Analysis at the level of the operation-an operation is an
arrangement of processes
Need to know-the role of each process and the
relationships between them

Analysis at the level of the process-a process is an
arrangement of resources
Need to know-the role of each unit resource in
the process and the relationships between them

Operational
analysis

Figure 2.16: The three levels of operation analysis
Source: Slack, N., Chambers, S., Johnston, R., & Betts, A. (2006, p. 1 1)
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Moreover, Stevenson (2007) stated that operations management is the
management of systems or processes that create goods and/or provide services by
transforming or converting inputs into outputs which is shown in the figure 2 . 1 7 below.
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Figure 2.17: Operations Management
Source: Stevenson, W. J. (2007, p. 5)

Furthermore, Krajewski and Ritzman (2005) stated that operations management is
the systematic design, direction, and control of processes that transform inputs into
services and products for internal and external customers.
Raturi and Evans (2005) also mentioned that operation management is the
business activity that involves the design, development, and maintenance of system and
processes that transform resources, such as raw materials, technology, and labor, into
goods and services to meet customers' needs. Thus, operations are focused on goods and
services, collectively called as products while services take place in directly contact
between a customer and representatives of service functions. Then customer contact is a
key characteristic of services. However, service also include back office that support for
internal customers of an organization, such as IT support, training, and legal service.
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2.8

Process Documentation
Laguna and Marklund (2005) pointed out that document processing is business

document that is a medium for information processes such as dataflow analysis, database
storage and retrieval, transaction processing and network communications.
Ak:amavi (2005) stated that documenting the process can help to understand how
the service is delivered to the customer. Moreover, the process can be divided into two
sub-processes. Therefore, it is necessary to have document of each step in the flowchart
because it can help to analyze problems of process.
Process documentation is a graphical demonstration of a process that show clearly
the relations between activities, personal, information, and objectives of workflow to help
in detecting problems in a given process (Ungan, 2006). Then, people who prepare
documentation must be sure that the process has identical inputs, outputs, and operations
in each step before creating standard operating procedures (Lillrank and Liukko, 2004 ).
Ungan (2006) mentioned that process oriented approach is very important for the
business success due to the business success is correlated with having a good documented
process. This is because process documents are used for analyzing and improving
business processes. Therefore process documents can be process flowchart and process
map that is a graphicai representation process that explains the relations between the
activities, personnel, information, and the objectives of workflow including showing the
responsibility for each activity. Process documents are also practical tools for
understanding, analyzing, and improving work processes. Therefore, well-defined
process documents will help in developing standard operating procedures for the achieve
consistency in operation.
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Moreover, Harrington et al. ( 1 997) pointed out that document administrative
business process also provide the administrative business processes in terms of
procedures, cycle times, deadlines, forms required, providing a basis for the analysis and
also evaluation of administrative business process in terms of the distribution of tasks
including transferring of knowledge of process to people involved.
Moreover, to analyzing, designing improved administrative business processes,
Harrington et al ( 1 997) said that only defining, understanding, and improving processes
cannot make the job done until the processes are well documented. Therefore, to analyze
and evaluate administrative business processes in terms of effectiveness, efficiency,
adaptability and internal control will help for well document process effectiveness. The
effectiveness of administrative business processes are as follow.
1 ) The effectiveness of information management

2) The effectiveness and efficiency of the data files
3) The analysis of timeliness and cycle time
4) The relationship of functions and tasks to the administrative organization
5) The effectiveness and efficiency of the routing of the administrative business
process
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6) The accuracy, thoroughness, and reliability of the data processing operations
7) The productivity of the administrative business process

8) The use of opportunities for standardization
9) Duplicates and superfluous procedures

I 0) Adaptability of the administrative business process
1 1 ) To effectiveness and suitability of technological enablers
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However, understanding of the effectiveness of the information, routing, function,
task structure, extent of standardization, duplicates and superfluous procedures, cycle
time, accuracy, completeness, reliability of the data processing (internal control) can also
be accomplished without leading directly to the analysis and evaluation of the processes.
However the transfer of knowledge is also important to effectively maintain or update the
existing administrative systems and to maintain the continuity of these systems
(Harrington et al. 1 997).
Therefore, a documentation technique is a method that explains an information
system, process or organization such as the use of form management diagrams, process
diagrams, and organizational structure diagrams. Therefore, there are many
documentation factors used for creating the well-documentation process which are as
following examples (Harrington et al. 1 997).
1) Nature of the procedures

2) Element of time such as deadlines, lengths of time, and order of time
3) Documents such as forms, charts, records, computer list information
4) Information such as name/address of supplier, client, delivery due, etc.
Harrington et al. ( 1 997) also mentioned the level of detail of the document
involves documents for organizational requirements in terms of defining and directing all
the organization's activities and management system. Manuals define what needs to be
done and what is conceptual in nature. Operation procedures used to define the major
processes that exist within the organization. Instructions used to define the task level and
provide detailed instruction on how the individual performs the activity; records prepared
to define how effectively and efficiently the tasks or activities were performed.
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2 .9

Service Process
Stevenson (2007) stated that service is something have done to or for a customer

through a service delivery system including the facilities, processes, and skills needed to
provide the service. Syson and Perks (2004) also stated that services are viewed as
processes to relate in service delivery, the actions of the individuals involved both
employees and customers, and the management of activities. Tinnil and Vepsalainen
( 1 995) pointed out that service is a concept involved with a wide variety of processes and
exchanges while the customer enters into a relationship with the service. Therefore,
information plays an important role in the delivery, co-ordination and quality assurance
of services including the need of determining the most efficient delivery channel and
service channels. Bitner, Faranda, Hubbert and Zeithaml ( 1 997) also said that service
interacts between organizations, related systems/processes, service employees and
customers.

-

Service process involves with the stage of ordering that receive an order from the
customer and prepare the consequent tasks to perform and deliver the order (Sheu,
McHaney and Babbar, 2003). Moreover, Mayer, Bowen and Moulton (2003) informed
the process of service definition cited by Shoatack (1 992) that process of service consists
of steps, tasks, procedures, mechanisms, and activities required to the rendering of a
service. A service process also passed through a delivery channel that includes front-line
employees and staff members of the service provider to reach the customer (Tinnil et al.
1 995).
According to Woong Kim and Gui Kim (200 1 ), service process have to improve
in order to maximize customer's satisfaction and perform it efficiency and effective
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performance through process throughput time and the customer' s delay time etc.
Dabholkar and Overby (2005) mentioned service evaluations in terms of service quality
or customer satisfaction that are related to service process and service outcome. "Service
outcome is as what a customer receives during the exchange, and service process as the
manner in which the outcome is transferred to the customer" (p. 239). Therefore,
customer satisfaction is related to both process and outcome factors. Moreover, Danaher
and Mattsson (1 994) said that satisfaciion come from the result from the comparison
between predicted service and perceived service while service quality compare between
desired service and perceived service. Therefore the process plays a key role in
determining the overall satisfaction.
Thus, service process is series of activities defined by the customer's point of
view such as the way of customers used and interacted with the service operations
through interaction between customer and employee so, the activities of the service
process depends on the degree of interaction with the customer in terms of activities
directly interact with the customer and the service (customer support); activities that
performed without directly contact with the customer but related to a specific service;
activities that use net work capacity in terms of operations of the telecommunication
network, and other supporting activities within the division such as management control.
The importance of the process view is derived from management information by people
who interact with customers and run the process so, management control in services
based on operations process that make activities for customer satisfaction (Kullven and
Mattsson, 1 994).
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Johnson, Tsiros and Lancioni ( 1 995) mentioned that the framework of inputs,
processes, and outputs play an important role in the successful operation of the firm so,
input dimension of service involves with transactions, communication flow, and
coordination patterns while outcome dimension involves with functional and socio
psychological outcomes in terms of accomplishment of goals, perceived effectiveness of
relationship. Therefore, the processing and feedback stages can be evaluated service
including interactive quality, staff-customer interaction, functional quality assurance and
responsiveness that output dimension is represented in outcome and reliability.
Mattson ( 1 994) mentioned techniques such as service blueprint and service
mapping which show service processes as flowcharts of interrelated activities from the
customer's viewpoints that is useful for finding the weak points during the process and is
a first step towards improving service quality.
Moreover, according to Wathen and Anderson ( 1 995) informed a service delivery
system as cited in Collier (1 990) that a service delivery system comes from "the right
service in the right way to the right customer at the right time" (p. 239). Service delivery
depends on the performance of several tasks or jobs by individual service providers. All
service delivery systems require customer information as a primary input that is called
raw material of service organizations and how system is processed on productivity.
Service delivery systems involved with the customer information that customers receive
and process.
Krajewski and Ritsman (2005) pointed out that a good process design for service
process depends on the type and amount of customer contact. Moreover, the elements
and characteristics of most service processes also related in degree of contact with the
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customers from almost none contact to complete contact through creation and deliver at
the point of customer contact, a series of interrelated work activities and workflow
management in procedures by passing of documents from one workflow member to
others (Dalmaris et al. 2007).
Therefore, according to Yasin and Yavas ( 1 999), the service organization
composes of open systems including structures, cultures subsystems, strategies, process,
technology and people. Service Deliv(,ry Systems include both operational and customer
sides.
Roes and Dorr ( 1 997) pointed out that service processes include an increased
timeliness of service, reduction of customer complaints; reduction of time wasted and
increased empowerment of front-line personnel. Therefore, qualities in service processes
depend on the characteristics for process control in terms of the degree to which the
service to the customer; the intensity of involvement of employees in the interaction; and
the extent of customer influence on the service provided.

l:::lt

Moreover, a clear description and distinction of service processes is needed for
quality control and improvement in terms of the distinction between front office and back
office which front office processes the service interacted with the customer and the back
office processes to support to the front office. Thus, expectations on quality of service
will depend on the customer process (Roes and Dorr, 1 997).

2.10 Service Process Design
Stevenson (2007) stated that service design is the degree of variation in service
requirements, degree of customer contact and customer involvement in the delivery
system so, service blueprint is a helpful device for conceptualizing a service delivery
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system in terms of a method for describing and analyzing a service process by showing
the basic customer and service actions involved in a service operation. The sample of a
simple service blueprint for a restaurant is shown in the figure 2. 1 8 below:
-Custo mer
actions

Line of Information
Contact
person s

Arrive

Seated

Eat

Order

Pay and leave

Greeted by hostess

Greeted by server

Server

Dinners

Server

Server

Hostess checks

Server provides

describes

are

occasionally

brings the

clears

reservation

menus

specials

served

checks to see

check

tables

Hostess escorts
customers to their

Server fills water

glasses

Server takes

if any

Server

orders

problems

receives

table

Busboy

payment

Line of vfsibilitv
Backstage

Kitchen staff

Dishes

Contacts

prepares food

are
washed

Line of internal interaction
Support

Reservation

SYStem

-��"�'

Ordering food
-

�n...

Cashier

Figure 2.18: The sample of a simple service blueprint for a restaurant
Source: Stevenson, \V. J. (2007, p. 155)

Stevenson (2007) also pointed out the major steps in service blueprinting are
involved as follow:
1 ) Establish borders for the service and decide on the level of detail needed
2) Classify and determine the sequence of customer and service actions and
interactions
3) Build up time estimates for each phase of the process
4) Identify potential failure points and develop a plan to prevent or minimize
them, as well as a plan to respond to service errors
5) Characteristics of well-Designed Service Systems
6) Being cost-effective
7) Having value that is obvious to customers

Laundry
service
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8) Having effective linkages between back o f the house operations which focus on

speed and efficiency and front of the house operations which focus on customer service
9) Having a single, unifying theme, such as convenience or speed

1 0) Having design features and checks that will ensure service that is reliable and
of high quality etc.
Therefore, a service blueprint may be focused on the operation from the customer
perspective and consider how customer expectations and perceptions are managed during
and after the service (Stevenson, 2007). According to Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler,
(2006) a Service Blueprint is a tool for simultaneously depicting the service process, the
point of customer contact and the evidence from the customer's point of view. Customer
contact area encompasses the steps, choices, activities, and interaction that the customer
performs in the process of purchasing, consuming, and evaluating the service. The total
customer experience is apparent in this area of the blueprint such as phone calls, face to
face meeting, and receipt of documents. Onstage contact employee actions are the steps
and activities that contact employees perform. The backstage contact employee actions is
the contact occur behind the scenes to support the onstage activities. Support processes
cover the internal services, steps and interactions that take place to support the contact
employees in delivery the service. Line of interaction represents direct interaction
between the customer and the organization. Line of visibility separates all service
activities that are visible to the customer from those are invisible. Line of internal
interaction separates contact employee activities from those of other service support
activities and people.
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Moreover, service design relies on mutual information and material exchange
between the customers and service providers (Martin, Horne and Schultz, 1 999). Wathen
and Anderspm ( 1 995) also pointed put that service design includes customer information
delivery tasks, communication media such as face-to-face, telephone, mail, and data
communication channels which are an important part for the use to receive customer
information and deliver service products. Therefore, as part of service job design,
communication media facilitate the flow of customer information needed for service
delivery.

2.1 1

Service Quality

ER

According to Seth, Deshmukh, and Vrat, (2005), service quality is an outcome of
satisfaction process including reliability, responsiveness, competence, access,
communications, and security, understanding and knowing the customers which a key
determinant of service quality and customer satisfaction is meeting customer desires.
Therefore, Seth, et al. (2005) studied about components of service quality in their
organizations for identifying quality problems and planning for the launch of a quality
improvement program in order to improve the efficiency, profitability and overall
performance. Moreover, they mapped the different types of service settings in terms of
degree of contact and interaction, degree of labour intensity, and degree of service
customization. The components of service quality are divided into three parts which are
called: technical quality; functional quality; and image.
( 1 ) Technical quality is the quality of what consumer actually receives from
interaction with the service and evaluates the quality of service.
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(2) Functional quality is how to get the technical outcome from customers' views
of service that they have received.

(3) Image can be expected to build up mainly by technical and functional quality
of service including the other factors such as tradition, ideology, word of mouth, pricing
and public relations.
Therefore, services are processes involving customers and are often intangible so
it is difficult for the service provider to explain the actual content of the service and also
difficult for consumers to evaluate services before involving with service process, thus, to
measure service quality, the use of different gap models between expected and
experienced service levels is considered on only stated variables in the service process
(Mattsson, 1 994). Moreover, to assess service quality, it is important to consider all
dimensions of the service in terms of input quality consisting of consumers' overall
quality evaluations in terms of physical elements and other production resources; process
quality consisting of quality of the interaction between provider and consumer; output
quality consisting of what is produced as a result of providing the service (Johnson et a.,

1 995).
Beside Zeithaml, et al. (2006) stated that services are activities, processes, and
performances. Services are involved in a sequence of steps, actions, and activities done
for customers. The skills of the service actors in performing their works are important for
service delivery. The quality and satisfaction is based on customers' perceptions of the
service that service quality reflects the customer' s perception of reliability, assurance,
responsiveness, empathy, and tangibles which the service quality dimensions are as
follow.
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1 . Reliability is the ability to perform the promised service dependably and
accurately.
2. Responsiveness is willingness to help customers and provide prompt service.
3. Assurance is employees' knowledge and courtesy and their ability to inspire trust
and confidence.
4. Empathy is caring, individualized attention given to customers
5. Tangibles are appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel, and written

material.
However, a service encounter occurs every time a customer interacts with the
service organization which is three types of service encounters: remote encounters, phone
encounters and face to face encounters. The customers used three major categories which
compose of people, process, and physical evidence to evaluate the service as below.
1 . People are contact employees, customers
2. Process is operational flow of activities, steps in process, flexibility vesus
standard, technology versus human
3 . Physical evidence is tangible communication, Sevicescape, Guarantees,

Technology, Website
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According to Ghobadian, Speller and Jones, (1 994), service quality can help an
organization to differentiate from other organizations and gain competitive advantage for
the long-term profitability. Service quality occurs in the organization when the
organization focuses on identifying and acting on the customer's needs and expectations.
Moreover, "Service quality" can be improved by giving empowerment to frontline staff
to make important decisions regarding the customer's needs. Therefore, the key
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components of service quality improvements are: market and customer focus; motivated
and well-trained frontline staff; well-designed process; devolvement of responsibility and
authority to the frontline staff; clear definition of quality; effective internal and external
communications; and measurement that the requirements of customers translate into
product and delivery process.
Yavas and Shemwell ( 1 997) also stated that the most important links of rendering
service or interact with customers are in the service quality delivery process that can
bring to the customers' satisfactions so, the key role of the employees must be effective
human resource management to delivering quality service. Therefore, at the starting the
process throughout the period of service delivery is important. . Moreover, Donabedian
( 1 998) stated that global quality perceptions are three components which are structure,
process, and outcome which the details are below
1 . Structure consists of the service supplier's characteristics including
professionalism, equipment, personal, organizational context and access.

2. The process is all activities directly connected to the process of service
delivery.
3 . The outcome is the results of the services at the end of the process such as the
quality of an operation.

1Bi.J 'il

According to Kunst and Lemmink ( 1 995), perceived quality emphasizes on the
perceived quality delivery and is also necessary in managing service expectations and
improving perceived service quality. Scheuing and Christopher ( 1 993) stated that the
quality of a service i s the result of comparison between the expectations of the customer
and his real-life experiences.

I f the

experiences exceed the expectations, the perceived
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quality is positive. If the experiences do not attain the level of expectations, the perceived
quality is low.
Scheuing and Christopher ( 1 993) also explained the Perceived Service Quality
model for difference between the outcome of what the customer gets and the process of
how the process and service encounter are perceived. The outcome dimension is called
technical quality and the process dimension is called functional quality. Beside Scheuing
and Christopher ( 1 993) showed that the SERVQUAL model has the factors to be used as
criteria of service quality that divided by primary service zone as follow.
Customer Zone
Front Line Zone

Responsiveness
Assurance
•
Empathy
•
Reliabilit
•
Support Zone
Reliabilit
Figure 2.19: SERVQUAL model factors to be used as criteria of service quality
Source: Eberhard E. Scheuing and William F. Christopher (1993) p. 1 55
•

Therefore, the service quality occurs when service providers render the services
according to the customers' need through service delivery or service process to the
customer so, understanding the customers play the key role to render them with their
satisfaction.

u
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Studying the human behaviors is also important to serve each person in different
styles for their maximum satisfaction. Brain Map Model can help describing the
differences of human behaviors from brain thinking styles.

2.12

Brain Map
Due to organizations are as human social systems that involve with many people

both inside and outside organization. Tayko (2004) stated that organizations are people in
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organization that make the organization achieve in the higher levels of performance and
the human factor is central for making things work in organization. However, people are
different in thinking, behaviors, working styles, communication preferences, and
management styles, therefore, the whole brain model can help to understand styles of
each person at work.
According to Hermann (2003), the whole brain model has four quadrant
metaphoric models that describe thinking preferences of what people prefer to pay
attention to and what people don't prefer to pay attention to. The whole brain model
divides the brain into four separate quadrants which are Blue, Green, Red, and Yellow.
Blue Quadrant in the upper left specializes in Logical, Analytical, Linear Thinking,
Quantitative and Here-and-Now. Green Quadrant in the lower left specializes in
Organized, Sequential, Safe-keeping, Planned, Detailed, and Implementer. Red Quadrant
in the lower left places on Interpersonal, Feeling-oriented, Teamwork, and Intuition.
Yellow Quadrant in the upper right is Creative, Innovative, Holistic, Synthesizing and
Visionary. Moreover, Hermann (2003) explained deeply about how to identify each
quadrant of four brain thinking styles for understanding working styles in terms of how to
put whole brain to work, the whole brain model communication preference, team
approach and management styles as the figure 2.20-2.23 below.

How to Put WHOLE BRAIN to Work
Being Challenged
Analyzing & Diagnosing
Logical Processing
Finance & Numbers
• Making Things Work
• Solving Tough Problems
• Clarifying Issues
• Explaining Things

•

•

•
•

• Dealing with the Future
• Seeing the Big Picture
• Inventing Solutions
• Developing New Things
• Providing Vision
Taking Risks
I ntegrating Ideas
• Bringing About Change
•

•
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•

Administering

• Attending to Detail
• Being in Control
• Building Things
• Establishing Order
• Timely Implementation
• Planning things Out
• Providing Support

Figure 2.20 How to Put the WHOLE BRAIN to Work
Whole Brain Model Communication Preferences
BLUE

YELLOW

• Facts, no Fluff

• Metaphors

• Technical Accuracy

• Big Picture Overview

• Articulated ideas

• Imaginative

• Brief, C lear, Precise

•

• Critical Analysis

• Exploration

• Strai

• Visual

t forward

Conceptual framework

GREEN
• Details
• Thoroughness

• Rules & Procedures
• Action P lans
• Explanations
• Sta

on to ic

Figure 2.21 Whole Brain Model Communication Preferences
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Team Approaches
"What's the Theory of the case?"
• Define goals & objectives

• Logically solving problems

• Critical analysis & theory
• Efficiency, cost & data

• Working toward quantifiable

"Challenge the Status Quo"
• Strategize & visualize the future
• Risk taking & experimenting

• Combining & connecting concepts

• Brainstorming new ideas & solutions
• "Big picture" perspective

outcomes

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS
"How can we make this happen?"
• Attention to detail & procedures
• Moving from point A to point B
• Task allocation, organization &

planning

• Follow-up & scheduling with time
lines

• Making sure everything is in order &
in control

MOVING .1'0WARD CLOSURE

·
Figure 2.22 Team Approaches
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Management Styles
YELLOW

BLUE
• Authoritative
• Directive
• All-business
• Analytical
• Factual

•
•
•
•
•

Adventurous
Visionary
Entrepreneurial
Idealistic
Holistic

GREEN
• Traditional
• Conservative
• Organized
• Accountable
• Safe-Keeping

Figure 2.23 Management Styles
Source: Slide presentation: The Whole Brain Model: Understanding Working Styles
by University of California, Business Officer Institute (Hermann, 2003)

The figures 2.20-2.23 above explain the differences of each brain quadrants which
all details facilitate the organization interact or contact with people in the organization
easier and know how to contact with each person in each working styles in the
organization appropriately.
To put "Blue quadrant" people to work, the tasks should be challenged, analyzing
and diagnosing but must be logical processing including clarifying issues and explaining
things. Management styles of "Blue quadrant" people are directive and authoritative so,
the task must be target oriented, objective efficient, which have cost and data toward
quantifiable outcomes. Moreover, to communicate with "Blue quadrant" people must be
straight forward, brief, clear, and precise. (Hermann, 2003)
For "Green quadrant" people, the task should be similar with administrating work
that attend in detailing, being in control, following an order including timely
implementation. Management styles of "Green quadrant" people are conservative,
traditional, organized and safe- keeping so, the task must be in detail and procedures
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including task allocation, organization and planning, and follow-up and scheduling with
time lines. Therefore, communication with these people must be in detail according with
the rules and procedures.
For "Red quadrant" people, they need to work with people, build relationship,
express ideating including being a part of a team so; the management styles are team
oriented, supportive, personable, intuitive and communicator. "Red quadrant" people
prefer communication with feeling and value, open discussion, expression including
stories and examples (Hermann, 2003).
For "Yellow quadrant" people need to take risk, develop the new things including
see the big picture and dealing with the future, therefore, the management styles of these
people are visionary, adventurous, and idealistic. Therefore the task should be strategize
and visualizing the future, brainstorming new ideas and solutions and "Big picture"
perspective. Moreover, communication with these people must be metaphors, big picture
overview, imaginative, conceptual framework and exploration. (Hermann, 2003)
Moreover, Brain Map Model of Dudlry Lynch, Brain Technologies Corporation
showed the differences of four brain thinking quadrants to describe human's behaviors in
terms of I-Control, I-Pursue, I-Preserve, I-Explore (www.braintechnologies.com) which
the figure 2.24 is shown as below.
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Figure 2.24: Brain Map Model of Lynch, Brain Technologies Corporation
Brain Technologies Corporation ( 1 992) also informed the clues to BrainMap
styles of l-Control, I-Pursue, I-Preserve and I-Explore in order to understand people in
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each brain thinking styles which is shown in the figure 2.25 below.
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CLUES TO BRAINMAP STYLES

I-EXPLORE

I-CONTROL
PRJMARY NEGOTIATING TACTIC: B u i lds a thorough.

PRIMARY NEGOTIATING TACTIC: Changes the rules in

airtight case

the middle of the game

PRIMARY EMOTION: Pride in being qualified; shame when

PRIMARY EMOTION: Curiosity at new tl1ings and new ways

unprepared; contempt toward the unprepared and the
unqualified

WHAT THE ON LOOKER WILL SEE: Strong facts
orientation

to "be''; disdain if bored ; distraction if over.vhelmed

WHAT THE ONLOOKER WILL SEE: Dealing i n

possibilities, not sureties
•

thumbs nose at many of society's customer

•

exacting standards logical consistency

•

preoccupied with the future

•

control through analysis

•

•

try harder, be better. get smarter

•

constant search for meaning of life

•

see future as logical extension of the past

•

lots of"New Wave" tools and toys

•

detailed, step-by step problem-solving

•

unusual

•

consistency and continuity

•

•

structured environment

•

understated. careful conversation

•

plentiful reference work and files

•

a place for everything: everything in place

responds to ''ariety

c lothing

and color combinations

focus on new ideas, concepts, insi ghts and

perspectives
•

visits to places difficult to access

•

sen s e of becoming
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I-PURSUE
PRIMARY NEGOTIATING TACTIC: Springs surprises,
causing confusion and benefiting from unexpected
PRIMARY EMOTION: Desire for immediate fulfillment and

short-term payoff; anger if denied; fear if "caught out"
WHAT THE ONLOOKER WILL SEE: Action-orientation,
with ability to make quick thins happen
•
•

impatience at details and delays
lots of"spoils": toys, trophies and discarded

mementos
•

abrupt, assertive conversations

•

proactive emotions

•

energy surplus

•

"cat-like" intensity of focus when target insight

•

frequent goal-setting

Figure 2.25 Clues to BrainMap Styles
Source: Tayko, P.M., 2006 (Path Primer & Brain Map Exercises for workshop in
classroom)

The Figure 2.24 and the figure 2.25 above showed the clues of four quadrants of brain
thinking styles to describe people in I-Control, I-Pursue, I-Preserve and I-Explore
quadrants.
People in I-Control quadrant are as the organizer and analyzer so, they are happy
to work with high qualified and shame when unprepared. Thus, these people are exacting
standards logical consistency, detailed, step-by-step problem-solving.
For people in I-Pursue quadrant, the people are the doer so, they need for
immediate fulfillment. Therefore, their works are action-orientation and energy surplus
including impatience at details and delays.
People in I-Preserve quadrant are the believer and the belonger so, they need
affection and relationship that their works must emphasize on getting everyone involved
as opposed to getting the job finished and the job should be high touch rather than high
teach.
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For people in I-Explore, they are the visionary and the creator which need for the
new things so; theirs works focus on new ideas, concept, insights and perspectives.
Therefore, both Hermann (2003) and Brain Technologies Corporation ( 1 992)
have the same concept of the whole brain model and the brain map model that describe
the difference of four brain thinking styles.
Moreover, Takyo (2004) stated that each person in the organization has his
corporate role that influences the corporate performance of the organization which the
roles of each person based on Brain Map Model of Dudlry Lynch , Brain Technologies
Corporation, c 1 993 that have four quadrants of human information process sets of skills
which are in the figure 2.26 below:
Administrator

Entrepreneur

(Short-Term Efficiency-

(Long-Term Effectiveness -

"I Control")

Rational/ Systematic
Performer
(Short-Tenn
Effectiveness

-

Professional

LEMS*

Leader.
Executive,
Manager,

"I-Explore")

Creative/Strntegic

Supervisor

"I Pursue")

Tasks/Results-Oriented
Resource Utilization - Efficiency

Figure 2.26: Model of Professional Management and the Corresponding Four-Brain
Model in the Human Information Process
Source: Tayko, P.M. (ABAC Journal Vol. 24, No.1 (January - April, 2004), pp. 6776)

The Figure 2.26 shows that corporate roles of four professional managements
with Four-Brain Model on Human Information Processing are:
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•

Entrepreneur - the visionary, creative risk-taker, strategic thinker (Long-Term
Effectiveness- I-Explore)

•

Administrator - the standardizer, rule maker, systematizer, conserver (Short-Term
Effectncy - I Control)

•

Performer - task/result-oriented, achiever, doer. (Short-Term Effectiveness - I
Pursue)

•

Integrator - people-oriented unifier, harmonizer, culture-builder. (Long-Term
Efficiency -I Preserve)
Therefore, after studied with the Brain Map Model of Hermann (2003), Brain

Technologies Corporation ( 1 992) and Tayko (2004), the Brain Map model is the tool to
help organization to identify each style of peopie in the organization and also can define
the role and responsibility of the people at work. For Administrative service unit, Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Assumption University is responsible in
coordinating and supporting all faculties in curriculum development process so, it is
unavoidable to contact many people in different styles in the organization. The Brain
Map model is useful for the Office of the Vice President for Academic A ffairs as a tool to
identify people in four quadrants of brain thinking styles then find the proper way to
contact and communicate with each people in different level in the organization. The
Brain Map model also helps finding suitable activities for organization development
intervention for faculties such as coaching, training, and process consultation.

2.13

Com munication Effectiveness
Communications are the medium of coordinating, contacting, and interacting

between people both inside and outside organization in order to achieve satisfied outcome
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especially for the organizational managers who work through face to face interactions,
mail, phone, messages, and meeting with subordinates, superiors, peers, and customers.
Business also depends on communication while information and services are formed and
delivery by communication. Therefore, in every organization, communication is the way
people get their points and get work done through many forms: face-to-face or phone
conversations, informal meetings, e-mail messages, letters, memos, and reports (Bovee
and Thill, 2005). Therefore, the more people in the organizations which need more an
idea oriented, the more important communication is. Moreover, communication is the
process of sending and receiving messages that can be effective only when understanding
message correctly and respond to it the way what was intended to be (Bovee and Thill,
2005).
According to Hall and Tolbert (2005), the communication process involves the
senders, the receivers and their mutual effects in communicating which involves
something being sent to a receiver and what the receiver interact with. Therefore the
perceptual process is a key component in understanding of communications between the
senders and receivers. Moreover, Hall and Tolbert (2005) stated that communications are
divided into Vertical communications, Horizontal communications and Communication
networks which the details are as follow.

tl 'ilt\

Vertical Communications
Vertical communications in organizations have both downward and upward
flows.
1.

Downward communication
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•

The job details and instruction is shown to subordinate through direct orders,
training sessions, job descriptions, and other mechanisms.

2.

Upward communication
•

Communication goes up from the subordinates to the top management but
messages can be positive or negative consequences for subordinates due to the
hierarchy system that the middle of a hierarchy is the filtering and editing of
information.

Horizontal Communication
Horizontal communication is a form of interaction among peers that occurs
between members of different organizational subunits or departments so, there is high
contact and interaction by face to face and memo-to memo communication.

Communication Networks
Everyone allows in communicating with everyone else in all channel systems.
However, in the more complex tasks, the more times is needed for communication
network to tum into structured.
However, there are some communication problems during interaction between the
message senders and the receivers. Hall and Tolbert (2005) explained that the
communication problems occurred from omission, distortion and overload of the
message which the details are :
Omission involves the deletion of aspects of message due to the receivers may not
be able to grasp the whole content of the message and receive or pass on only
what they are able to grasp that mostly occurs in upward communication.
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Distortion is to change the meanings of messages to the organization that likely to
occur in horizontal communication as in vertical given the differences between
organizational units in objectives and values.
Overload can lead to omission and contributes to distortion that can resolve by the
use of queuing and filtering to setting priorities for message.
Therefore, the organizations need the effective communication to success in the
organizations. Locker (2006) stated that "the effective communication is the key to
success in business" (p. 3). Moreover, Bovee and Thill (2005) also stated that effective
communication is a vital part to help managing workflow, to improve business
relationships, and to enhance professional image, etc. The benefits of effective
communication are shown in the figure 2.27

Improved

Quicker problem

stakeholder

solving

Enhanced
professional

Effective
Communication

Stronger decision
making

�

produ.ctMty

image

Steadier work flow

C learer promotional
materials

Stronger business
relationships

Figure 2.27: The benefits of Effective Communication
Source: Bovee, C. L. & Thill, J. T. (1995, p. 4)
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Therefore, the heart of successful communication in all activities is sharing
providing data, information, and insights in an exchange when communicating (Bovee
and Thill, 2005).
According to Nelson and Quick (2006) stated that "interpersonal communication
is important in building and sustaining human relationship at work" (p. 250). Moreover,
there are four elements for effective communication, which are shown the in figure 2.28
below.
Feedback

l
Communicator

Receiver

Message
Context
Affect

Perceptual Screens

Perceptual Screens

Figure 2.28: Basic interpersonal communication model
Source: Nelson, D. L. & Quick, J. C. (2006, p. 251)

*

1) The communicator is the person originates the message.
2) The receiver is the person receiving the message that can interpret and understand
the message.

3) Perceptual screens are the windows that interact with people in the world and
influence with the quality and accuracy of the communication such as personal
factors in term of age, gender, values, belief, past experience and individual
needs.
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4) The message are thoughts and feelings that communicator need to induce to the

receiver.
Beside, feedback is also occurred when the information fed back completed twoway communication. Moreover, Nelson and Quick (2006) pointed that the reflective
listening is a skill that intended to help the receiver and the communicator clearly
understand the message sent for reducing perceptual distortions etc. The communication
Media: Information Richness and Data Capacity is shown in the figure 2.29 below.

Medium

Information Richness

Face-to Face discussion
Telephone
Electron ic mail
Ind ividual letter
Personalized note or memo
Formal written report
Flyer or bulletin
Formal numeric report

Highest
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Lowest

,.,.�

Data Capacity
Lowest
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Highest

Figure 2.29: Communication Media: Information Richness and Data Capacity
Source: Nelson, D. L. & Quick, J. C. (2006, p. 252)

DeCenzo ( 1 997) stated that the communication is transferring and understanding
of meaning. Communication is a key important role to achieve organization objectives by
connecting people with jobs. Therefore, the importance of communication is essential for
the functioning of any organization that managers need to transmit orders, policies, build
corporation, team spirit, identify problems and solution. On the other hand, employee
need to clarify directions, provide feedback, and report any known problem.
Moreover, Athanassopoulou and Johne (2004) stated the pattern of
communication and the quality in communication is achieved on two basis which are as
follow:
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1 ) The interactivity of communication - defined by the intensity of use of a wide
range of communication methods, as well as the extent of integration of the
communication effort; an
2) The extent of use of new technology in communication.
Furthermore, Cook, Hunsaker, and Coffey ( 1 997) mentioned that the
communication is the process of one person sending a message to another through the use
of verbal and nonverbal signs and symbols under a particular context. Therefore, to
enhance the communication effectiveness, we can use both verbal and nonverbal
feedbacks in the communication process.

2.14 Conceptual and Research Frameworks
Referring to the literature review above, administrative service unit of service
process for curriculum development is dynamic open systems of organization which
involve with many people, tasks and structures through the curriculum development
process in the university. Starting from the faculty proposes the modified existing
curriculum or new curriculum to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs:
This initial process is called "the input of the process". The Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs are responsible for supporting and facilitating the process of
curriculum development work until the curriculum receives an approval by University
Council meeting, and submitted to the Commission on Higher Education. This process is
called the through-put process which involves transformations from input to output by the
service process. Finally, the output of service process is when curriculum receives
approval according to the curriculum standard criteria that gets acknowledgement from
the Commission on Higher Education and curriculum implemented by faculty.
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Moreover, the Administrative Service Unit of service process for curriculum
development functions as an open system. The Administrative Service Unit interacts with
people, exchanges information and resources to get the work done. Then, it supports and
facilitates service process for curriculum development, the customer' s and the
organization' s goals must be considered for developing an Administrative Service Unit
for effective curriculum development. Therefore, organization development plays the key
roles for organization improvement and increase organizational well-being and
effectiveness by starting with diagnosis and analysis of process for curriculum
development in the university. The action research is needed to conducts the intervention
process and follow-up the performance of the process after intervention.
Thus, to prepare the action research in the administrative service unit for
curriculum development, the researcher needs to understand the concept of process,
process redesign, business process, and service process, etc. The action research starts
with identifying the factors related to the service process, diagnosing the problem of
service process for curriculum development, then conduct intervention for service quality
improvement. However, curriculum development process is also the process of
modifying existing curriculum or proposing new curriculum through curriculum
specialists or experts to review contents of curriculum then send curriculum approval by
university and acknowledgement by Commission on Higher Education that aligns with
the curriculum standard of Commission on Higher Education. Therefore, the factors
rel ated with service process for curricul um development and the curriculum development
process of Commission on Higher Education are closely connected . Moreover,
admini strative service unit for curriculum development by

OVPAA (spell out) is
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responsible for coordinating with many faculties in the university, therefore, the
effectiveness of communication is the core process to follow or verify curriculum
development according to curriculum standard of Commission on Higher Education. The
operation management process is an operation function that involves with the tasks,
activities, and procedures or work.flow of service process of curriculum development. In
addition, communication process is a core process to transfer information from senders to
receivers through communication channels and tool. Furthermore, support process is the
process to add values to the core and operation management process effectiveness such as
curriculum database and website. Thus, there are three maj or factors involved; they are
operation management process, support process and communication process to improve
the service process for curriculum development for service quality both process quality
and the Faculties' satisfaction. The framework of this research is shown in the figure
-

2.30.
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Figure 2.30: Independent Variables and Dependent Variables
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In the figure 2.30 above, this framework of service process of the Administrative
Service Unit for curriculum development consists of ( 1 ) Independent Variable which
includes Operation Management Process, Support Process and Communication Process
and (2) Dependent Variable which is Service Quality. Regarding to the Service Process
for curriculum development, the researcher studied and analyzed the service process on
service quality, specific to the effect of operation management process, support process,
and communication process on service quality.
However, this research is an action research (Lewin, 1 95 8); thus, it is necessity to
diagnose situation analysis of the problem of service process for curriculum development
and the Faculties' needs for supporting and facilitating of curriculum development in
their Faculties. Then, the researcher creates the activities to support the service process
and finally compares and evaluates the results of process intervention for service quality
and faculties' satisfaction both before and after ODI which the conceptual framework of
this research is as follow:
Figure 2.3 1 below shows the framework of Pre-ODI, ODI and Post ODI of
Service process for curriculum development process which include operation
management process, support process and communication process. For the Pre-OD I, the
operation management process is less systematic in structures, tasks, activities and
curriculum documentation. There are no specifically defined tasks and/or activities in
each step of the service process. Moreover, there is a low efficiency of communication
process so, the information sent to the faculties is unclear which resulted in
misunderstanding the process of curriculum development.
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Service Process of
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Finally, there is a low support process in terms of accessibility of curriculum
database. Online curriculum data is not updated and difficult to access. The researcher
aims to deveiop Organization Development Intervention to improve the service process
for curriculum development by structure redesign, service process improvement, service
activities provider, and facilitate development. After ODI, the researcher expects the
outcome from the effectiveness of service providers in terms of higher efficiency and
effectiveness of operation management process, more efficiency and effectiveness of
communication process and improves in support process for easily accessible and
available updated online curriculum data. This expected outcome will be useful to
improve service quality in terms of process quality and faculties' satisfaction.
The conceptual framework presented above was developed with reference to
related studies and literature reviewed on service process, service quality, organization,
management and organization development.
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CHAPTER THREE
Research Methodology
This chapter presents the research methodology which explains the process of
conducting research in terms of research design, respondents, research instruments, data
collection technique, and data analysis.
3. 1

Research Design
This research studied "The Impact of Organization Development Intervention on

Service Process for Curriculum Development in the university". The researcher used the
action research model to diagnose and analyze the problems of service process for
curriculum development; to identify and develop organization development intervention
(ODI) and evaluate its impact in the post ODI. Therefore, this framework of research
design consists of Pre-OD I, ODI activities and Post-ODI in the figure below:
Pre-ODI

ODI
Phase II

Phase I
Diagnosis Situation
Analysis/Assessment

Post-ODI

Identify,
Develop &
Implement ODI

•

Mon itor &
Evaluation
Desired

Figure 3.1 Organization Development
Phase I: Diagnosis Situation Analysis/Assessment

This research studied, diagnosed, and analyzed the current status of service
process for the curriculum development process in the university by data gathering and
data analyzing according to the following steps.
1 . The first step began with studying a historical data of Self Assessment Report

in academic year 2006 of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs focusing
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on results of survey questionnaires of academics ' satisfaction with curriculum
development service. The Self Assessment Report questionnaires were submitted to the
faculties who involved in the service process for curriculum development in the
university in academic year 2006. This study aimed to analyze the problem of curriculum
development process in the Assumption University, then conducted a SWOT analysis of
service process for curriculum development provided by administrative service unit, the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

2. Defined a target group of faculties who were involved in service process for
curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs in this research as follow:

2. 1 Set up and planned for the number of faculties/departments who would need
to develop curriculum in each academic year.

2.2 Identified and separated group of curriculum development in terms of new
curriculum, modify curriculum, and curriculum accreditation.

2.3 Arranged the groups of curriculum development according to the timeframe of
the university council meeting on September 2007, December 2007, January

2008, May 2008, and September 2008.
3. Developed pre-test questionnaires to the faculties who submitted the curricula to
the university council meeting on September 2007. These faculties were in pilot-test
group that the researcher has already provided some activities of the service process in
the preparation for the informal meeting to discuss how their curriculum documentations
should align with the curriculum format of Commission on Higher Education, and
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provide the update curriculum format in the website including the informal
communication through phone calls and e-mails.

4. Distributed questionnaires for pre-test to the pilot group and observed the results of
the correction of curriculum papers and the service process. This was done via
interviewing the faculties on October

2007. The questionnaires were set up and checked

for the validity and reliability

5. Finalized the questionnaires.

6. Requested for the permission from the Vice President for Academic Affairs to
allow the researcher to distribute the questionnaires for studying the current service
process for curriculum development by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs as a case study of this dissertation.

7. Distributed the questionnaires to all academic units in the university with primary
focused on the faculties who needed to submit curriculum proposal to University Council
meeting on December 2007, January 2008, May

2008, and September 2008 which

consisted of deans, chairpersons and persons responsible or concerned about the current
service process for curriculum development. At these meetings discussion was focused
on the operation management process such as structure, tasks/activities, service
procedures, and documentation; communication process such as service providers and
receivers, service delivery and degrees of contact or interaction. Finally, support
processes such as curriculum database and online data were covered on November

2007.

14,
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8. Assessed the results of the questionnaires of service process for developing
new curriculum in the university and service process by the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs.

9. Conducted informal interviews with the respondents for analyzing the problems
of curriculum development process and developing the new service process for
curriculum development. The Brain Map model was also used as a tool for better
understanding the brain functions of the respondents in order to identify and separate
different styles of thinking, perception of each respondent to accept the change for
curriculum development process, and created new service activities such as orientation,
training, and process consultation.
Pre ODI obj ectives:

1 . To diagnose the current status of curriculum development process and the service
process provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
including the mindset in terms of disposition and perception of the respondents to
the service process and the brain map of respondents for preparing the change in
service process and create new activities to the respondents such as training
and/or, process consultation.

NC

Q � ry

2. To study on the variables (dependent and independent) of the service process for
curriculum development.
operation management process
support process
communication process
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phase II: Identify, Develop & Implement ODI
After assessing and diagnosing the current service process for curriculum
development in Assumption University, the researcher prepared Organization
Development Intervention (ODI) activities of service process and implemented ODI's as
follow:

Organization Development Intervention Activities
Operation Management Process

I.

Structure Redesign

I . I . Preparing for establishing a new curriculum development process and a structure
of the university according to the new policy of Commission on Higher
Education.

I .2. Improving the Administrative Service Unit of service process for curriculum
development which the details are as below.
1 .2. I .

-

Role and responsibility of the Administrative Service Unit for Curriculum
Development

1 .2.2.

Number of staffs in the Administrative Service Unit for Curriculum
Development

2. Process Redesign
2 . 1 . Preparing service process to the faculty
2.2.Clearly identifying each step of the process and the length of time to run the
process including improving service procedures
2.3 .Developing guidelines of curriculum process
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support Process
1 . Website
•

Updated curriculum information on website for easily accessible and available
of update data online.

2. Database program
•

Coordinated with the computer center in the university to prepare new program
for curriculum database in order to facilitate the faculties in curriculum
development.

Communication Process
1 . Orientation
•

Provided an orientation by informing the Vice President for Academic Affairs
and the faculties on curriculum development process and timelines for
curriculum submission to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs

2. Training/Coaching
•

Explained curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria and regulations
to the faculties who participated in this study.

3. Processed consultation for each faculty provided by the curriculum development
coordinator of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs:
To plan of curriculum development with each faculty
To assist the faculty to check the correction of curriculum documentation
4. Follow-up the progress of curriculum development of each faculty

To coordinate, contact/interact with the faculties every two weeks for the
progress of curriculum development by memorandum, phone, e-mail.
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Jrop lement Organization Development Intervention

The ODI of service process would be implemented to the number of faculties who
needed for curriculum development and submitted to the university council in December
2007, January 2008, May 2008, and September 2008. After intervention of service

process according to the service schedules and timeframe, the researcher resent the
questionnaires to the faculties for comparing the results of service process after received
intervention of service process.
Phase III: Monitor & Evaluate Desired/Expected Results

After organization development intervention, the researcher assessed the results of
Pre-ODI, ODI activities, and Post-OD I by comparing the performance of service quality
in terms of process quality and faculties' satisfaction of Pre-OD I and Post-ODI.
Moreover, the researcher analyzed the impacts of ODI on the service process for
curriculum development whether or not it has benefits to the faculties, curriculum
development work, and the university.
Table 3.1 : Steps and Timeframe of ODI in the service process for curriculum
development
-

Pre ODI
Diagnosis Situation analysis

-f

/Assessment
Activities

I. Diagnose the problem of
service process of

A ctivities

Time
frame

June-

I . Observe the

submitted the curricula to UC

Sept.

correction of curriculum

2007

paper and date of

September 2007)

meeting

of academics' satisfaction

Process

on

I . update t h e curriculum formal

development serv ice in

and documentation

annual report of academic

-Supporting process

2. SWOT Analysis of

curriculum development

A ctivities

Pilot tested group (faculties who

-Operation management

administrative functions for

Time
fra me

July

curricu lum development

year 2006

'\('

Monitor & Evaluation Desired

2007

work for the questionnaires
with curricu l u m

Post ODI

ODI

Identify, Develop & I m plement ODI

J u ly

2. letter of curri culum
modilication plan of the faculties

Sept.

2007

process and provide the
questionnaire of the
June

need of service process
improvement

1 . letter of the necessity of the

curriculum modi fication align i ng

2. Interview with the
faculties about the
activities of service

-Com m u n ication process

with the new criteria B.E. 2548

Aug.

2007

curricu l u m submission

I .update website of curriculum

development documentation

Time
frame

July
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Pre ODI

Activities

Post ODI

Identify, Develop & I m plement ODI

DiRgnosis Situation analysis
/As sessment

Activities

Time

Monitor & Evaluation Desired
Activities

Time

frame

Time
frame

fram e

3. lnfonnal meeting with some
faculties to understand the
curriculum fonnat

3. Set up the questionnaires
of faculties' satisfaction with
the service process and the

Sept.

Send the questionnaires to all

Nov.

2007

faculties in the university

Nov.

Operation Management Process

1 4,

2007

need for service process
improvement in tenns of
operation, communication
and supporting process

4. Analyze the problem of
service process and need of
service process improvement

5. Set up new service process
Operation Management
Process

I . Curriculum development

2007

t . Establish new curriculwn

Nov.

2007

process

2. Update curriculum fonnat,

structure

2. Service process: process

process flow, activities and

flow

timeframe

Sept

2008

- give the same

Jan,

questionnaire to the
faculties that the

July,
Sept.,

researcher make the

Oct.

invention to analyze the
service process in tenns
of:

3. activities an d tasks
4. documentation

- Operation

Supporting process

Sept

Supporting process

2. facilitate

Oct.

of every program to support the

-Support process

faculties

-Communication

I .curriuclum database

2007

t . Develop curriculum database

Management Process

2. update website of curriculum

process

documentation
Com m u n ication Process

I . Service providers a.'ld
receivers
- Mindset/disposition,
perception
- Competency: skill and
knowledge
2. Information/Service
delivery
- Faculty' s
contact/Interaction

3.2

Com m u n ication Process

t . Orientation to the faculties

about the process flow, timeframe
of submission and curriculum
format

2. Training/Coaching
3. Process consultation

4. Letter to follow up the
curriculum modification

5. telephone and e-mai l

ol.

*

Respondents
Administrative service unit for curriculum development by the Office of the Vice

President for Academic Affairs is responsible for the service process of curriculum
development in the university by coordinating, facilitating, and assisting in curriculum
development for all academic units in Assumption University which consists of 1 7
schools and 84 curricula.

2008
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However, the researcher selected target respondents limiting the number of
curriculum submitted to the university council meeting in December 2007, January 2008,
May 2008, and September 2008. Target respondents were classified to three types which
consist of deans, chairpersons, and persons who responsible concerned in service process
which is shown in the tables below.
Table 3.2: The respondents
Group of
Respondents
(UC meeting on
Dec.07, Jan, May
Sept. 08)
School of
Management
School of Music
School of Science
and Technolol!V
School of
Engineering
�
School of
Commun ication Arts
School of Law
School of Arts
School of
�
Biotechnolol!V
Graduate School of
Business
Graduate School of
IT
Graduate School of
Phi losophy and
Rel igion
Graduate School of
Psychology
Grad uate School of
Education
Graduate School of
English
College of Internet
Distance Learning
Total

Number of
Curricula

Tvpes of Respondents
Deans
Chair
Person
persons
responsible
concerned

4

l

4

I

l

7

Total
Number of
Respondents

1

6

l

l

3

1

6

I

8

4

I

3

I

5

4

I

4

-

2

I

2

I

4

I

I

I

-

2

2

I

2

1

4

4

I

4

I

1

l

I

-

2

4

I

I

5

�

3
�

'

,

�

5

6

. ,,

I

I

I

I

3

2

I

2

I

4

3

I

-

I

2

I

1

I

I

3

41

15

35

12

62
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However, the curricula that submitted to the university council meeting on
September

2007 were the pilot tested group that helped the researcher to identify the

problem of service process including the creating the new service process in terms of
adding some activities to support the faculties in curriculum development process. The
number of pilot testing is

2 1 persons as shown in the table below.

Table 3.3: Number of pilot test group
Group of
Respondents

l . Faculties that
submit the curricula
to UC on Se t. 2007

3.3

Number of
Curricula

6

T
Deans

2

es of Pilot testin
Chair
Person
persons
responsible
concerned
6

13

Total
Number of
Pilot
testin
21

Research Instruments
The researcher used two instruments; Questionnaires (quantitative) and Interview

Guide and Observation Checklists (qualitative).
The questionnaires were developed by the researcher which consists of three
parts: Part

I: Service Process for Curriculum Development, Part II: Respondent's profiles

i ncluding faculty names, positions, and levels of curriculum, and Part III:
Recommendation for the key roles and functions of curriculum development process in
the university. The researcher also used both closed-ended (quantitative) alternative and
open-ended (qualitative) questionnaires which used the Likert Scale for closed-ended
alternative questionnaires. All questionnaires were related with all sub variables in this
research. The detai ls of questionnaires were shown below.
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Tab le 3.4: Details of Questionnaire
Parts and Content

Num ber of
Questions

Part I: Service Process of Administrative service unit for
Curriculum Development
Operation M.anae:ement Process
I

20 Questions

- Structure of Administrative Function

Five Questions
Five Questions
Five Questions
Five Questions

- Tasks/Activities
- Service Procedures
II
m

IV

- Documentation

Support Process

1 0 Questions

- Documentation Database
- Technology/Onl ine Data

Five Questions
Five Questions

Communication Process

20 Questions

- Service Providers and Receivers
- Mindset/Disposition
- Mindset (Perception about how the process is done or
implemented)
- Competency (Knowledge and skills to make the process
effective)
- Service delivery (Facu lty's contact/interaction)

Five Questions
F ive Questions
Five Questions
-

Service Quality
- Process Qual ity
- Faculty Satisfaction

Part II: Respondent's Profiles:
-

-

Five Questions
10 Questions
Five Questions
F ive Questions

Three Questions

Faculty
Position
Level of Curriculum

Part III: Recommendation for the key roles and functions of
curriculum development process in the University

Open Questions

For more reliability and validity of the questionnaires in this research, the
researcher conducted a pilot test of 2 1 respondents who involved in service process for
curriculum development. The purpose of this pilot testing is to check understanding of all
questions in target respondents prior to conduct main study. The researcher used
reliability statistics of Cronbach 's ( 1 95 1 ) Alpha for pre-testing all questions which the
results appeared as follows:
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Table 3.5 Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient-Pretest
Case Processing Summary

Cases

Valid
Excluded(a)
Total

N
21
0
21

%
1 00.0
.0
1 00.0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure.

Reliability Statistics

I

\\J �

Operation Mana1?:ement Process

- Structure of Administrative Function
- Tasks/Activities
- Service Procedures
- Documentation

II

IV

.808

Cronbach's
Alpha Based
on
Standardized
Items
�
.

N of Items

.81 ]

5

.942

.943

8

.867

.873

5

.9 1 4

.920

5

.825

. 834

5

.950

.954

5

Support Process
- Documentation Database
- Technology/Onl ine Data

III

Cronbach's
Alpha

Com m unication Process
- Service Providers and Receivers
- M indset/Disposition
- M indset (Perception about how the
process is done or implemented)
- Competency (Knowledge and skills
to make the process effective}
- Service delivery (Faculty's
contact/interaction)
a·

�

.792

.823

5

.79 1

.796

5

.752

.754

5

.855

.857

5

.9 1 3

.9 1 5

5

.888

.888

5

Service Quality

- Process Quality
- Faculty Satisfaction

The Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient-Pretest data from 2 1 pilot test respondents was
analyzed by using SPSS software program. All sub-variables of each variable of this
research were greater than 0.60 which the results of pre-testing of reliability statistics
from all sub-variables were showed in the table 3 . 5 above. After analyzing pilot testing
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data, these questionnaires had sufficient reliability for distributing to the target
respondents. However, two items in the questionnaires were revived based on the
feedbacks of some respondents of the test on ambiguous wordings in set up questions.
Therefore, the researcher gave the questions to one qualified lecturer in the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs for editing the questionnaires made them easy to
understand before submitting this adjusted questionnaires to the advisor for approval and
distributing to all faculties in the university.
Interview guide was also developed by the researcher. This was the basis for
conducting informal interviews.
Observation checklist was another instrument useful for the researcher to focus on
situations and responses of respondents during ODI.

3.4

Data Collection Techniques and Procedures
Data Collection Techniques
The research considered triangulation in data collection which data obtained from

questionnaires, informal interview, and observation. This research analyzed both primary
and secondary data. Primary data derived from the informal interviews, questionnaires,
use of questionnaires, and observation. Secondary data came from the results of survey
questionnaires of academics' satisfaction with curriculum development service in Self
Assessment Report (SAR) of academic year 2006, Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. This report identified the faculties' satisfaction and the obstacles in
curriculum development.
Informal interview is a technique used to help the researcher know the top
management 's view in current s ituations of service process of administrative functions
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for curriculum development. Better understanding of the faculty's needs is useful to
develop new and better service process in terms of operation management process,
communication process, and support process which can be done through informal
interview.
Data Collection Procedure

This research collected data both Pre-OD I and Post-ODI to evaluate the results of
service process after developing new service process. The details of data collection
procedure of Pre and Post-ODI are shown as follows.
Pre Organization Development Intervention (Pre-ODI)

The researcher used the results of survey questionnaires of academics' satisfaction
with curriculum development service in Self Assessment Report of academic year 2006,
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to identify the faculties' satisfaction
and the obstacles of current curriculum development. Furthermore, the researcher
analyzed the results of survey questionnaires of academics' satisfaction with curriculum
development service and conducted a SWOT analysis of the Administrative Service Unit
for curriculum development in the university. Then, the researcher created new service
process in terms of adding some service activities such as informal meetings for
preparing curriculum documentation and letter of curriculum development plan to
faculties that were used in the pilot testing.
The steps of data collection procedures of Pre-OD I are as follows.
Informal Interview
1.

Prepared the questions in the interview guide

2. Reviewed and approved the questions by advisor
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3. Interviewed with the pilot tested group and respondents
4. S ummarized the results from the interviews
Use of Questionnaires

1 . Prepared questionnaires consisting of three parts (see appendix)
2. Reviewed and approved questionnaires by advisor

3 . Pretested with the pilot test group to find errors and assessed their understanding
of the questionnaires

4. Distributed questionnaire to the respondents
5 . Collected the questionnaire
Post Organization Development Intervention (Post-ODI)
After finishing the Organization Development Intervention (ODI), the researcher
distributed the same sets of questionnaires using during Pre-ODI to the target respondents
and comparing the results of questionnaires both before and after intervention. Moreover,
the informal interview is also necessary to evaluate the performance of service process
for curriculum development process in the university after intervention from the
respondents.
The steps of data collection of Post-OD Intervention are as follows.

1. Informal Interviews
l.

Prepared interview guide that were used during Pre-ODI

2. Conducted informal interviews with respondents
3 . S ummarized the results from interviews
4. Analyzed the data
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2. Use of Questionnaires

1 . Prepared the same sets of questionnaire that are used during the Pre-ODI
2.

D istributed the questionnaires to the respondents

3. Collected the questionnaires
4. Analyzed the data
3. Observation
1 . Prepared the observation check list
2.

Observed during ODI

3. Documented the observation
4. Analyzed the data

3.5

Data Analysis
Analysis of data was conducted during Pre ODI. This process was done during

Post ODI. Results were compared to determine the differences between the two stages.
The collected data from questionnaires and informal interviews were checked and
analyzed by the researcher. The quantitative data from the questionnaire were analyzed
by using SPSS program including means, standard deviations, paired sample t-tests were
used to measure the impacts on service process. To determine the influence of service
process in terms of operation management process, support process and communication
process on service qual ity, step-wise regression analysis were used. Qualitative data from
interview, observation, and open-ended questions were clustered according to the set of
questions. Brain Map was used to classify respondents for 001 in communication
process.
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Data from Part 1 of the questionnaire was analyzed using descriptive statistics as
shown below:
Arbitrary Level

Descriptive Rating

3 .25 - 4.00

Strongly Agree

2.50 - 3 .24

Agree

1 .75 - 2.49

Disagree

1 .00 - 1 . 74

Strongly Disagree
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CHAPTER FOUR
Presentation and Analysis of Data
This chapter presents and describes the research findings and data analysis of the
impact of Organization Development Intervention on Service Process for Curriculum
Development in the university provided by the Administrative Service Unit of the Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs based on research objectives, research
questions, and research hypotheses. The study covers the entire action research process
with three phases as follows. Phase I : Diagnose current situations and analyze service
process for curriculum development in the university; Phase II: Identify, develop, and
implement ODI; and Phase III: Monitor and evaluation. Therefore, the researcher
divided this presentation of the findings into four parts which were: 1 ) Demographic
Profiles, 2) Quantitative Data Analysis: the Impact of Service Process for Curriculum
Development in the University and the Influence of Service Process on Service Quality,

3) Pre-OD Intervention and OD Intervention, and 4) Qualitative Analysis and Brain Map
Model.
The Data Analysis Flowchart of Service Process for Curriculum Development i n
the University i s shown in the figure 4. 1 below.

Y

��"ii()

Action Res1

Quantitath l' I>a l:t . \ nal J s is

Service Process for Curriculum
DevelOpment

Communication Process

Operation Management Process

Pre-ODI (Agreed)

Pre-ODI (Agreed)
Post-OD! (Strongly Agreed)

Results between Pre and Post ODI

Post-OD! (Agreed)

Post-ODI (Strongly Agreed)

Results between Pre and Post ODI

- Documentation Database (Agreed)

Tasks/Activities (Strongly Agreed)

0

Documentation (Strongly Agreed)

Pre-ODI
Structure ofAdministrative Function
(Agreed)
Tasks/Activities (Agreed)

-

- Technology I Online Data (Agreed)

Service Procedures (Strongly Agreed)

-

Results between Pre and Post ODI
Service Providers and Receivers

i
�
1

Mindset I Deposition (Strongly Agreed)
Mindset I Perception (Agreed)
Competency (Strongly Agreed)

Service Delivery (Strongly Agreed)

Pre-ODI

-

Pre-ODI

Documentation Database (Agreed)

Service Providers and Receivers

.Mindset I Deposition (Strongly Agreed)

Technology I Online Data (Agreed)

j

Service Procedures (Agreed)
Documentation ( Agreed)

Mindset I Perception (Agreed)
"

"

Competency (Agreed)

Service Delivery (Agreed)

ODI Process

ODI Process

I

'--

ODI Process

- Service Providers and Receivers

Structure or Administrative Function

""

"

Strucb.Jre Redesign

Database Program

Orientation

Recruit new staff member

Online Curriculum Data

Training I Coaching

Defined the roles and responsibilities

Updated Curriculum Development
Website

�

I

Process Consultation
Service Delivery

Follow up system
-

Process Redesign

Develop new curriculum development manual

Figure 4.1 Data Analysis Flowchart of Service Process for Curriculum Devel<

r
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Operation Management Process

Operation Management Process

'

.

(Influence)

Structure of Administrative Function
(No Impact)

Tasks/Activities (Influence)

Tasks/Activities (No Impact)

Service Procedures (No Influence)

Service Procedures (No Impact)

Documentation (No Influence)

Documentation (Impact)

Structure of Administrative Function

I-Control

I-Control
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Pre-ODI

Orientation
-

Training I Coaching
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Follow up System

I-Explore

I-Explore
Pre-ODI
Post-OD!

Documentation Database (No Influence)
Teclmology Online Data (No Influence)

Teclmology I Online Data (No Impact)
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Communication Process

Communication Process

Service Proi,iders and Receh•ers

Service Providers and Receivers

Mindset I Deposition (Impact)

Mindset I Perception (No Influence)

Mindset I Perception (No Impact)

Competency (lnfluenr:.J

Competency (Impact)

�,,.

Orientation

Pre-ODI

Training I Coaching

Post-OD!

Process Consult at ion

Mindset I Deposition (Influence)

Service Delivery (No

Impact)

N C E-

Training I Coaching

Pre-ODI

Follow up System

Post-OD!

The qualitative analysis supports and complements the quantitative a nalysis

�lopment in the University

1-Persue
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According to one of research objectives to describe and analyze the current status
of the organization i n terms of the service process for curriculum development used at
Assumption University as "human social system organization", the researcher obtained
and analyzed the system by conducting questionnaire survey for quantitative data
analysis.

4.1

Profile of the Respondents
For the questionnaire survey of service process of curriculum development in the

university, the researcher classified demographic profiles of respondents into three parts
consisting of faculty, position, and level of curriculum. The research findings were
collected from distributing 1 8 5 questionnaires to

1 7 faculties and 84 programs which

consist of deans, chairpersons/program directors and responsible person concerned in
service process for curriculum development in the university provided by the
Administrative Service Unit of the office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
However, there were only 1 03 questionnaires returned to the researcher due to the main
responsibility for the person who took charge for the whole process of curriculum
development was held by the deans and chairpersons/program directors. The frequency
and percentage were used to determine the number of faculty, position and the level of
curriculum as shown in appendix E- 1 .
The results of the study considered overall current status of service process for
curriculum development in the university as a human social system organization. The
researcher found that curriculum development process in the university i nvolved with
many people in many positions and many levels in the uni versity consi sti ng of deans,
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chairpersons, staffs, Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Vice President
for Academic Affairs, the President, University Council and Commission on Higher
Education. All of the major respondents were in major departments which had many
programs/curricula available.

' .[
I�

� d.U���....llJJ
.. IS':ll��....-.u
.. ��ec.t:llt'
Mgt

Com.
Ans

Arts

Music

Edu.

Ia Faculties I

Nurs

Figure 4.2: The Frequency and Percentage of Distribution of the Number of
Faculties
There were 1 8 respondents ( 1 7 . 5%) in the ABAC School of Management, 1 5
respondents ( 1 4.6%) in ABAC School of Science and Technology, 9 respondents (8.7%)
in ABAC School of Engineering, 8 respondents (7 .8%) in ABAC School of
Communication Arts, 7 respondents (6.8%) in College of Internet D istance Education,
and 5 respondents (4.9%) in ABAC School of Arts and Graduate School of Philosophy
and Religion. The rest of faculties have less than five respondents i n each faculty.

O Deans

• Chairpersons

D Full-time Lecturers
60%

D Staffs

Figure 4.3 : The Frequency and Percentage Distribution of the Number of
Positions
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The chairpersons/ program directors were the majority respondents who involved
in the

curriculum development process in the university and service process provided by

the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs by 60.2% or 62 respondents from
1 03

respondents. The rest were full-time lecturers by 1 8 .4% or 1 9 respondents, deans by

1 5 . 5%

or 1 6 respondents, and staffs/officers by 5 . 8 % or 6 respondents of total

respondents respective! y.

1 2%

a Bachelor
51%

• Master
D Doctor

Figure 4.4: The Percentage Distribution of the Number of Levels of Curriculum

The majority of respondents were the persons who were responsible for
Bachelor's programs by 50. 5%, 36.9 % for Master's programs, and 1 1 .7% responsible for
Doctoral programs.
To analyze the service process for curriculum development in the university,
identify, propose, and implement appropriate ODI including determining the influences
and impacts of service process in terms of operation management process, support
process, and communication process. The results were presented by quantitative data
analysis using questionnaires survey that aligned with the research framework of service
process in terms of operation management, support, and communication process. The
qualitative data analysis obtained from informal interviews and observations guiding by
Brain Map model.
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4.2

Quantitative Data Analysis
According to the conceptual framework of service process for curriculum

development in the university, the researcher reported the results of the impacts of
organization development on service process for curriculum development from
questionnaires survey according to the conceptual framework in this dissertation into
three parts which were operation management process, support process, and
communication process. The analysis and data interpretation focused on frequencies,
percents, means, and standard deviations including t-test analyses for comparing between
pre and post tests.
Moreover, the researcher selected only 62 respondents from pre-001 who were
involved in the new service process from the beginning stage until the end process during
the December 2007 to September 2008 period to implement new service process. The
researcher has also selected 67 respondents of pre-001 respondents from 1 03
respondents who were the same group of respondents in post-ODI in order to get the
results from the valid respondents who were involved in the new curriculum development
process and service process from the beginning process until the ending process which
the finding results was shown as follows:
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Service Process comparing between Pre-ODI and Post-ODI
Table 4.1 Service Process comparing between Pre-ODI and Post-ODI
�
Service Process

COMPARE

operation
Management
Process

Pre
Post

Support Process

Communication
Process

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

67

3.2176

.40095

Agree

Rating
Level

62

3.4030

.44176

Strongly
Agree

Pre
Post

67

2.9806

. 58471

Agree

62

3. 1295

.63727

Agree

Pre
Post

67

3 . 1216

.36131

Agree

.44639

Strongly
Agree

62

3.3000

Levene's Test
for Equality of
Variances
SiQ,
F

Result

1.689

. 196

Accepted
Ho 2

.206

.651

Accepted
Ho 2

5.046

.026

Rejected
Ho 2

The finding results from table 4. 1 indicated that the highest average mean of
service process for post-ODI was in the operation management process which has the
average mean of 3 .4030 and the standard deviation of 0.44 1 76. Beside, the
communication process has the average mean of 3 . 3 000 and the standard deviation of
0.44639 in the rating level of "Strongly Agree" Moreover, when comparing between preODI and post ODI of operation management process and communication process, the
researcher found that the rating level has added up from "Agrees" to be ""Strongly
Agree". Support process of post-OD I had the average mean of 3 . 1 2 1 6 and the standard
deviation of 0 .63727 which was higher than the average mean of pre-OD I but the rating
level did not change which still indicated at the level of "Agree". Therefore, the
respondents found that the ODI activities of Operation Management Process and
Communication Process could support and facilitated the respondents in curriculum
development process and they agreed that new service process was better than the old
process. There was only support process which did not yield any effect in helping their
curri culwn development. However, the respondents strongly agreed and agreed with
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service process provided by the office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs even
though operation management process had no impact of ODI on service process for
curriculum development contradicted to the result of t-test analysis which showed the
significant value of 0. 1 96 with more than 0.05 at 0.05 level of significance because the
new curriculum development process and service process were stil l lengthy which was
not much different when comparing with the old process. The support process also had
no impact on the service process as the result of t-test analysis showed the significant
value of 0.65 1 with more than 0.05 at 0 .05 level of significance because the respondents
who directly used the curriculum database were the staffs in the faculties who were
assigned by the deans or chairpersons to fill up the curriculum historical data in the
curriculum development form . Therefore, the deans and chairpersons were not the actual
persons who directly accessed the curriculum database and opened online curriculum
data.

Moreover, most of staffs asked the office of the Vice Present for Academic Affairs

to fil l up curriculum historical data in the curriculum form instead of using and opening
the online database on the website because they knew that their entire historical
curriculum database was recorded and kept by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Therefore, only communication process had impact of ODI on service
process for curriculum development as same as the result of t-test analysis that showed
the significant value of 0.026 which less than 0.05 at 0.05 level of signi ficant. Therefore,
the communication process was the key for service process for curriculum development
in the university.
Beside, to present more detai ls of the study, the researcher also identified the
findings of each sub-variable of operation management process, support process and
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comm unication process which would explain the impact o f ODI o n service process for
curriculum development of each sub-variable between pre-OD I and post ODI which the
details were shown as below.

4.2.1 Operation Management Process
Operation management process consists of structure of administrative functions,
tasks/activities, service procedures and documentation which the results were shown in
the tabl e 4.2

Operation Management Process (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
Table 4.2: Operation Management Process (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
Operation Management
Process

Structure of Administrative Function
Tasks/Activities

:::::>

Service Procedures
Documentation

�

*

COMPARE

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating Level

Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre

67

3. 1881

.46303

Agree

62

3.3548

.51651

Strongly Agree

67

3.2481

.48631

Agree

62

3.4153

.46868

Strongly Agree

67

3 . 1 1 19

.51769

Agree

Post

62

3.4194

.48637

Strongly Agree

Pre
Post

67

3.3224

.44580

Strongly Agree

62

3.4226

. 50843

Strongly Agree

The results of post -001 from table 4.2 indicated that the respondents strongly
agreed with the operation management process in terms of structure for administrative by
the mean of 3.3 548, tasks/activities by the mean of 3 .4 1 53 , service procedures by the
mean of 3 . 4 1 94 and documentation by the mean of 3 .4226 which were higher than the
results of pre-ODI . Especiall y the respondents strongly agreed with the documentation
that the O ffice of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had updated the new
curriculum development process and service process including related issues in

-
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curriculum development to the faculties.
Besides, the researcher also analyzed each variable of operation management
process which the finding was shown as below.
4.2.1 . l Structure of Administrative Function
Table 4.3: Structure of Administrative Function (Pre and Post-ODI)
Group
Statistics

Structure of
Administrative
Function

COMPARE

Pre
Post

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

67

3. 1881

.46303

62

3.3548

.51651

I
I

Rating
Level

Result

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Sig.

2.432

. 121

Agree
Strongly
Agree

Accepted
Ho 2

U: U« �
The findings from table 4.3 indicated that the respondents strongly agreed with
the structural redesign of curriculum development process in the university to help in
examining and considering the curriculum development according to the curriculum
standard criteria provided by the Commission on Higher Education including the content
of curriculum proposal and hiring new one lecturer to help them for checking curriculum
documentation before submitting to the curriculum development committee by the
average mean of 3 . 3 548 and standard deviation of 0.5 1 65 1 . Moreover, the respondents
strongly agreed that the line of command or authority for structure was clear in roles and
functions of service process provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs including efficient implementation for curriculum development process.
However, even though the average mean of post-OD I of structure administrative function
was hi gher than pre-ODI and showed the rating level of "Strongly Agree", the researcher
found

that the structure of administrative function had no impact of ODI on service

process of operation management process which had the p-value of 0 . 1 2 1 > 0 . 05 because
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the structure of curriculum development process still has many steps in curriculum
development. The respondents had to follow the new structure according to the
commission on Higher Education's requirement. Moreover, the structure of curriculum
dev elopment process was also lengthy when comparing with the old structure of
curriculum development process. However, the benefit from new structure was the
qualities of curricula that must be considered from a group of experts in curriculum
development on both curriculum development committees and university academic
committee. Moreover, one new lecturer could help the faculties checking curriculum
documentation in terms of curriculum format and the usage of English language and
translation of curriculum documentation from English version to Thai version before
submitting to the University Council approval and sending to the CHE for
acknowled gement.

This new structure could help in reducing the mistakes and errors in

curriculum documentation that brought to the curriculum acknowledgement by the
Commission on Higher Education faster. That explained why the average mean of post
ODI was higher than pre-OD I. However, after interviewing with some program directors
who were involved in new structure process, they said that there were some internal
processes (sub process) which were redundant; they delivered unclear information
presented to committees.
Therefore, the program directors suggested the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs should defy the responsibility of each committee clearly.
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4.2.1 .2 Tasks/Activities
Table 4.4: Tasks/Activities (Pre and Post-ODI)

Group

Statistics

COMPARE

Tasks/Activities

Pre
Post

N

67
62

Mean

3.2481
3.4153

Std.
Deviation

Rating
Level

.48631

Agree

.46868

Strongly
Agree

Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
c·
F
...
1g.

0.035

.851

Result

Accepted
Ho 2

The findings from table 4.4 indicated that the respondents strongly agreed with
the tasks/activities provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs by
the average mean of post-ODI of 3 .4 1 53 and standard deviation of 0.46868 which was
higher than the average mean of pre-OD I . However, the researcher fow1d that
tasks/activities had no impact of ODI on service process of operation management as the
result of t-test analysis that showed the significant value of 0.85 1 which was hi

gher than

0.05 at the level of significant value of 0.05 because the respondents knew the tasks and
activities provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs but they still
often encountered with mistakes and errors in the revision of curriculwn docwnentation
as

part of correcting hwnan errors, even though there were many staffs in the Office of

the Vice President for Academic Affairs checking errors on submitted documentation.
Therefore, there were some faculties could not complete the curriculwn docwnentation
according to deadline of the time-frame of each step of service process provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. However, the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs coordinated and facilitated the faculties for submitting the
curriculum documentation to the curriculum development committee and university
academic committee on time before meeting. This reason could be due to the fact that the
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faculties understood that the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs provided
a ful l support and facilitated the faculties in curriculum development. Therefore the
respondents were strongly agreed with the tasks/activities provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs even though the curriculum process was lengthy and
took more time for curriculum development.

4.2.1.3 Service Procedures
Table 4.5: Service Procedures (Pre and Post-ODI)
Group

Levene's Test for

Statistics

N

COMPARE

Service
Procedures

Pre

Post

<.:- '

SS

�

l2b

Mean

Std.

Rating

Deviation

Level

�
67
62

3. 1 I 19
3 . 4 1 94

. 5 1 769
.48637

Result

Equality of Variances

F

Sig.

.019

.890

Agree
Strongly

Accepted

AS?ree

Ho 2

The results from table 4.5 indicated that the respondents strongly agreed with the
post-ODI of service procedures with the mean of 3.4 1 94 by redesigned new service
process that the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs was responsible for
checking all curriculum documentations before submitting to the curriculum development
committee and university academic committees for consideration including arranging the
appropriate time-frame for each step of service procedures. However, this finding had no
impact of ODI on service process in terms of operation management process by the pvalue of 0.890 which was more than 0 .05 because the service procedures provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs were still so long. Only the rearranging
the priority of the steps had no im pact of 001 on service process. However, the benefit of
rearranging new service procedure could help the curriculum documentation correctly
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according to the curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria before submitting the
documentation to the expert committee considering the content of the curriculum.
Therefore, the respondents strongly agreed with the new service procedure provided by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

4.2.1.4 Documentation
Table 4.6: Documentation (Pre and Post-ODI)
Levene's Test for
Std.
Group Statistics

Documentation

I•

Pre
Post

�
'

Mean

N

COMPARE

Deviation

Result

Equality of Variances
Rating Level

F

Sig.

5.624

.0 1 9

"'

67
62

3.3224
3.4226

.44580
.50843

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

The findings from table 4.6 showed that the respondents strongly agreed with the
post-OD I of documentation with the mean of 3 .4226 that the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs revived the new manual for curriculum development process which
had all details and information in preparing and doing curriculum development for the
faculties. As the results of ODI for documentation, there was an impact on the service
process of operation management with the significant value of 0.0 1 9 which was less than
0.05 at the level of significant of 0 .05 because the respondents knew and understood all
new curricul um development process in the university and service process provided by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic incl uding rules and regulation for
curriculum development which the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
di stributed new manual for curriculum development to them. The respondents used this
new manual in their curriculum development.

Rejected
Ho 2
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4.2 .2 Support Process
Support Process consisted of documentation database and technology/online data
which the findings are shown as follows:

S upport Process (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
Table 4.7: Support Process (Pre-ODI and Post ODI)
N

Std.
Deviation

Rating Level

.60852

Agree

3. 1508

.66699

Agree

3.0030

.64640

Agree

.55942

Agree

Mean

Support Process

COMPARE

Documentation Database

Pre

Post

61

Technology/Online Data

Pre

66
60

3. 1600

Post

67

....,._,
K
....

3.0030

The finding result from table 4 . 7 indicated the average mean of Post-ODI of
Documentation Database was 3 . 1 508 and Technology Online Data was 3 . 1 600 which
were higher than the average mean o f pre-ODI . The results showed that the respondents
agreed with the support process provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. However, the rating level was not changed which was in the level of
"Agree" even though the respondents strongly agreed with curriculum database that was
updated by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs including the website
for curriculum development that was useful for their curriculum development and easy to
access in online curriculwn data. The details of finding results in both documentation
database and teclmology/online data were shown below.

4.2.2.1

Docu mentation

Database

Documentation database is related to relevant historical curriculum database for
curriculum development in the faculties which was updated by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs for easy to access and useful for preparing the curriculum
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development and documentation.

Table 4.8: Documentation Database (Pre and Post-ODI)

Group
Statistics

Documentation
Database

COMPARE

N

Pre
Post

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating
Level

67

3.0030

.60852

Agree

61

3.1508

.66699

Agree

Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.

. 160

.690

The findings from table 4.8 indicated the average mean of post-OD I of
documentation database was 3 . 1 508 which were higher than the average mean of preODI but the rating level was not changed which showed in the same level of "Agree".
Therefore, the respondents agreed with curriculum database of their faculties and
complete historical curriculum database provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs including easily access database. Moreover, the respondents strongly
agreed with the updated curriculum database and website for curriculum development
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. However, curriculum
database had no impact of ODI on service process because the respondents knew that
they could access the updated historical curriculum data directly from the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. They usually asked the curri culum information
from the staffs working in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs instead
of finding information from the website. Moreover, actual ly, most of respondents who
opened the curriculum information from website were the staffs whom were assigned by
the deans or chairpersons to help in doing curriculum documentation.

4.2.2.2 Technology/Online Data
Technology/online data is the online curricul um data namel y, curriculum format,

Result

Accepted
Ho 2
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curriculum standard criteria that properly provided, completed, updated, useful, and easy
to access the online data by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to the
faculties.

Table 4.9: Technology/Online Data (Pre and Post-ODI)

Grou p
Statistics

Technology/
Online Data

COMPARE

Pre
Post

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating
Level

66

3.0030

.64640

Agree

60

3.1600

.55942

Agree

Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.

.729

.

39 5

Result

Accepted
Ho 2

The results from table 4.9 indicated the average mean of post-OD I of
Technology/online data was 3 . 1 600 which was higher than the average mean of pre-OD I
which showed the rating level of "Agree". Moreover, the respondents strongly agreed
that the online curriculum data provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs was easy to access. However, Technology/online data had no impact of ODI on
service process with the significant value of 0.395 which was higher than 0.05 at the level
of significant of 0.05 because most respondents who downloaded all curriculum
information from the website were the staffs for the faculties who were assigned by the
deans or chairpersons to help the faculties to perform their curriculum documentations.
Therefore, the deans or chairpersons knew that the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs provided online curriculum data for the faculties but the people who
actually used online data were not the faculties but the staffs. This is the reason why the
number of people used the online data were less than the number of respondents.

4.2.3 Communication Process
Communication process consists of service providers and receivers in terms of
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mindset and competencies and service delivery which the findings were shown below.

Com munication Process (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
Table 4.10: Communication Process (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)

Communication Process

N

COMPARE

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating Level

Service Providers and Receivers

Pre

Mindset/Disposition

Post
Mindset/perception

Pre

Competency

Post
Pre
Post

Service delivery (Faculty's
contact/ interaction)

t�

Pre
Post

El

11
I\'.

67

3.3612

.43378

Strongly Agree

62

3.4581

.51647

Strongly
Agree

67
62
67

2.8328
3.0613
3. 1075

.47046
. 50776
.41681

Agree

Agree
Agree

62

3.2581

. 52026

Strongly
Agree

67

3. 1851

.49152

Agree

62

3.4226

.5 1484

Strongly
Agree

The results from Table 4. 1 0 showed that the average mean of the post-ODI
communication process was higher than the average mean of pre-ODI. The service
providers and receivers in terms of mindset/dispositions and competencies had the
average mean of 3 .45 8 1 and 3 . 25 8 1 respectively which showed the rating level of
"Strongly Agree" These results indicated that the respondents strongly agreed with the
importance of curriculum development in the university and had knowledge and skills for
their curriculum development that made the process effective. Moreover, the respondents
strongly agreed with the service delivery by the average mean of 3 .4226 that the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the faculties had a high degree of contact,
interaction, and communication in curriculum development process in the beginning
process til l the end process which the average mean of post-OD I was higher than preODI and the rating level was changed from "Agree" to "Strongly Agree" after the 001.
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4.2.3. l Service Providers and Receivers
Service providers and receivers composed of mindset/disposition, perception and
competency which the results are shown as follows:

Service Providers and Receivers (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
Table 4.1 1

:

Service Providers and Receivers (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)

Service Providers
and Receivers

COMPARE

Mindset/disposition

Pre
Post

Mindset/perception

Pre
Post

Competency

Pre
Post

l2b

�

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating
Level

67

3.3612

.43378

Strongly
Agree

62

3.4581

.51647

Strongly
Agree

67

2.8328

.47046

Agree

62

3.0613

.50776

Agree

67

3. 1075

.41681

Agree

.52026

Strongly
Agree

62

3.2581

Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances

Result

F

Sig.

5. 160

.025

Rejecte
Ho 2

.659

.419

Accepter
Ho 2

4.961

.028

Rejecte.
Ho 2

,.

The findings from table 4. 1 1 showed that the average means of post-OD I of
service providers and receivers in terms of mindset/disposition, competency and mindset/
perceptions were 3 .458 1 , 3 .2 5 8 1 , and 3 .06 1 3 respectively which were higher than the
average means of pre-OD I. Moreover, the rating level of mindset/disposition and
competency showed the level o f "Strongly Agree" which indicated that the respondents
strongly agreed with the importance of curriculum development in the university and
opened to the need for curriculum development in their faculties. Moreover, the
respondents felt comfortable with the curriculum development process of the university
and perceived that curril:ulum development process was easy to follow which the rating
level was changed from "Agree" in Pre-ODI to "Strongly Agree" in post-001.
Furthermore, the respondents had a high level of competency for curriculum development
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that they had appropriate knowledge and understanding of curriculum development
process and received a high level of accuracy and of curriculum information from the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. As a result, the rating level was
changed from level of "Agree" in Pre-ODI to "Strongly Agree" in Post-ODI.
Moreover, mindset/disposition, and competency had impacts of ODI on service
process by the significant value (p-value) of 0.025 and 0.028 respectively with less than
0.05 at the level of significant value of 0.05. Therefore, this finding result showed that the
mindset/disposition and competency are very important parts to make curriculum
development successfully.

4.2.3.2 Service Delivery/Information
Service delivery involved with communication between the faculties and the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs that was easy to receive curriculum
information with clear explanation and interpretation including high degree of contact or
interaction.

*

Service Delivery (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
Table 4.12

:

Service Delivery (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
•

Service delivery

COMPARE

Service delivery
(Faculty's
contact/interaction)

Pre

Post

N

•

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating
Level

67

3. 1851

.49152

Agree

62

3.4226

. 5 1484

Strongly
Agree

Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.

1 . 279

. 260

Result

Accepted
Ho 2
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The findings from table 4. 1 2 indicated that the average mean of post-OD I of service
delivery was 3 .4226 which were higher than the average mean of pre-OD I. The rating
level showed in the level of "Strongly Agree" which was changed from "Agree" in Pre
ODI to "Strongly Agree" in Post-ODI. This result showed that the respondents were more
highly involved in communication for curriculum development between the faculties and
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs which contained clearer
explanation about curriculum informatic:,n including clear interpretation of information
from the Commission on Higher Education provided by the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs. However, the service delivery had no impact of ODI on service
process with the significant value of 0.206 which was higher than 0.05 at the level of
significant value of 0.05 because there were some changes in curriculum information
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs many times according
to many persons provided different information.

-

After the researcher finished all pre-ODI of current service process for curriculum
development process in the university, OD Intervention process, and post-ODI including
completing in analyzing the finding results of service process, the researcher also
analyzed the service quality of service process in terms of process quality and faculties'
satisfaction both before OD Intervention and after OD Intervention which the finding
result was shown in the table 4. 1 3 as below.

-
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Tab le 4.13

:

Service Quality (Pre-ODI and Post-ODI)
COMPARE

Service Quality

- Process Quality
- Faculty's Satisfaction

Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating Level

67

3.2866

. 50599

Strongly Agree

62

3.4065

.43828

Strongly Agree

67

3 . 2030

.56621

Agree
Strongly Agree

62

3.3613

.49235

67

3.3701

.49021

Strongly Agree

62

3.4516

.45077

Strongly Agree

The results from table 4. 1 3 indicated that the average mean of post-OD I of service
quality was 3 .42065 which were higher than the average mean of Pre-OD I and the rating
level showed the rating level of "Strongly Agree". This result showed that respondents
strongly agreed with the service quality of service process for curriculum development in
the university provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Moreover, the average mean of process quality was 3 . 3 6 1 3 which were higher than preODI and the rating level was changed from "Agree" in pre-OD I to "Strongly Agree" in
post-OD I. Therefore, the respondents satisfied with the service quality of service process
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the mean of
3 .45 1 6

of post-OD I which was higher than the mean of pre-OD I.

4.3

Result of Research Hypotheses
The researcher analyzed the influences of service process for curriculum

development in terms of operation management process, support process, and
communication process on service quality in terms of process quality and faculty' s
satisfaction which the finding results were shown as below.
Hypothesis J : Influence of Service Process on service quality
Ho I :

Service process in terms of operation management process, support
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process, and communication process has no significant influence on
service quality in terms of process quality and faculty' s satisfaction.
Hal :

Service process in terms of operation management process, support
process, and communication process has significant influence on service
quality in terms of process quality and faculty's satisfaction.

The question above, the research hypothesis focused on the influence of service
process on service quality so, the multiple regression analysis was used to test the
hypotheses of the influence of independent variables which was service process in terms
of operation management process, support process, and communication process on
dependent variables which was service quality in terms of process quality and faculties'
satisfaction which the results were shown in the table 4. 1 4 below.

Table 4.14: Results of hypothesis testing of influence of service process in terms of
operation management process, support process, and communication process on
service quality in terms of process quality and faculties' satisfaction
Sub-variables

Independent Variables
Service Process

Sig.
0.000

Result
Rejected Hol

0.020

Rejected Hol

Tasks/Activities

0.002

Rejected Hol

Service Procedures

0 .098

Documentation

0.848

Accepted Ho l
Accepted Ho 1

Documentation Database

0. 674

Accepted Ho 1

Technology/Online data

0.272

Accepted Ho 1

Operation Management
Process
S upport Process
Communication Process

Operation Management
Process

Support Process
Communication Process

Structure of
Administrative Function

Service Providers and
Receivers:
Mindset (Disposition)

0.000

Rejected Hol

Mindset (Perception)

0.477

Accepted Ho 1

Competency

0.00 1

Service delivery

0.000

Re_jected Hol
Rejected Ho l

Level of significant at 0.05
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From table 4. 1 4 above, the results from testing the hypothesis (Ho l ) indicated that
service process in terms of operation management process, support process, and
communication process had no significant influence on service quality in terms of
process quality and faculties' satisfaction. This hypothesis was not true due to the
significant value of 0.000 was less than 0.05 at 0.05 level of significance which indicated
that the null hypothesis (Ho 1 ) was rejected. However, each sub-variable of service
process also had sub-variables which included structures of administrative functions,
tasks/activities, service procedures, documentation in operation management process;
documentation database, technology/online data in support process and service providers
and receivers: mindset/disposition, perception, competency and service delivery in
communication process . Therefore, there were some sub-variables of service process
which were accepted and rejected from testing the null hypothesis.
For operation management process of service process, there were some sub
variables which were service procedure with the significant value (p-value) of 0.098,
documentation with the significant value (p-value) of 0.848 were accepted for testing null
hypothesis due to the significant value (p-value) were more than 0.05 at level of
significance of 0.05. Therefore, service procedure and documentation variables of
operation management process had no significant influence with the service quality.
Moreover, support process in service process in terms of documentation database
technology/online data had no significant influence on service quality due to the
significant value (p-value) of documentation database and technology/online data were
0.674

and 0.272 respectively which were more than 0.05 at level of significance of 0.05

so, therefore the null hypothesis (Ho) of service process in terms of support process was
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accepted.
For communication process, the null hypothesis testing was accepted for mindset
(perception) variable which had no significant influence on the service quality. The
significant value (p-value) of mindset (perception) variable was 0.477 more than 0.05 at
level of significance of 0.05.
However, there were some sub-variables of service process that the result from
testing null hypothesis showed no significant influence between service process and
service quality which was not true due to the significant value was less than 0 .05 at 0.05
level of significance of 0.05 which the sub-variables were as follow:

1. Structure of Administrative Function in Operation Management Process
The significant values of 0.020 <0.05 at 0.05 level of significant indicated
that the testing of null hypothesis(Ho) was rejected and accepted alternative
hypothesis (Ha) which confirmed that structure of administrative function has
significant influence on service quality.

2. Tasks/Activities in Operation Management Process
The significant values of 0.002 <0.05 at 0.05 level of significant indicated
that the testing of null hypothesis (Ho) was rejected which confirmed that
tasks/activities has significant influence on service quality.
3.

Service Providers and Receivers: Mindset (Disposition) in Communication
Process
The significant values of 0.000 <0.05 at 0.05 level of significant
confirmed that mindset (disposition) in service providers and receivers had
significant influence on service quality because the result of testing null
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hypothesis (Ho) was rej ected and accepted alternative hypothesis (Ha).

4. Competency in Communication Process
The significant values o f 0.00 1 <0.05 at 0.05 level o f significant which
accepted alternative hypothesis (Ha) and rejected null hypothesis (Ho) confirmed
that competency has significant influence on service quality.

5. Service Delivery in Communication Process
The significant values of 0.000 <0.05 at 0.05 level of significant which
indicated that the result of testing null hypothesis was rejected and accepted
alternative hypothesis (Ha) confirmed that service delivery had significant
influence on service quality.
Therefore, there were five sub-variables of operation management process;
support process and communication process in service process had significant i nfluence
on service quality in terms of process quality and faculties' satisfaction. The sub
variables consisted of structure of administrative function and tasks/activities in operation
management process and of service providers and receivers: mindset/disposition,
competency and service delivery in communication process.
Moreover, to confirm the influence of service process on service quality with
confidence, the researcher also tested the null hypothesi s of service process having no
significant influence on service quality which was not accepted by using Pearson
correlation to study the relationships between service process and service quality which
the results of testing were shown in the table 4. 1 5 below.
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Tab le 4.15: Results o f Hypothesis testing of Influence of service process in terms of
operation management and communication process on service quality in terms of
process quality and Faculties' satisfaction by the use of Pearson Correlation
Independent Variables
Operation Management
Process

Sub-variables

Pearson
Correlation

Coefficients
(Sig.)

0.524

0.023

Tasks/Activities

0.67 1

0.000

Service Providers and

0.750

Structure of
Administrative
Function

Communication Process

Receivers:
Mindset/Disposition

0 .000

Competency

0.555

0.000

Service delivery

0.768

0.000

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
The table 4. 1 5 above indicated the relationship coefficient between service
process in terms of operation management process and communication process and
service quality which the significant values were 0.023 for Structure Administrative
Function and 0.000 for tasks/activities, mindset/disposition, competency and service
delivery less than 0.05 at the level of significance, thus the null hypothesis (Ho 1 ) was
rej ected which indicated that there was significant influence between these variables and
service quality. Moreover, the highest value of correlation to service quality was 0. 768
for Service delivery in Communication Process and the rest of the correlation values of
mindset/disposition, tasks/activities, competency and structure of administrative
functions were 0.750, 0 . 67 1 , 0.555, and 0. 524 respectively.
Beside, service quality consisted of process quality and faculties' satisfaction,
thus, the researcher tested null hypothesis that the service process in terms of
tasks/activities of operation management process and mindset/disposition, competency
and service delivery of communication process had no signifi cant influence on faculties'
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satisfaction in service quality which the results were presented in the table 4. 1 6 below.

Table 4.16: Results of Hypothesis testing of Influence of service process in terms of
operation management process and communication process on Process Quality
Independent Variables
Operation Management
Process

Sub-variables
Structure of

Sig.

Result

0 .0 1 1

Rejected Ho l

Administrative
Function

Communication Process

Tasks/Activities

0 .000

Rejected Ho 1

Service Procedure

0.025

Rejected Ho l

Service Providers and

0.000

Rejected Ho l

0.000

Rejected Ho l

Receivers:
Mindset (Disposition)
Service delivery

Level of significant at 0.05

-- -

,\\11 lt �( ;z

From table 4. 1 6 above, the results from testing the hypothesis (Ho 1 ) indicated that
operation management process in terms of structure of administrative functions,
tasks/activities and service procedures, and communication process in terms of
mindset/disposition and service delivery showed no significant influence on process
quality were not true because the significant value were 0.0 1 1 for structure of
administrative function, 0.000 for tasks-activities, 0.025 for service procedure and 0.000
for mindset (disposition), and for service delivery was less than 0.05 at 0.05 level of
significance which indicated that null hypothesis (Ho) was rej ected and accepted
alternative hypothesis (Ha).
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Table 4.17: Results of Hypothesis testing of Influence of service process in terms of
operation management process and communication process on Faculties'
satisfaction
Independent Variables
Operation Management
Process
Communication Process

Sub-variables

Si2.

Result

Tasks/Activities

0.005

Rejected Ho l

Service Providers and

0.005

Rejected Ho t

Competency

0.000

Rejected Ho l

Service delivery

0.000

Rej ected Ho l

Receivers:
Mindset (Disposition)

Level of significant at 0.05
From table 4. 1 7 above, the results from testing the hypothesis (Ho 1 ) showed that
operation management process in terms of tasks/activities and communication process in
terms of mindset (disposition), competency and service delivery had no significant
influence on faculties' satisfaction were not true because the significant values of these
variables were less than 0.05 at 0 .05 level of significance. Thus, the null hypothesis (Ho)
was rejected.

4.4

Pre-OD Intenrention Phase and OD Intenrention
The researcher studied the current status of service process for curriculum

development in the university in terms of operation management process, support process
and communication process in order to identify, propose and implement appropriate
Organization Development Intervention (ODI) for operation management process,
support process, and communication process to improve the service process for
curriculum development in the university. The research findings were obtained from
distributing 1 85 questionnaires to 1 7 faculties and 84 programs consisting of deans,
chairpersons/program directors and responsible persons concerned in service process for
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curriculum development in the university provided by the administrative service unit of
office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. However, there were only 1 03
questionnaires responded to the researcher due to the main responsible persons for the
whole process of curriculum development were deans and chairpersons/program
directors. There were a few faculty members participating in only some parts of preparing
curriculum documentations in terms of curriculum contents and course descriptions.
Furthermore, the staffs were related in only typing curriculum documentations which all
of work were assigned by the deans or chairpersons/program directors. Therefore, from
observation informal interviews with the faculty members and staffs, they did not know
about the whole curriculum development process in the university so, the persons who
were assigned by the deans or chairpersons for doing curriculum development needed an
advisor or coordinator to give them some suggestion for curriculum development process
in the university. The finding result of pre ODI was shown as below.
Summary of Pre OD Intenrention on Service Process
Table 4.18: Summary of Pre ODI on Service Process
Service Process

N

*

Min

Max

Mean

Std.

Rating Level

Deviation
-

,_,

103

1.63

4.00

3. 1649

.47526

Agree

Support Process

103

.40

4.00

2.8427

.65986

Agree

Communication Process

103

1 .90

3.95

3.0422

.42001

Agree

Valid N (listwise)

103

Operation Management Process

The finding results from table 4. 1 8 indicated that the highest average mean of
service process was in the operation management process which had the average mean of
3 . 1 649 and standard deviation of 0.47526. Besides, the communication process had the
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average mean of 3 . 0422 and standard deviation of 0.4200 1 and the support process had
average mean of2.8427 and standard deviation of .65986 respectively which service
process showed the rating level of "Agree" Therefore, the finding results showed that the
respondents agreed with the service process provided by the Office of Vice President for
Academic Affairs. However, to improve the service quality of service process, the
researcher identified and analyzed the current situations from sub-variables for each
variable of operation management process, support process, and communication in order
to design and implement the suitable ODI activities.

4.4.1 Summary of Pre ODI and OD Intervention on Operation Management Process
Table 4.19: Summary of Operation Management Process (Pre-ODI)
Operation Management Process

N

Mean

(Pre-ODI)

Std.
Deviation

Rating Level
....
.

Structure of Administrative Function
Tasks/ Activities

-

Service Procedures

103

3. 1667

.50352

Agree

103

3. 1614

.53740

Agree

103

3. 1505

1.43401

Agree

103

3.2117

.51702

Agree

�

Documentation

A-.
-

The findings from table 4. 1 9 indicated that the respondents agreed with
documentation by the mean of 3 .2 1 1 7 and standard deviation of 0 . 5 1 702; structure of
administrative function by the mean of 3 . 1 667 and standard deviation of 0.503 52,
tasks/activities by the mean of 3 . 1 6 1 4 and standard deviation of 0 . 5 3 740 and service
procedures by the mean of 3 . 1 505 and standard deviation of 1 .4340 1 respectively.
Moreover, the researcher studied the pre-ODI of each sub-variables of operation
management process consisting of structure of administrative functions, tasks/activities,
and documentation including the service procedures that had the lowest average mean in
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operation management process. Therefore, the ODI process of operation management
process was:

1.

Redesign the structure of curriculum development process b y changing the line of
command of structure and adding new University Academic Committee and
hiring more staff in helping the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
to facilitate the Faculties' curriculum development correctly for curriculum
implementation and submission as a schedule

2.

Defined specific tasks/activities in service process in terms o f roles and
responsibilities of Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs in
curriculum development process in the university including providing and
communicating with a clear details of curriculum standard criteria, curricu l um
format according to Commission's criteria and requirements to the Faculties

3.

Redesign a new service process b y providing the appropriate and easy way to
access the service procedures by arranging an appropriate timing and time-frame
for each step of service procedure and rearranging of the priority of importance
for each step of service procedures in curriculum development process

4.

Develop curriculum documentation for easy to use and understand the whole
process of curriculum development, time-frame of submission, curricul um
formats and curri c u l um standard criteria.

4.4.1.1 Structure of Admin istrative Function
Pre-OD I

The structure of admini strative functions invo lved with the organizatio n structure of
curriculum development in the university, l ine of command or authority for curri c u l um
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development structures, role and functions of service process including efficient
implementation of the curriculum development process, and the number of staffs to
provide curriculum information and facilitate the curriculum development process.
The details of the findings were shown in appendix E-2. The structure of administrative
function showed that more than 90% of all respondents strongly agreed and agreed with
the organization structure of curriculum development in the university, line of command
or authority for curriculum development structure and role and functions of service
process including facilitates the efficient implementation of the curriculum development
process. These findings concluded that the organization structure of curriculum
development process in the University was appropriate for the faculties to know that
curriculum development was starting from the faculties to University and Commission on
Higher Education. Moreover, they had sufficient understanding about the line of
command or authority for structure of curriculum development in the university that the
curriculum proposal approval must be authorized by deans, curriculum development
committee, vice president for academic affairs, the president and received final approval
by the University Council and got acknowledgement by the Commission on Higher
Education. The roles and functions of service process for curriculum development
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs were clear which
indicated that the faculties knew role and function of service process to assist and
facilitate the Faculties' curriculum development in the university. The administrative
structure also facilitated the efficient implementation of the curriculum development
process provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs that support
them from the beginning process to the end process. However, there were approximately
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8% of respondents disagreed with the structure of curriculum development in the

university. Moreover, approximately 23 % of respondents strongly disagreed and
disagreed with the number of staffs were adequate to provide curriculum information and
facilitate the curriculum development process to the faculties. They needed more staffs to
help them provide information and help them preparing the curriculum documentation.
Beside, the lowest average means of structure of administrative function was the average
mean \Jf the adequate number staff to facilitate the curriculum development process by
2.9208 and standard deviation of . 7026 1 . Therefore there were many respondents

disagree with the adequate number of staffs to facilitate them.

OD Intervention
The researcher developed the new curriculum development process and service
process by using structure redesign and recruit new staffs to facilitate the faculties'
curriculum development as follows.

1 . Structure Redesign

-

r-

l:=t

According to the new regulations of Commission on Higher Education that
delegates the authority to the University to manage their own curricula, the Commission
on Higher Education gave the university authorities to rearrange the curriculum
development process in order to consider new or modified curriculum before submitting
the curriculum to the University Council approval. Therefore, the researcher proposed the
information for a new curriculum stn.1cture to the Vice President for Academic Affairs by
studying the curriculum systems of private and public universities including contacting
the Commission on Higher Education about new policy of curriculum development
system. Then the university could redesign the structure of curriculum development
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process in the university by planning, brainstorming, meeting, and implementing which
details are shown in the following steps:

1.1 Plan for redesign in the Structure of Curriculum Development Process
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs surveyed for curriculum
development plan 2007 and 2008 of each faculty in the university and summarized all
curricula which needed to propose the new curriculum or modify the existing curriculum
that must involve in new curriculum development structure.

1.2 Top management Brainstorming
Vice President for Administrative Affairs and Vice President for Academic Affairs
brainstormed about curriculum development structure in the university on March 1 4,
2008 for setting new curriculum development system in the university by using process

consultation methodology. In order to do that university required all deans in the
university involve in planning for setting new curriculum development process of the
university starting from brainstorming the new structure of curriculum development
system until involving with the implementation of new curriculum development system
of the university. After the meeting with all deans for consultation about new structure of
curriculum development process on March 27, 2008, the top management which were the
Vice President for Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Administrative Affairs
had an informal meeting to design the new system and define the scope of roles and
duties of new curriculum development structure on March 30, 2008 and April 1 , 2008.

1.3 Dean Meeting
The Vice President for Academic Affairs issued a memorandum for arranging a
meeting to brainstorm a new curriculum development system to all Deans in the
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University on March 1 7, 2007 in order to meet all deans on March 27, 2008 for setting
new curriculum development structure and system in the university. On March 27, 2008,
there were 25 people which were all deans and responsible persons came to the meeting.
Vice President for Academic Affairs, all deans, and responsible persons shared ideas
about the new curriculum development structures and systems of Assumption University
which the pictures was shown in the appendix E-3 . The Vice President for Academic
Affairs announced the new regulation for curriculum development process in the
university including informed the current situations of performance of curriculum
development in the university to all the meeting. After the Vice President for Academic
Affairs explained the current structure of curriculum development process in the
university and proposed the new structure of curriculum development process of
Assumption University to all deans for consideration which both current and new
structures o f curriculum development process were shown in the appendix E-4, E-5.
There were many deans' explored new ideas for establishing new curriculum
development system effectiveness.
Finally, all deans agreed with the new structure of curriculum development
process and system by adding one committee to consider about curriculum development
in the university which is called "University Academic Committee" This committee
consists of all deans in the university and external experts who were specialized in each
filed of particular curriculum which needed to propose new curriculum or modify
existing curriculum. These committees had responsibility to consider and approve the
curriculum aligned with the curriculum standard criteria of C HE and policy o f the
university. Moreover, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had a
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primary duty to support and facilitate the curriculum development process of the
university.

1.4 Implementing for the new structure of Curriculum Development Process
After the top management had designed new structure and systems of curriculum
development process in the university, the university proposed to appoint University
Academic Committee to the University Council, and it received approval on April 1 6,
2008.

The new structure of curriculum development process that approved by the
University Academic Committee was shown in appendix

E-5 which the process flow of

new structure of curriculum development process in the university, starting from the
faculty/department proposed new curriculum or modified curriculum to the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. The Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs was responsible for checking the curriculum format and curriculum standard
criteria, and submitting to the curriculum development and standard committee for
proving the content of proposed curriculum. After that Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs proposed the curriculum proposal to the president for approval and
endorsed the proposed curriculum to the University Academic Committee for final
consideration and approval before submitting to the University Council for approval and
submitted to the Commission on Higher Education for acknowledgement. Moreover, the
university also defined the roles and responsibilities of the University Academic
Committee.
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The Vice President for Academic Affairs called for University Academic
Committee meetings on April 2, 29 2008, May 6, 2008, and August 22, 2008 for
curriculum's approval which the pictures of the meeting were shown in the appendix E-6.
The details of the meeting were shown below:
Topics for consideration

Date of
the

New

Modified

Curriculum

program

Closed

program

Accreditation

program

-

-

-

-

-

I

5

-

-

6

-

-

Total

meetine:

First
meeting
April

I.

Infonned the new
structure of curriculum
development process and
system

2.

Approved the curricula
that have ready passed to
the University Council on
December 2007 according
to the new policy of CHE
in order to submit to
University Council again
on May 2008.

25, 2008

4�

��

y 1.-fil

1ti.

12

Approved the curricula which
needed to propose to the
university council on May 2008.

2

10

Approved the curricula which
needed to propose to the
university council on May 2008.

I

-

5

-

6

Forth
meeting
August

Approved the curricula which
needed to propose to the
university council on September

I

10

5

I

17

22, 2008

2008.

5

25

IO

1

41

Second
meeting
April

29, 2008
Third
meeting
May 6,

,A

2008

Total

...

The benefits of having appointed committee were
I.

as

,.

below.

Curriculum proposal had an expert committee to consider and examine the
curriculum according to the curriculum standard criteria.

2.

All deans in the university participated in consideration about curriculum
development in the university.

3.

All deans can share experience in curriculum development o f each faculty.

4.

All deans were aware of the importance of curriculum development in the
university.
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Beside, the university had redesigned the structure of curriculum development;
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had recruited new staffs for
helping, supporting, and facilitating the faculties' curriculum development process.

2. Recruit new staff member to help in supporting and facilitating the Faculties'
Curriculum development
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs recruited another lecturer
to help examining the curriculum documentation properly such as correction of language
in academic writing before submitting to the curriculum development and standard
committee, University Academic Committee and University Council.

4.4.1.2 Tasks/Activities
Pre-ODI
Tasks/activities of service process involved with assisting and supporting the
faculties for curriculum development by informing and arranging curriculum format,
curriculum standard criteria and curriculum process; curriculum details and information
namely, announcement of the process and schedule involved; coordinating the Faculties
in terms of facilitating the meeting; forward curriculum to the top management with the
properly communicated and follow-up regarding the progress of faculties' curriculum
development which the results were shown in the appendix E-7.
From the findings of tasks/activities, the researcher found that there were more
than 80% of respondents strongly agreed and agreed with the tasks of preparing
curriculum format, preparing curriculum process, adequate curriculum details and
information namely, announcement of the process and schedules involved in curriculum
development to the faculties, and efficient coordination in terms of facilitating the
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meeting of curriculum development committees to faculties including sufficient follow
up regarding the progress of faculties' curriculum development provided by the Office of
Vice President for Academic Affairs. However only approximately 70% of respondents
strongly agreed and agreed with the tasks of providing curriculum standard criteria and
properly communicated of the curriculum format according to commission ' s criteria and
requirement provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
Moreover, the average mean of tasks/activities explained that the respor.dents
knew and agreed with the tasks/activities of service process provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs by the highest average mean of 3 . 3 1 37 and standard
deviation of 0.56253 for efficient coordination to forward the approved curriculum from
committees to the president, University Council and Commission on Higher Education
and by the average mean of 3 .27 1 8 and standard deviation of .65968 for providing a
sufficient follow-up regarding the progress of faculties' curriculum development.
However, there also were the lowest average mean of 3 .02 9 1 for properly
communicated of the curriculum format according to Commission' s criteria and
requirements provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs with
standard deviation of 0.70650. These results indicated that there were many respondents
disagree with the communicated curriculum format including the adequate information of
curriculum standard criteria to the Faculties with the average mean of 3 . 1 400 and
standard deviation of 0. 77876 which showed there were some respondents need more
details of curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
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OD Intervention
Even though the finding results of overall picture of tasks/activities of Pre-ODI
were agreed by the respondents, the researcher developed the OD intervention for
tasks/activities in order to align with the new structure of curriculum development
process by defined new specific tasks and activities and adding roles and responsibility of
administrative service for curriculum development of the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs which the details wert shown below.

1 . Defined the roles and responsibilities of service process for faculties' curriculum
development
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had added new roles and
responsibilities to facilitate the faculties in curriculum development process in terms of to
examine the curriculum documentations provided by the faculty/department that must be
aligned with the curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria including the usage
of correct language in curriculum documentation. Moreover, the Office of the Vice
President also had more duty to prepare the meeting of University Academic Committee
which the Vice President for Academic Affairs was the member and secretary of this
committee.

'Jt.

t...
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Therefore, the main duties of the administrative service unit for service process
for curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs were as follows:
1.

Coordinated and facilitated the faculty/department in the curriculum development
process starting from submission curriculum documentations to the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs to submit final documentations to the
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Commission on Higher Education
2.

Defined time-frame of each step in the service process to the faculties

3.

Examined the curriculum documentations o f the faculty/department according to
curriculum formats, curriculum standard criteria and, the usage of language in the
documentation.

4.

Provided the curriculum information to the faculty/department by setting up the
curriculum database online and, updated curriculum information including
submitting curriculum database to the Commission on Higher Education

5.

Prepared the University Academic Committee meeting fo r curriculum
consideration and approval.

4.4. 1.3 Service Procedures
Pre-ODI
Service Procedures were the actions of service provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs with a clear and adequate instruction on procedures to the
faculties; an appropriate timing and time-frame for each step of procedures; an easy to
access the procedures; an adequate coordination and appropriate of the. arrangement of
the priority of importance for each step of service procedures which the findings of
survey were shown in appendix E-8. The results indicated that more than 80% of
respondents agreed and strongly agreed with clear and concise service procedures
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs including an adequate
coordination in assisting, supporting the Faculties for curriculum development process
and providing appropriate timing and time-frame for each step of service procedure.
There were approximately 70% of respondents agreed that the service procedure was
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easy to access. Beside, approximately 1 0 % of respondents disagreed with this timing and
time-frame for each step of service procedure. Moreover, the lowest mean in service
procedures was easy access to the service procedures provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs with the mean of 3 .0392 and standard deviation of . 7 1 645
which showed that some respondents did not have easy access to the service procedures.
Furthermore, even though the respondents agreed with the appropriate timing and time
frame for each step of the service procedure provided by the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs with the mean of 3 . 1 1 76, but there were also some respondents
disagreed with these service procedures with high standard deviation of 0 .64936. With
the mean of 3.0882 and standard deviation of0.58 1 96 for the arrangement of the priority
of importance for each step of service procedures in curriculum development process, the
respondents agreed with the steps of service procedures but there were also some
respondents disagreed with this arrangement of each step of service procedure. From this
explanation, the OD intervention process was to develop the appropriate way for the
Faculties to easily access the service procedures by providing more appropriate timing
and time-frame for each step of service procedures and rearranging of the priority of
importance for each step of service procedures in the curriculum development process.
OD Intervention
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs has redesigned the service
process according to the Commission on Higher Education and the correction of
curriculum documentation in terms of curriculum format and the usage of the English
language and translation curriculum from English to Thai before submitting to the expert
outside committees both curriculum development committee and university academic
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committee. The details of Process Redesign were shown below.

1. Process Redesign
After changing in structure of curriculum development process in the university,
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs also has redesigned the service
process for curriculum development to align with the new curriculum development
structure of the university in steps below:

1 . Preparing the new service process fo r curriculum development i n the university
1.1 Studying of current service process provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs reviewed the
current service process of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
as the current process was shown in appendix E-9 and E- 1 0 . The process
demonstrated the step of the process of curriculum development between
faculties, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the
Commission on Higher Education, and explained the steps of service process that
involved and assisted process of curriculum development in the university. After
analyzed the current service process, the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs found out that the problem in the current service process when
implementing with the faculty/ department which are listed below.
I.

Current curriculum development and standard committee were not well
established because the committees could consider only contents of the
curriculum. They did not know the whole curriculum fom1at which set up by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. When the
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faculty/department submitted the curriculum documentations which had
already approved by the curriculum development committee to the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs, there were still some mistakes in
terms of curriculum format, correction of the academic writing properly.
2.

The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had spent more times
to examine the curriculum documentations so, there were many revisions of
curriculum documentation before submitting to the Commission on Highe1
Education. Therefore, the submission of curriculum documentation to CHE
was delayed.

s

2. Creating new seITice process for curriculum development
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs changed the steps of
service procedures from submitting the curriculum documentations to the curriculum
development committee before submitting to the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs by the Faculty/Department submitting the documentation to the Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs before giving the Curriculum Development
Committee to consider. This could help the committee viewing the proper documentation
including the usage of proper language in documentation before reviewing the content of
the curriculum. Moreover, this would facilitate Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs to be able to submit the curriculum documentation to the Commission on Higher
Education on time.
Moreover, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had set up a new
process mapping of the service process of curriculum development process to the faculty
to understand clearly each step of curriculum process including defined length of time to
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take the process to the faculty/department. Moreover, the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs developed guidelines of curriculum process and distributed to the
faculties too. The guideline included the process flow of curriculum development and
length of time to submit the curriculum documentation which the samples of new
curriculum development process of the university and service process provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. This was shown in appendix E- 1 1 .
Moreover, the researcher created the blueprint of new service process for
curriculum development in order to know each step of process both part of customer
action and part of employee action that involved front and back offices including support
process which were shown in appendix E- 1 2. This blueprint explained the interaction
between the customers which were the faculties and the employees which were the Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. This showed faculties' mandatory roles to
take actions and showed the service needed from the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs in order to finish all curriculum development process. Moreover, this
could show what was the on stage actions that Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs had to interact with the faculties and what were the backstage actions in the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affair which worked for the faculties.

4.4. 1 .4 Documentation
Pre-OD I
Documentation is curriculum format, curriculum standard criteria from
Commission on Higher Education and related curriculum documentation provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs that are available and well maintained
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for the faculties to use and understand the whole curriculum development process which
the finding results of survey were shown in appendix E- 1 3 . The results indicated that
more than 90% of respondents strongly agreed and agreed with curriculum
documentation that provided properly documented curriculum standard criteria from
Commission on Higher Education provided, proper curriculum format and related
curriculum documentations that are always available at the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs and completed curriculum documentations that were well
maintained by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. However, only
80 % of respondents strongly agreed and agreed with the ease to use and understand of
curriculum documentation provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs. This indicated that the respondents strongly agreed with the proper curriculum
format and related curriculum documentations that were always available at the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the mean of 3 . 3786 and standard deviation
of .62805. Moreover, they also strongly agreed with curriculum documentation provided
by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs for their curriculum
development purposes with the mean of 3 .2745 and standard deviation of 0.58287.
Furthermore, they agreed with properly documented of curriculum standard criteria and
well maintained of complete curriculum documentation with the mean of 3 .2 3 5 3 and
3. 1 942 respectively. Finally, the respondents used and understood the curriculum
documentations easily in terms of the whole process of curriculum development, time
frame of submission, curriculum formats and curriculum standard criteria with the mean
of 3 .0388 and standard deviation of 0.69905, however, with the high standard deviation,
there were some respondents who did not understand and used the curriculum
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documentation incorrectly. From this explanation, the OD intervention process was to
improve curriculum documentation for easy to use and understand the whole process of
curriculum development, time-frame of submission, curriculum formats and curriculum
standard criteria.

OD Intervention
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs developed new curriculum
development manual for the faculties for ease to understand and use which the details
include as below:
1.

New curriculum development system in the university

2.

Flow chart of curriculum development

3.

Roles and responsibilities of the person i n charge in each step o f curriculum
development process

4.

Time-frame of curriculum documentation submission

5.

Curriculum documentation

6.

Curriculum format

7.

Curriculum standard criteria

�
*

After that the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs distributed
curriculum development manual to the deans, chairpersons/program directors and
persons involved in curriculum development process to understand all new curriculum
development process. The new curriculum development manual could explain all details
of service process provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
which were structures of curriculum development process in the university,
tasks/activities including curriculum information.
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4.4.2 Summary of Pre ODI and OD Intervention on Support Process
Support Process consists of documentation database and technology/online data
which the finding results were shown as follows:

Summary of Support Process (Pre-ODI)
Table 4.20: Summary of Support Process (Pre-ODI)
Support Process
Documentation Database

Mean
2.9098

Technology/Online Data

2.8594

Std.
Deviation

Rating Level

.65317

Agree

.66606

Agree

The results from Table 4.20 indicated that the respondents agreed with
documentation database by the mean of 2.9098 and standard deviation of 0.653 1 7 and
technology /data online by the mean of2. 8594 and standard deviation of O .66606
respectively. Therefore, the researcher had improved the support process in terms of
facilitating the development in both documentation database and technology/data online
by creating a database program and updated curriculum database including linkages in
the data online to increase accessibility by the respondents. The curriculum development
website was also adjusted for all curriculum information. This OD Intervention process
can help the respondents finding their curriculum database on website which is easy to
access the information. The results were shown as below.

4.4.2.1 Documentation Database
The documentation database relates to the relevant historical curriculum database
for the curriculum development among faculties. It is updated by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs to make it accessible and useful for preparing the
curriculum development and documentation
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Pre- ODI
The finding results of questionnaires which were shown in appendix E- 1 4
indicated that approximately 70% of respondents strongly agreed and agreed that they
had relevant historical curriculum database for the curriculum development in their
faculties and that the website of curriculum development was useful for preparing the
curriculum development and documentation. Moreover, more than 75% of respondents
strongly agreed and agreed that the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had
relevant historical curriculum database for the curriculum development and maintained
all historical curriculum database of their faculties including updated curriculum database
for them. However, there were only 60% of respondents agreed and strongly agreed that
the historical curriculum database for the curriculum development from the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs was easy to access.
Beside, the respondents agreed with the updated curriculum database by the
average mean of 3 . 0594 and standard deviation of 0.653 1 7 and complete historical
curriculum database provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
by the mean of 3.0400 and standard deviation of 0.723 63 . The respondents also agreed
that website of curriculum development was useful and easy to access the curriculum
database for them by the mean of 2. 9500 and standard deviation of 0. 7 1 73 and the mean
of 2.7500 and standard deviation of 0.75 7 1 2 respectively. However, with the high
standard deviation of . 86032 for a relevant historical curriculum database for curriculum
development in the faculty, this indicated that some respondents did not keep the record
of historical database in their departments. Moreover, the researcher found that it was
quite d i fficult to access curriculum information on the curriculum development website
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which was not updated regularly; therefore faculties often accessed the old version of
curriculum format resulting in preparing curriculum documentations incorrectly. For this
reason, they needed to contact the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs for
requesting the new curriculum format. Therefore. to facilitate the faculty in curriculum
database, the OD intervention process was required to complete updated curriculum
database and easy to access for the faculties by developing database program for keeping
all historical curriculum data for the useful preparing curriculum documentation for the
faculties and easy to access from website.

OD Intervention
1. Database Program
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs coordinated with the
computer center in the university to create curriculum information program in order to
keep historical record of curriculum development in each program in the university. The
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs assigned one teacher assistant who was
a student at Assumption University to keep the curriculum information of each program
in the curriculum database program. This program was used only in the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs to know historical curriculum record of each
program in the university which the curriculum program of the university was shown in
the picture below.
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Figure 4.5: Sample of Curriculum Development Database at the Office of VPAA
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Moreover, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs kept records of
all historical curriculum records from the Commission on Higher Education on the
website that staffs in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had already
entered the historical curriculum data in the curriculum format which was shown in the
picture below.
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Figure 4.6: Sample of Curriculum Development Record
Curriculum data required updating curricula regularly every semester in the
academic year. Additionally, to give the respondents ease of access to this historical
curriculum data, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs also provided a
link to curriculum database of the Commission on Higher Education website from
Curriculum Development website in the university.
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2. Online Curriculum Database
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs coordinated with the
Commission on Higher Education to input curriculum database of university through
Commission on Higher Education website which curriculum information of university
was shown on the website below.
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Moreover, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs also linked the
curriculum database of all curricula available in the university on the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs website in order to inform the faculties regarding to the
progress of their curriculum development from the website which the picture was shown
below.
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Figure 4.8: Sample of Curriculum Development Performance o n Website
4.4.2.2 Technology/Online Data
Technology/online data was developed to present online curriculum data, curriculum
format, and curriculum standard criteria. The online curriculum provided useful
information such as up-to-date curriculum and easy to access created by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs provided for the faculties.

Pre-ODI
The finding results of questionnaires which were shown in appendix E- 1 5
indicated that approximately 80% of respondents agreed and strongly agreed that Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs provided proper online curriculum data
namely, curriculum format, and curriculum standard criteria to the faculties.
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Approximately more than 70% of respondents agreed and strongly agreed that Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs provided complete curriculum data in terms of
curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria to the faculties including updated
curriculum data online that were useful for them. Moreover, the respondents agreed with
having proper online curriculum data available by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs by the mean of 3 . 0 1 00 and standard deviation of 0.70345 that
completed online data by the mean of 2.9596 and standard deviation of 0.66883 ; easy to
access data by the mean of 2 .9 1 00 and 0.69 1 69 and useful for the respondents by the
mean of 2. 8400 and standard deviation of 0.7483 3 respectively. However, with the lowest
mean of2.835 1 and a high standard deviation of 0.7 1 706 for updated online data, there
were some respondents required updated data online from the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. From this explanation, the OD intervention process was
required to update the online data to the faculties for easy to use and easy to access.

OD Intervention
1. Updated Curriculum Development Website
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had established the new
curriculum development website by the following steps.

01

1 . 1 Updated new curriculum information
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs updated new
curriculum information according to the Commission on Higher Education's
requirements. The curriculum information consisted of the forms of curriculum
documentations in terms of documentation for new curriculum proposal,
curriculum modification, and curriculum accreditation. Moreover, according to

191

the new structure of curriculum development, the Office o f the Vice President for
Academic Affairs added new curriculum details o n website which were shown as
below.

1.

Time-frame on curriculum development process for academic year

2008
2.

New curriculum procedures which were the process fo r proposing
new curricula and modified curricula, process for curriculum
accreditation, and curriculum closing

3.

Adj usted and created new forms of curriculum documentations

4.

Added curriculum standard criteria of the Commission on Higher
Education on website

5.

Added university curriculum database fo r the faculties to easy to
see the process of their curriculum performance

6.

Updated AU's curriculum development performance in academic
year 2006 and 2007

All of curriculum information was approved by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs by preparing the curriculum development manual and uploading in formation on
the website.

l.2

Coordinatin g with the

AU

net center to u ploadin g c u rriculum

information in the website.

The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs coordinated with
the AU net center to help for uploading all new curriculum information in the
curric u l um development website. The picture of old curricul um development
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website and new updated curriculum development website were shown as below.

The Old Curriculum Development website
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New Curriculum Development Website
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Figure 4.10: New updated Curriculum Development Website

1 .3 The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs distributed the
curriculum development manual and informed the faculties about how to

! Ii
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access curriculum information on the website in the academic senate meeting
supported by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
4.4.3 Summary of Pre ODI and OD Intervention on Communication Process
Communication process consisted of service providers and receivers in terms of
mindset, competencies, and service delivery which the finding was shown below.
Summary of Communication Process (Pre-ODI)
Table 4.2 1 : Summary of Communication Process (Pre-OD I)
Std.
Deviation

Rating Level

Mean
3.3359

.47462

Strongly
Aqree

2.7670

.53658

Agree

3.0058

.50055

Agree

3.0902

.55624

Agree

Communication Process
Service Providers and Receivers

- Mindset/Disposition

-

-

\\\\I I

- Mindset (Perception about how the process is done
or implemented)
- Competency (Knowledge and skills to make the
process effective)
Service delivery (Faculty's contact/interaction)

The results from table 4.24 showed that the respondents strongly agreed with the
service providers and receivers in terms of mindset/disposition by the mean of 3 .3 3 59 and
standard deviation of 0.47462 which indicated that the respondents valued the importance
of curriculum development in the university and felt comfortable and convenient with the
process including pleased with the service process for curriculum development provided
by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Service delivery was agreed by
the respondents with the mean of 3.0902 which implied that the respondents highly
involved in communication for curriculum development with the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. This is an easy way to receive concise communication
about curriculum information including providing clear interpretation of information
from the Commission on Higher Education.
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Moreover the faculties had a high degree of contact and interaction with the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Furthermore, service providers and
receivers of competency in terms of knowledge and skills to make the effective process
and mindset: Perceptions about how the process was done or implemented have a mean
of 3 .0058 and standard deviation of 0.50055 and 2.7670 and standard deviation of .53658
respectively which showed that the respondents have appropriate knowledge and
understanding of the curriculum development process with a high level of competency in
terms of knowledge and skills for curriculum development, curriculum development
process and curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the a high level of accuracy and reliability
of curriculum information.
For the mindset perception about how the process was done or implemented by
the lowest mean of communication process, there were some respondents who did not
fully understood the importance of detailed information regarding curriculum
development, easy to follow curriculum development process from Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. Therefore, Orientation and training for curriculum
development in terms of curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria included are
needed and also improved information on the curriculum development process with a
high level of quality and accuracy of the communication for curriculum development.
From this interpretation, the OD Intervention process was required to arrange the
orientation, training/coaching, and process consultation for curriculum development in
terms of curriculum format, curriculum standard criteria, and improvement of
information on the curriculum development process in terms of the steps involved, time-

,_ ..
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frame of submission, and related details. In addition, the ODI process was necessary for
curriculum development with a high level of quality and accuracy of the communication
for curriculum development including clear explanation and interpretation about
curriculum information from Commission on Higher Education for the faculties.

4.4.3.1 Service Providers and Receivers
Service Providers and Receivers composed of mindset/disposition; mindset:
perception and competency which the finding results were shown as follows:

Pre-ODI
1. Mindset/Disposition
The finding result from the appendix E- 1 6 indicated more than 95% of
respondents strongly agreed and agreed with the value of the importance of curriculum
development in the university. Most of respondents opened to the need for curriculum
development in the faculties which showed that most of the faculties in the university
were conscious and emphasized on the curriculum development. Moreover, more than
80% of respondents felt comfortable with the curriculum development process and very
pleased with the service process for curriculum development provided by the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Accordingly, the respondents had a positive
mindset in terms of disposition with the high degree of value for the importance of
curriculum development in the university with the highest mean of 3 .6893 and standards
deviation of 0.48566. They also opened to the need for curriculum development in the
faculty with the mean of 3 .63 1 1 and standard deviation of 0.50469 including very pleased
with the service process for curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs with the mean of 3 . 30 1 0 and standard deviation of
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0.7 1 1 74. However, the curriculum development process of the university was convenient
to the respondents with the lowest mean of 2.9903 and standard deviation of 0.8 1 04 1 so,
there were some respondents felt inconvenient with the lengthy process. Moreover, the
respondents felt comfortable with the curriculum development process of the university
with the mean of 3.0980 and standard deviation of 0.80235, however, with the high
standard deviation, there were some respondents who felt uncomfortable in the
curriculum development step with thi:> process.
2. Mindset/Perception
The finding from appendix E- 1 7 showed that approximately 80% of respondents
fully understood the importance of detailed information regarding curriculum
development and curriculum development process provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. Although the information was easy to follow,
approximately 60% of respondents were strongly disagreed and disagreed that the
orientation and training for the curriculum development in terms of curriculum format
and curriculum standard criteria were not necessary. Instead, they requested the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs to provide the orientation and training in
curriculum development for them because they did not know how to follow the
curriculum development process. Moreover, approximately 50% of respondents
requested for improving information on the curriculum development process in terms of
the steps involved, time-frame of submission, and other related details. Furthermore,
approximately 80% of respondents strongly agreed and agreed that Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs had a high level of quality and accuracy in
communicating information relative to the curriculum development. Beside, the
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respondents fully understood the importance of detailed information regarding the
curriculum development from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs with
the mean of 3 .27 1 8 and standard deviation of 0.68876; was easy to follow the curriculum
development process with the mean of 3 .0 1 94 and standard deviation of 0.7 1 3 74; and had
a high level of quality and accuracy of the communication for the curriculum
development with the mean of 3 .0000 and standard deviation of 0.7 1 40 1 respectively.
The respondents agreed that origination and training for curriculum development
including curriculum format and standard criteria would help improve the curriculum
development process.

3. Competency (Knowledge and skills to make the process effective)
The result from appendix E- 1 8 indicated that approximately 80% of respondents
agreed that they had appropriate knowledge and understanding of the curriculum
development process and have high level of competency of knowledge and skills for
curriculum development and were knowledgeable about curriculum development
process. Moreover, more than 70% of respondents were knowledgeable in terms of
curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs with high level of accuracy and reliability of curriculum
information provided. Beside, the respondents had competency in curriculum
development with a high level of knowledge and skills by the mean of 3 . 1 569 and
standard deviation of .59278 including knowledge about curriculum development process
and a high level of accuracy and reliability of curriculum information received from the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs with the equal mean of 3 .0490 and
standard deviation of 0.69478. Moreover, the Faculties have an appropriate knowlt:dge
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and understanding of curriculum development process with the mean of 3.0098 and
standard deviation of 0.53575. However, the respondents were knowledgeable in terms of
curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs but there were some respondents who did not have
enough knowledge about curriculum format and curriculum criteria with the lowest mean
of this table of 2.9 1 1 8 and standard deviation of 0.63093.
From this explanation, the OD intervention process was rt-quired to

1.

Make a comfortable and convenient for the faculties in the curriculum
development process.

2.

To orientate, coach/train, and process consultation fo r curriculum
development process in terms of curriculum format and curriculum standard
criteria

Therefore, to help succeed service providers and service receivers in terms of
mindset/disposition, perception and competency, the researcher used the Brain Map
theory to separate the groups of respondents in order to find proper activities to intervene
them. For the whole brain of human thinking, there are four thinking and behavior
quadrants which are "I Control", "I Explore", "I Pursue'', and "I Preserve". Therefore, the
researcher conducted many activities to serve each type of respondents' behaviors which
were orientation, training and coaching, and process consultation including setting follow
up system for tracking on the progress of curriculum development in each department.
For the respondents who have brain thinking in quadrant "I Control" which indicated
that the respondents were rational and systematic, the researcher gave more specific
intervention activities in orientation of curriculum development process and
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training/coaching. For the respondents who had brain thinking in the quadrant "IExplore" referred to the respondents who were creative and strategic, the researcher gave
only guideline of curriculum format and informed what curriculum documentations were
required to submit only because they needed to handle their curriculum development by
themselves. For the respondents who had brain thinking in the quadrant "I Pursue" which
mean that the respondents were Tasks/Results-Oriented, the researcher provided
orientation, training and process consultation to them. The respondents who had brain
thinking in quadrant "I Preserve" which referred to the respondents who were
Relations/People-Oriented, the researcher provided orientation and training/coaching to
them including high degree of coordinating and follow up for their curriculum
development.
OD Intervention
1 . Orientation for Faculty's curriculum development
After redesigning the service process of curriculum development in the university
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs arranged the orientation session on curriculum
development to the faculties who needed to modify the curriculum and submitted it to the
university council in academic year 2007 and 2008. The objective of this orientation was
to make the people (participants) responsible and concerned in curriculum development
understand the curriculum process of university and service process that provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Moreover, this orientation informed
the time-frame of each step of curriculum development including deadline of
documentation submission to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. This
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orientation separated into two groups which were :

Group I: The orientation session is on January 30, 2008
This group consisted of four faculties from ABAC School of Biotechnology,
Graduate School of Information Technology, ABAC School of Architecture, and ABAC
School o f Engineering who have to modify curriculum according to the curriculum
standard criteria of BE. 2005 . The pictures of the meeting were shown in appendix E-19.
There were seven people participating in the meeting; they were chairpersons,
program directors, and lecturers who had a duty for curriculum development. After
finishing this o rientation, the deans, chairpersons, and program directors were able to
understand the curriculum development process and the service process provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs including time-frame for curriculum
development process. Moreover, the faculties also knew what documentations must be
prepared for curriculum development. Moreover, the Vice President for Academic
Affairs also answered the questions that the faculties asked and needed more explanation
about curriculum development process. Furthermore, the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs also knew the progress of curriculum development of each faculty. For
examples, some faculties need to merge two curricula together or need to propose new
master's degree program.

Group I I : The orientation session is on February 1, 2008
This group consisted of four faculties; they were ABAC School of Science and
Technology, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Business Administration, and Faculty of
Education. H owever, there were

18

people came for the meeting who were deans,

chairpersons and program di rectors. There were approxi mately ten programs wh ich
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required curriculum modification according to the curriculum standard criteria of 8.E.
2005 .

The picture of orientation session on February 1, 2008 was shown in appendix

E- 1 9 .
After finishing this orientation session, the deans, chairpersons, and program
directors were able to understand:
Curriculum development process of the university and service process provided
by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs including length of time
of curriculum submission.
The importance of the curriculum development according to curriculum standard
criteria of B.E. 2005
Details on curriculum format and curriculum documentation
2. Training/Coaching
After the deans, chairpersons, program directors, and persons who were
responsible and concerned about curriculum development understood the cuniculum
development process from the orientation sessions. The Vice President for Academic
Affairs also provided additional training/ coaching sessions to the faculties to understand
how to prepare and make curriculum documentation according to the curriculum standard
criteria of B.E. 2005 of the Commission on Higher Education on each topic of curriculum
documentations. The topics of curriculum documentation i ncluded providing good
examples of curriculum documentations according to curriculum standard criteria to the
faculties. The Vice President for Academic Affairs explained in details of every topic in
documentations, including informing the faculties about the most often things are
mistaken in writing curriculum documentations i nclude rationale, objectives of the
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curriculum, how to write the quality assurance of the curriculum, etc. Moreover, the Vice
President for Academic Affairs explained about the rules and regulations of curriculum
standard criteria to the faculties such as regulation of qualification of full-time lecturer,
etc. Furthermore, the Vice President for Academic Affairs allowed the faculties to ask
questions or concerns regarding curriculum documentations and answered the questions
appropriately. The pictures of training and coaching were shown in appendix E-20. The
objectives of the training/coaching the faculties were to provide the deans, chairpersons,
program directors, and responsible concerned persons in curriculum development, better
understanding on how to make curriculum documentations according to the curriculum
standard criteria of the Commission on Higher Education. After the training and coaching
sessions, the deans, chairpersons, program director and responsible concerned staffs
understood and have gained more confident to develop their curriculum properly.
3. Process Consultation

-

The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs also provided the process
consultation to each faculty that was needed to modify the curriculum according to the
curriculum standard criteria of B.E. 2005. There were some faculties still needed
additional advices to do their curriculum documentations properly. Therefore the Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs provided special advice to them starting from
planning for curriculum development together with the faculties up to the curriculum
documentation submitting to the Commission on Higher Education.
The steps of process consultation were as follows.
1 . After the faculties requested for a meeting to discuss curri culum development

from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Office of the Vice
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President for Academic Affairs coordinated with each faculty and personally
arranged a special meeting with each faculty on the one-on-one basis. There, the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs provided individual advice in
preparing curriculum documentations including providing good examples of
curriculum documentations to her or him. The sample of special meeting with
faculties was shown in appendix E-2 1 .

2. The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs also gave some advice in
curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria including related issues of
curriculum development to the faculty by telephone and e-mail.
3.

After the faculty submitted the curriculum documentation to the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs checked the correction of the documentation. If there were any
mistakes, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs would call the
faculty to revise it immediately.

4. After the documentation was corrected according to the curriculum format and
curriculum standard criteria, the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs arranged the meeting for curriculum development committee to consider
the content of curriculum which the pictures of the meeting were shown in
appendix E- 1 9. Once the curri culum documentation was corrected according to
the curriculum format, curriculum standard criteria and comments of curriculum
development committee, the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
would

run

the next process to submit the curriculum documentation to the

University Academic Committee, University Council for approval and finally
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submit to the Commission on Higher Education for acknowledgement.
5 . The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs coordinated with the

faculty immediately if there were any change or revision in the documentation
according to the University Academic Committee and University Council ' s
recommendation.
4.4.3.2 Service Delivery/Information

Service delivery/information involved the communication process between the
faculties and the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The service
delivery/information was easy to receive curriculum information with clear explanation
and interpretation including high degree of contact or interaction.
Pre-ODI

The finding result in appendix E-22 showed that more than 85% of respondents
had high degree of contact and interaction with the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs in their faculty's curriculum developments. And more than 80% of
respondents were highly involved in communication for curriculum development with the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs which were easy to receive curriculum
information from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. They could
receive the information any time by telephone, e-mail, and in person from the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Moreover, Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs provided a clear explanation about curriculum information and
provided a clear interpretation of information from the Commission on Higher Education
to the respondents with agree of approximately 80% of respondents. Therefore, to
develop curriculum in each faculty, the respondents needed to contact and interact with
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the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to receive some assistances in
curriculum process. Beside, the respondents had a high degree of contact and interaction
with the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs by the mean of 3.2255 and
standard deviation of 0.68804 and easy to receive curriculum information by the mean of
3.2079 and standard deviation of 0.63745 respectively. Moreover, the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs had a clear explanation about curriculum information to
the faculties by the mean of 3 .089 1 and standard deviation of 0.67969 and highly
involved in communication with the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
by the mean of 3 .0693 and standard deviation of 0.72467. However, with the lowest
mean of 2.9802 and standard deviation of 0.67794 of the clear interpretation of
information from the Commission on Higher Education, the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs needed to provide more clear interpretation of information from
Commission on Higher Education including a clear explanation to the Faculties.
OD Inten'ention
1 . Follow up System

The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs coordinated, contacted,
and interacted with the faculties every two weeks to check the progress of their
curriculum development. Moreover, the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs also followed up the faculty to revise the curriculum documentations in order to
submit documentation on time. Therefore, the researcher had set up the follow up system
as below.
1 . Providing the letter to coordinate and submit to the deans, chairpersons, and
program directors for curriculum development process in terms of
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o

Invitation letter for the meeting of orientation and training for curriculum
development

o

Invitation letter of the meeting of Curriculum development and standard
committee

o

Invitation letter of the meeting of University Academic Committee

o

Follow up letter to inform the deadline of curriculun1 documentation
submission

2. Directly contact with the faculty through telephone and meeting in terms of
o

Followed up the progress of curriculum development

o

Coordinated in providing curriculum information to the Faculty

o

Coordinated in revision of curriculum documentation

o

Coordinated in confirmation of the meeting for curriculum development

o

Provided some advices in curriculum development

3 . Arranging record of curriculum development in each department in order to
know the each step of the progress of curriculum development of the Faculty
as shown in appendix E-23 .

4.5

Qualitative Data Analysis

('

°"'

The researcher had an informal interview with the ten key important respondents
who were highly involved in the whole curriculum development process in the university
and service process for curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. These key respondents had to modify the existing
curriculum or had to propose a new curriculum within the past five years with the current
curriculum development process of the university and needed to modify the existing
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curriculum or propose new curriculum submission to University Council for approval in
December

2007 or January 2008 or May 2008 or September 2008 with the new

curriculum development process in the university and new service process for
curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs. The researcher found the problems with the current curriculum development
process and the service process from answers provide on the questionnaire by the
respondents below.

Pre-OD I
1. What are your problems and obstacles in your curriculum development?
•

Unable to clearly understand the curriculum standard criteria and
curriculum development process in the university including lack of clarify
on criteria and regulations of CHE, documentation format.

•

Insufficient number of full-time lecturers who can assist in the curriculum
development and faculty' s resources to work on the documents and
maintain/carry out the process

•

Difficulty in preparing a feasibility study on a new curriculum due to
limited number of lecturers, quite difficult to join forces to do the
feasibility study, researches, etc. and take time for collecting the data to
prepare feasibility study

•

Complexity of approval to develop the new program including time
constraint in terms of taking a long time of curriculum approval.
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•

Difficulty to coordinate with various departments which were affected by
modifications such as not sure how many faculties were using their
courses

•

Lack of qualified staffs and equipment to run the existing curriculum to
achieve our target not for curriculum documentations.

2. What is your opinion about the key roles and functions of Administrative
Service Unit of Service process for Curriculum development in the university
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs?

The following data were the key roles and functions of administrative
service urut received by the respondents. The Admirllstrative Service Unit was
responsible in facilitating and assisting for curriculum development process in the
uruversity in terms of
•

Informing about curriculum development process in the university including
time-frame of submission of curriculum documentations, curriculum
documentation format and curriculum standard criteria of CHE to the faculties

•

Checking curriculum documentations according to the curriculum format,
curriculum standard criteria.

•

Coordinating and facilitating the preparation of the curriculum development
committee meeting

•

Following up the progress of curriculum documentations for submitting to the
University Council and the Commission on Higher Education on time.

•

Coordinating with the Commission on Higher Education for the results of
curriculum proposal
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•

Informing the result of the curriculum proposal to the Faculties

3. What problems do you find in service process for curriculum development
provided by the Administrative Service Unit of the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs?
The following were the problems identified by the respondents:
•

Some respondents thought that organization structure of curriculum
development process in the university was not appropriate because the line of
command was not clear enough so, it was difficult for them to develop
curriculum. There were many levels of administrators to approve curriculum
development.

•

The administrative structure provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs could not support the efficient implementation of the
curriculum development process because the respondents did not know the
structure clearly so, they did not plan the timeframe of designing and preparing
curricuium documentation inside their own faculties that effect with the
submission curriculum to the university.

•

*

There were few staffs to provide curriculum information and facilitate the
curriculum development process.

•

The tasks in terms of preparing curriculum format, curriculum standard criteria
and curriculum process were not adequate because only documentations in
terms of curriculum details and information namely, announcement of the
process and schedules involved in curriculum development were provided by
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the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs but no explanation about
the details and the way to prepare documentation.
•

There were some confusion among different formats and forms during the
process including many changes in curriculum format according to
commission's criteria and requirements that resulted for the respondents to
revise curriculum documentations many times.

•

The curriculum documentation in terms of the compliance to the curriculum
standard criteria from Commission on Higher Education was not properly
documented so, there were many versions of curriculum documentation.

•

The respondents were not comfortable with curriculum development process
with the Commission on Higher Education.

•

The service process provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs were not clear and inadequate due to the inappropriate timing and time
frame for each step of service procedure provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs so, the respondents had to contact the
coordinator in curriculum development to obtain more information about timeframe of curriculum development process.

•

�

The respondents did not have a relevant historical curriculum database for
curriculum development in their own faculties so; they needed to contact the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to obtain a complete
historical curriculum database for their curriculum development.

•

The historical database for curriculum development from the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs was not easy to access because they could not
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access by themselves (the respondents). They had to contact the curriculum
development coordinator for the details only.
•

The website of curriculum development was not only useful for download
curriculum format, but also some documentations were not updated so, the
respondents had to change the curriculum format again after submitting
documentation to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The respondents had to contact the coordinator from the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs to submit the updated curriculum format.

•

Online curriculum data in terms of curriculum standard criteria were not
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

•

The online database in terms of curriculum format and curriculum standard
criteria provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs was
not completed and updated including not easy to access. The respondents had to
contact the curriculum development coordinator to explain how to use and enter
the online curriculum data.

4. What problems do you find in communication between your faculties and the
Administrative Service Unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs?
The following were the problems of communication experienced by the
respondents:
•

The curriculum development process communicated by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs was not easy to follow because there were many
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steps involved, time-frame of submission and other related details for curriculum
development process so, the respondents could not follow every step as schedules.
•

The level of quality and accuracy of the communication for curriculum
development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
was not consistent because there were many changes according to the new
curriculum standard criteria from the Commission on Higher Education. Tnere
was a difficulty to interpret the details of curriculum standard criteria provided by
CHE. Therefore, the accuracy and reliability of curriculum information received
from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs were low.

•

There was unclear explanation and interpretation about curriculum information
from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs because the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs has to contact the Commission on Higher
Education to interpret the curriculum standard criteria.

•

-

The respondents had no appropriate knowledge and understanding of the
curriculum development process including curriculum format and curriculum
standard criteria provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs so, they were highly involved in communication about the curriculum
development between the faculties and the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

•

There was a high degree of contact and interaction between the faculties and the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs through the secretary of the
faculty who did not understand the rational and objective of the program to
interpret the curriculum information to the faculties even though, the rational and
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objectives o f the program were very important for the person evaluating the
curriculum when reading the curriculum documentation. Moreover, few processes
had been undertaken by the secretary, as a result, at times, the faculties did not
have the accurate information of the timing and documents needed in a timely
manner.
5. What is your suggestion to improve service process for service quality that
provided by the Administrative Service Unit of the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs?

The respondents provided the following suggestions to improve the service
quality:
•

Provided organization chart of curriculum development process on website for
easy access to all curricula of the university by online.

•

�

More information on all the function was needed for service process for
curriculum development provided by Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs

•

Needed more staffs in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to
give some advice about curriculum development process.

•

Provided appropriate curriculum information to the faculties and external
committees including better clearly identify each task, time-frame of the
curriculum development process, and some examples of curriculum format.

•

The process flow needed enough good communication due to the fact that service
procedures could be improved through effective communication.
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•

Needed to provide the orientation and training for curriculum development to
facilitate the faculties including provide process facilitation, resource linkers, net
workers, and interpreters of regulations/policies.

•

Needed to maintain a high degree of contact and interaction between
chairpersons/program directors and the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs for curriculum development more than passing information from the
secretary of the faculties even though che respondents who were the chairpersons
or program directors did not have sufficient time to work on the paper work.

•

Appointed curriculum development committees that consist of senior
lecturers/experts in each area of study in order to identify what must be taught in a
specific area of study and what is being taught on this area of study in other
universities.

•

Needed to consider development of this academic workforce at all levels
including administrative units as well as including suggestions on how to develop
good attitude, people, and environment in the international university.

•

In designing an effective professional course curriculum, faculties should follow
requirements from two institutions which were the course requirements by the
Ministry of Education and Federation of Professions. Therefore, the respondents
needed the administrative service unit to facilitate in curriculum development of
these two institutions.

•

Historical curriculum database should be available online for facilitating all
faculties in the university including easy access to all curricula of the university.

•

Website of curriculum development useful under the guidance of coordinator
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After the researcher understood the current problems o f service process for
curriculum development in the university provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, the researcher made the OD intervention to the respondents. Then, the
researcher has an informal interview and analysis of the open-ended question from the
questionnaires which the finding result was shown below.

Post ODI
1. What are your problems and obstacles in your curriculum development?
The problems occurred when there were linkages to other majors

in the

curriculum. Coordination in terms of changes in curriculum could be time
consuming and confusing but this could be coordinated within the faculty.
Due to economic situations that are rapidly changing, we had to keep updating our
curriculum which sometimes the process was too slow.
The process of curriculum development was lengthy, some internal process (sub
process) were redundant and not contain clear information on the responsibility of
so

many committees. Hence, the program did not know what information should

be prepared and presented.
The problems were in translation from English curriculum to Thai version which
contained many common words and technical terms that may not be properly
translated.
The problems concerned with timing.
Takes a long time and may not up-to-date for survey feasibility before developing
the curriculum development
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2. What is your opinion about the key roles and functions of service unit for
curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs?
The key role of Administrative Service Unit was a liaison between the faculties
and the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to support and provide
necessary information and guidance. Staffs facilitated and coordinated the curriculum
including supporting documents and information needed as w�ll as processing the
flow of the development process from the beginning till the end of process.

3. What problems do you find in service process for curriculum development
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs?
The new curriculum development process in the university and service process
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs had no serious
problems and all guidelines/documents given were excellent. The faculties realized
clearly on their roles what they supposed to do. The time frame helped faculties
developing a plan in advance. Every step of the curriculum development process and
the service process was clearly spelled out including when to contact the
process/document. The service process provided by the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs was good, efficient, and appropriate.
The problems were received by the respondents as follow.
The problems happened only when the faculties had to spend time to correct all
the mistakes made back/forth from checking documentation by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs that help the curriculum documentation free
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of errors. They also needed to give some suggestions on new curriculum
development form.
Sometimes the faculties received some inconsistent information from the Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. For example at first the faculties
understood that to write the course description in sentences instead of writing in
phrases which are the correct one. And inconsistency of information at the
beginning of curriculum development was due to the fact that different persons
who give the information.
Each staff member in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs knew
only what was in hand (they are mono-taskers who handle thing one at a time).
Perhaps more staffs should be recruited and trained to be multitasked.
Time frame for curriculum development was limited.
The respondents needed the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs to
advise the faculty leader seek as dean to send staffs who were assigned to develop
new curriculum to be trained for the curriculum development.
4. What problems do you find in communication between your faculties and the
service unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs?

All communication process provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs was responsive and very helpful. The problems happened only when
the needed person was not available and could not be contacted (there is no back-up
person available.) And the problems came from the timing among faculties itself, not
from the service unit.
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5 . What is your suggestion to improve service process provided by the Office of the

Vice President for Academic Affairs?
The overall services are excellent, j obs well done, good quality of work with the
very detail documents including hand on experiences and readiness with fully support.
However, the respondents had the following suggestions.
Academic committee meeting should be arranged every month.
Providing a guideline or short manual for doing curriculum development,
evaluation and appraisal.
More consistency in details including providing good examples of curriculum
development and modification
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs could be more helpful by
providing knowledgeable people in proper English- Thai language translation.
The faculties should not spend so much time on wording and corrections. The
suggestions for revision should be clear and concise.

l::lt

The multi-tasked training created a good teamwork and competency for staffs to
manage what ' s going on issues and can share similar support.
Besides analyzing the problems of current situation of curriculum development
process in the university and service process for curriculum development process by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs from the qualitative data analysis, the
researcher also used the Brain Map model to implement OD Intervention on service
process for curriculum development in the university

'22.(.)

Pre-ODI

Pre-ODI, ODI Process and Post ODI ali2nment with Brain Map Model
I-Control
Pre-ODI

The problems were defined by the respondents

The problems were defined by the respondents
•

No appropriated organization structure of curriculum development process and the line of

•

Difficulty in preparing feasibility study on new curriculum

command were not clear enough

•

Complexity of approval to develop the new program including

•

Not comfortable with curricu lum development process with the

•

Unable to clearly understand the curriculum standard criteria and curriculum development process

•

Insufficient number of full-time lecturers who can assist in the curriculum development

•

time constraint
Commission on Higher Education.

No sufficient supports to implement the curriculum development process for administrative

ODI Process

structure provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
•

Lack of quality staffs and equipment to run the existing curriculum to achieve our target not for

'

curriculum documentations
•

More information on all the function is needed for service process for curriculum development

•

Low quality and inconsistent with the level of quality and accuracy of the communication for

•

process to the respondents to understand the curriculum process
of university and service process provided by the Office of the
•

for curriculum development process and follow up letters to
inform the deadline of documentation submission including

No appropriate knowledge and understanding of the curriculum development process including

directly contact with the faculties through telephone in terms of

curr iculum format and curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of VPAA

curriculum documentation, confirmation of the meeting

ODI Process
•

Redesigned the structure of curriculum development process in the university by changing the line
of command of structure and adding new University Academic Committee

•

Defined specific tasks/activities in service process in terms ofroles and responsibilities of Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs

•

Provided and communicated with a clear details of curriculum standard criteria and curriculum
format according to Commission' s criteria and requirements to the Faculties

•

;:o

Coordinated with the CHE to fill in curriculum database through Commission on Higher Education
website

Time consuming and confusing of the linkage to other majors
in the curriculum, coordination in terms of changes in
curriculum but this could be coordinated within the Faculty

��
9':,

Slow process for updated curriculum even though, economic
situations keep on changing very fast
The process of curriculum development was lengthy
Take a long time and might not up to date for survey feasibility
before developing the curriculum development

•

No problem on new curriculum development process in the
university and service process provided by the Office of the

Improved the documentation database by coordinating with the computer center to create database
program for keeping historical record of curriculum development in each program in the university

•

•

•

Rearranging of the priority of importance for each step of service procedures in curriculum
development process

•

Post-ODI

Redesigned new service process by arranging an appropriate timing and time-frame for each step of
service procedure

•

Set up the follow up system by providing the letter to
coordinate with the deans and chairpersons/program directors

Unclear explanation and interpretation about curriculum information from the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs

•

Arranged the orientation session of curriculum development

VPAA

curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
•

I-Explore

Vice President for Academic Affairs
•

Excellent in the guidelines/document given

•

Faculties knew clearly what to do especially the time frame that
they have to spare that the faculties can plan in advance

2.21.

1-Exolore

I-Control

•

Linked the curriculum database of all curriculums in the university in curriculum development

•

Clear in every step of curriculum development process and

•

Updated curriculum information and added new curriculum details in website

•

Good, efficient, and appropriate in service process provided by

•

website of the Office of VPAA in order to know the progress of each curriculum in the university
Arranged the orientation session of curriculum development process to the respondents to

understand the curriculum process of university and service process provided by the Office of the
VPAA
•

Provided the training/coaching session to the respondents to understand how to prepare and make
curriculum documentation according to the curriculum standard criteria ofB.E. 2005 in each topic
of curriculum documentations

•

Set up the follow up system by providing the letter to coordinate with the deans and
chairpersons/program directors for curriculum development process and follow up letters to inform
the deadline of documentation submission including directly contact with the faculties through
telephone in terms of curriculum documentation, confirmation of the meeting

•

Record of the progress of curriculum development of the faculties

Post-ODI
•

No problem on new curriculum development process in the university and service process provided

•

Excellent in the guidelines/document given

by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
•

Faculties knew clearly what to do especially the time frame that they have to spare that the faculties
can plan in advance

•
•

Clear in every step of curriculum development process and service process
Good, efficient, and appropriate in service process provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs

I-Pursue
Pre-ODI
The problems were defined by the respondents
•

Unable to clearly understand the curriculum standard criteria and curriculum development process

•

Difficulty to coordinate with various departments which were affected by modifications

•

Lack of quality staffs and equipment to run the existing curriculum to achieve our target not for
curriculum documentations

•

No efficient supports and implementation of the curriculum development process provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs

•

Some confusion from different formats and forms occurred during the process including many
chane:es in curriculum format accordine: to commission's criteria and reauirements

service process

the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
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I-Pursue
Post-ODI
•
No problem on new curriculum development process in the university and service process provided
by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
•
Excellent in the follow through of guidelines/document given
•
Faculties knew clearly what to do especially the time frame that they have to spare that the faculties
can plan in advance
•
Clear in every step of curriculum development process and service process
•
Good, efficient, and appropriate in service process provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs
•
More consistency in details including providing good examples of curriculum development and
modification

...:I
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Figure 4.1 1 : Summary of finding results from Qualitative Data Analysis
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From figure 4. 1

1 above, the finding results were shown that most respondents in

Pre-ODI were in the quadrant of "I-Control", "I -Pursue" and "I-Preserve" respectively
and there were less respondents in "I-Explore". Therefore, the researcher defined the
problems of each quadrant and implemented ODI process of each quadrant which the
details were shown below.
For I-Control quadrant, the respondents in Pre-ODI did not agree with the
organization structure of curriculum development process and the l ine of command were
not clear enough including unable to clearly understand the curriculum standard criteria
and curriculum development process. Moreover, there was insufficient number of full
time lecturers who can assist in the curriculum development and low quality and
inconsistent with the level of quality and accuracy of the communication for curriculum
development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Therefore, the ODI process of respondents in "I-Control Q uadrant" needed the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs to redesign the structure of curriculum
development process in the university and redesigned new service process including
defined specific tasks/activities in service process in terms of roles and responsibilities
of Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Moreover, the respondents needed
to get more provide and communicate with clear details of curriculum standard criteria
and curriculum format according to Commission's criteria and requirements including
improving the documentation database and updated curriculum information in website.
The respondents needed some orientation session of curriculum development process
and training/coaching session to understand how to prepare and make curriculum
documentation and understand the curriculum process of university and service process.
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After ODI process, the respondents strongly agreed with new curriculum development
process in the university and service process guidelines/document given provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
For respondents in "I-Pursue Quadrant", they were unable to clearly understand
the curriculum standard criteria and curriculum development process and difficulty to
coordinate with various departments which were affected by modifications including
some confusion from different formats and forms occurred during the process. Moreover,
there was not easy to access the historical database for curriculum development from the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and not updated the website of
curriculum development. Therefore, the ODI Process ofrespondents in "I-Pursue
quadrant" were improved the documentation database, updated curriculum information in
website. Moreover, the orientation session of curriculum development process was
arranged to the respondents to understand the curriculum process of university and
service process including provided the training/coaching session to understand how to
prepare and make curriculum documentation and provided special advice like a process
consultation to them. After ODI process, the respondents agreed with on new curriculum
development process in the university and service process provided and knew clearly
what to do especially the time frame that they have to spare that the faculties can plan in
advance and clear in every step of curriculum development process and service process.
For respondents in "I-Preserve Quadrant", the respondents in Pre-ODI disagreed
with the number of staffs provided curriculum information and facilitated the curriculum
development process including no sufficient supports to implement the curriculum
development process and low quality and inconsistent with the level of quality and
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accuracy of the communication for curriculum development provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. They needed staffs in the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs to give some advice about curriculum development
process with a high degree of contact and interaction. Therefore, ODI process was to hire
one more full-time lecturer in helping administrative service unit to facilitate the
faculties' curriculum development and provided and communicated with clear details of
curriculum standard criteria and curriculum format. Moreover, the training/coaching
session was provided to the respondents to understand how to prepare and make
curriculum documentation according to the curriculum standard criteria including
coordinated, contacted and interacted with the faculty for the progress of curriculum
development. A fter the 001 process, the respondents knew clearly what to do especially
the time frame that they have to spare that the faculties can plan in advance and clear in
every step of curriculum development process and service process including reachable
and very helpful in all communication process.
For respondents in "I-Explore Quadrant", the respondents in Pre-ODI felt that it
was difficult preparing feasibility study on new curriculum and complexity of approval to
develop the new program including time constraint including not comfortable with
curriculum development process with the Commission on Higher Education. Therefore,
001

Process was to arrange the orientation session of curriculum development process to

the respondents to understand the curriculum process of university and service process.
After finishing 001 process, the respondents agreed with new curriculum development
process in the university and service process provided by the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs including guidelines/document given. They knew clearly what to
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do in curriculum development process and service process but they had more time
consuming and confusing of the linkage to other majors in the curriculum, coordination.

4.6

Brain Map model
After the researcher studied the problem of current curriculum development

process in the university and service process provided by the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs from qualitative data analysis, the researcher frequently contacted
and communicated with each group of respondents in each faculties in preparing for
doing curriculum development in their faculties which the researcher found that each
faculty had different way of thinking, behaviors, working styles, communication
preferences, and management styles. Therefore, the researcher used the brain map model
to help separate the group of respondents in order to find the suitable OD Intervention for
each group of respondents. Using the Brain Map model would separate the group of
respondents of each faculty into four quadrants: I-Control; I-Explore; I-Pursue; and !
Preserve and provided the difference in OD Intervention of each quadrant. After the
researcher had surveyed the curriculum development plan of each faculty that needed for
curriculum development and submit their curriculum for University Council approval in
the academic year 2007 and 2008, the researcher observed the behavior of each faculty
and defined the OD Intervention of each faculty according to the Brain Map model which
the details were shown below.
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The brain map model of this dissertation was:
I-EXPLORE
Group of Respondents

I-CONTROL
Group of Respondents
•

•

ABAC School of Management
(2 Programs)

(2 Programs)
•

•

ABAC School of Arts

•

ABAC School of Biotechnology

( 1 Program)

Graduate School of Philosophy

•

Graduate School of Psychology

•

Graduate School ofIT

•

Graduate School of Business

(1 Program)

( I Program)
•

Graduate School of English

(4 Programs)
•

(3 Programs)
•

Graduate School of Education

•

(2 Programs)

OD Intervention
•

Orientation

•

Training/Coaching

•

Follow up

ABAC School of Engineering
( 4 Programs)

and Religion (4 Programs)
•

ABAC School of Law
( 1 Program)

(2 Programs)
•

ABAC School of Management

College of Internet Distance
Leaming (1 Program)

OD Intervention
•

Orientation or Providing guideline
of curriculum development
process
Follow up

I-PURSUE
Group of Respondents
•

ABAC School of Science and
Technology (9 Programs)

•

ABAC School of Communication
Arts (4 Programs)

•

ABAC School of Law

(I

Program)

OD Intervention
•

Orientation

•

Coaching/Training

•

Process consultation

•

Follow u

1 . I-Control Quadrant

The researcher used orientation, coaching/training for OD intervention with the
respondents in I-Control quadrant because the respondents who were in this quadrant
needed to know and clearly understand all curriculum development process in the
university and service process provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs including inform about the curriculum documentation for them to
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manage their own curriculum development in their faculties.
The faculties in this quadrant consisted of
•

ABAC School of Management

(2 programs)

•

ABAC School of Arts

(1

•

ABAC School of Biotechnology

(2 programs)

•

Graduate School of Philosophy and Religion

(4 programs)

•

Graduate School of Psychology

(1

program)

•

Graduate School of English

(3

programs)

•

Graduate School of Education

2 . I-Pursue

ER S1r

program)

(2 programs)

The researcher used orientation, coaching/training and process consultation for
OD Intervention with the respondents in I-Pursue quadrant because this group of
respondents needed more details in curriculum development process and service
process. Moreover, they needed to plan with their curriculum development.
Therefore, they needed to consult with the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs in every step of their curriculum development at the beginning step until
curriculum approval by the University Cou.'lcil and acknowledgement by the
Commission on Higher Education. The faculties in this quadrant consisted of
•

ABAC School of Science and Technology

(9 programs)

•

ABAC School of Communication Arts

(4 programs)

•

ABAC School of Law

( 1 program)

3 . I-Preserve
The researcher used coaching/training for OD Intervention with the respondents
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in I-Preserve quadrant because the respondents in this quadrant needed more
relationship and highly contact with the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs in doing their curriculum development. The faculties in this quadrant
consisted of
•

ABAC School of Biotechnology

(2 programs)

•

ABAC School of Music

( 1 program)

•

ABAC School of Science and Technoiogy

(9 programs)

•

ABAC School of Communication Arts

(4 programs)

4. I-Explore

The researcher used only orientation for OD Intervention with the respondents in
I-Explore quadrant because this group of respondents was visionary and imaginative
so, they did not want to work in the rule and regulation. They needed to work on their
ways with less controlled from others. The faculties in this quadrant consisted of
•

ABAC School of Management

(2 programs)

•

ABAC School of Law

( 1 program)

•

ABAC School of Engineering

(4 programs)

•

Graduate School of IT

•

Graduate School of Business

(4 programs)

•

College of Internet Distance Leaming

( 1 program)

[

9 t:

(1 program)

Besides, the researcher also used the follow up system for the group of respondents in
every quadrant in order to support and follow up with the progress of their curriculum
development in order to submit their curriculum proposals to the university council on
time. The OD Interventions of orientation, coaching/training, process consultation and
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follow up system were shown the details in the OD intervention of communication
process of quantitative data analysis.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter presents the summary of research intentions, research findings,
conclusions, and recommendations based on findings in action research process. The
research results came from pre-ODI, ODI and post-ODI of the study on the impact of
organization development intervention on the service process for the curriculum
development in Assumption University.

5.1

Summary of Research Intentions
To enhance the service quality of the service process for the curriculum

development in Assumption University provided by the Administrative Service Unit, the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the researcher would like to study the
service process for the curriculum development in the university by diagnosing and
analyzing the current status of service process including the problems of service process.
After analyzing the current problems in the curriculum development, the researcher
would be able to identify, propose, and implement appropriate ODI to improve the
service process. Moreover, the researcher determined the influence of the service process
for the curriculum development on the service quality and the impact of ODI under the
service process for curriculum development in the university. The benefit of this study
could enhance the quality of service process for curriculum development in the
university; support and facilitate the faculties in their curriculum development for
producing quality curricula that achieves one of the goals of the university to produce
quality curricula and quality graduates.
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5.2

Summary of Research Findings

5.2.1

Demographic Profile
From analyzing the current situation of organization in terms of the service

process for the curriculum development in the university as human social system
organization, the researcher found that the current service process for the curriculum
development involved with many people in the university in terms of faculties: deans,
chairpersons, full-time lecturers, and staffs. The curriculum development involved the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs: Vice President for Academic Affairs,
full-time lecturers in the office and staffs; and the President, the Curriculum
Development and Standard Committee, University Academic Committee, the University
Council and the Commission on Higher Education. The Administrative Service Unit of
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs was a main coordinator to support
and facilitate all faculties in the University for running the whole curriculum
development process in the university. The major respondents of this research are the
faculties consisting of deans, chairpersons/program directors and responsible persons
concerned in service process which the researcher classified demographic profiles into
three parts consisting of faculty, position, and level of curriculum.
The researcher distributed 1 85 questionnaires for pre-ODI to 1 7 faculties and 84
programs but, there were only 1 03 questionnaires feedback to the researcher which the
result was shown below.
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Details of res

ndents

% of res ondents

1 . Faculty
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

ABAC School of Management
ABAC School of Science and Technology
ABAC School of Engineering
ABAC School of Communication Arts
ABAC School of Law and College of Internet
Distance Education
ABAC School of Arts and Graduate School of
Philosophy and Religion
Nine Faculties

1 7.6%
1 4.7%
8.8%
7.8%
6.9%
4.9%
< 4%

2. Position

Chairpersons/ Program directors
Full-time lecturers
•
Deans
•
Staffs in the Faculties
3 . Level of Curriculum
•
Bachelor's Degree
•
Graduate Diploma Degree
•
Masters' Degree
•
Doctorate De ee
•

•

60.2%
1 8.4%
1 5 .5%
5.8 %
50.5%
1%
3 6.9 %
1 1 .7%

Besides, the survey of the curriculum development plan of each faculty that
needed for their curriculum development who submitted their curriculum to University
Council for approval in December 2007, January 2008, May 2008, and September 2008,
the researcher could recruit subjects to participate in this dissertation which there were 1 5
faculties to join in the new curriculum development process of the university and the
service process for curriculum development provided by the Administrative Service Unit,
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The faculties who join in OD
Intervention of new service process consisted of
•
•
•
•
•
•

ABAC
ABAC
ABAC
ABAC
ABAC
ABAC

School of Management
School of Arts
School of Biotechnology
School of Science and Technology
School of Communication Arts
School of Law
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•

ABAC School of Music

•

ABAC School of Engineering

•

Graduate School of Philosophy and Religion

•

Graduate School of Psychology

•

Graduate School of English

•

Graduate School of Education

•

Graduate School of IT

•

Graduate School of Business and

•

College of Internet Distance Leaming

Therefore, the major respondents who joined in new curriculum development
process and service process were

62 persons consisting deans, chairpersons and full-time

lecturers/staffs that needed to develop their curricula and submit the curricula to
university council during December 2007 to September 2008. Beside, the researcher had
also selected the group of pre-ODI respondents from

1 03 respondents to be 67

respondents who were the same group of respondents in post-ODI in order to get the
finding results from the valid respondents who participated in the new curriculum
development process and the service process from the beginning of the process to the end
of the process.

5.2.2

t/),

The Summary of Finding Results from Quantitative Data Analysis
The researcher studied the impacts of organization development on the service

process for the curriculum development in the university in terms of operation
management process, support process, and communication process which the finding
results were:

1.

There was impact of ODI on the service process in only the communication
process so, the communication process in terms of service providers and
receivers: mindset/disposition and competency was the key role to run the
service process successfully with service quality.
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2. Documentation from the operation management process had impacts on the
service process because the curriculum documentation was the medium to
communicate with faculties in the service process for the curriculum
development in the university in terms of the curriculum development
structure and process, tasks/activities and the service procedure provided by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs

3. The respondents strongly agreed and agreed with the service process provided
by the Administrative Service Unit of the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs which the average means of post-ODI were higher than preODI.
The details of the summary of overall service process for the curriculum
development were shown in table 5 . 1 below.
Table 5 . 1 : Summary of overall service process for curriculum development
-

Service Process
Operation Management Process

Mean

Rati ng Level

Pre

3.2176

Agree

Post

3.4030

Strongly Agree

3. 1881

Agree

3.3548

Strongly Agree

COMPARE

Structure of Administrative Function

Pre

Tasks/Activities

Post
Pre

Service Procedures
Documentation
Support Process

Post
Pre
Post

'

a11
-

3.2481

Agree

3.4153

Strongly Agree

3 . 1 1 19

Agree

3.4194

Strongly Agree

Pre

3. 3224

Strongly Agree

Post

3.4226

Strongly Agree

Pre

2.9806

Agree

Post

3.1295

Agree

Documentation Database

Pre

3.0030

Agree

3 . 1 508

Agree

Technology/Online Data

Post
Pre
Post

3.0030

Agree

3 . 1600

Agree

Result of Pre
and Post ODI
- · No lmpact

No Impact
No Impact
No Impact
Impa ct
No Impact

No Impact
No Impact
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Communication Process
Service Providers and Receivers:
Mindset/ Disposition
Mindset: perception

Competency
Service delivery (Faculty's
contact/interaction)

Pre

3.1216

Post

3.3000

Pre

. Ag

ree
Strongly Agree

3.3612

Strongly Agree

Post

3.4581

Strongly Agree

Pre

2.8328

Agree

Post

3.0613

Agree

Pre

3.1075

Agree

Post

3.2581

Strongly Agree

Pre

3. 1851

Agree

Post

3.4226

Strongly Agree

Impact

Impact
No Impact

Impact

No Impact

Moreover, the researcher found that the respondents were satisfied with ODI's on
the service process with the average mean of post-ODI was higher than pre-ODI which
the finding was shown below.
Table 5.2: Summary of Findings on Service Quality (Pre and Post ODI)
Mean

Rating Level

Pre

3.2866

Strongly Agree

Post

3.4065

Strongly Agree

3.2030

Agree

Post

3.3613

Strongly Agree

Pre

3.3701

Strongly Agree

Post

3.4516

Strongly Agree

COMPARE
Service Quality
- Process Quality

�

- Faculty's Satisfaction

65.2.3

Pre

The Summary of Finding Results from Hypothesis Testing on the influence
of service process on service quality

The researcher found that the service process in terms of the operation
management process, the support process and the communication process have
significant influence on the service quality in terms of process quality and faculty's
satisfaction. There were five sub-variables that had significant influences on service
q uality as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Structure of administrative function
Tasks/activities
Service providers and receivers: Mindset (disposition)
Competency
Service delivery

The conclusion of the hypothesis testing was shown below.
Table 5.3: Summary of findings from hypothesis testing in the influence of
service process on service quality
Hypothesis test
Service Process

Support Process

�

Support Process

Communication
P rocess

Conclusion

<.05

Influence on service quality

<.05

Influence on service quality

<.05

Influence on service quality

"'l:i

\ �'-.; '

Communication Process

Operation
Management
Process

Result

Operation Management
Process

Structure of Administrative
Function
Tasks/Activities
Service Procedures

>.05

Documentation

>.05

Documentation Database

>.05

Technology/Online data

>.05

Service Providers and
Receivers:
Mindset (Disposition)
Mindset (Perception)
Competency
Service delivery

-

No influence on service
quality
No influence on service
quality
No influence on service
quality
No influence on service
quality

<.05
E l <> t1 '

� 111 1
-

w "'" ..�

>.05

<.05
<.05

Influence on service quality

I�

No influence on service
quality

Influence on service quality
Influence on service quality
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Moreover, the correlation of service process on service quality was shown as below.

Operation
Management
Process

Structure of
Administrative
Function
0.524
Tasks/Activities
0.671
0.78

Communication
Process

Service
Quality

Mindset:
Disposition
0.750
Competency
0.555

�

Service Delivery
0.768

�

1:P
-

Figure 5 . 1 : The correlation of service process on service quality
From the figure 5 . 1 above, the researcher found that the highest correlation of the
service process on service quality was service delivery and the lowest correlation of the
service process was the structure of administrative function. The remaining variables
were Mindset: di�position, tasks/activities and competency respectively.
5.2.4

The Summary of Finding Results from pre-ODI and ODI process

The researchers diagnosed the current situation of the service process for the
curriculum development in the university and identified, proposed and implement
appropriate ODI which the finding results were shown below:
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Pre-ODI

001 Process

1. Operation Management Process

1.

1.1 Structure of Administrative Function

The problems received by some respondents
were:
•

•

Redesigned the structure of curriculum

•

No appropriated organization structure of

development process in the university by

curriculum development process and the

changing the line of command of structure and

line of command were not clear enough.

adding new University Academic Committee

Few staffs provided curriculum information

•

Hired one more full-time lecturer in helping

and facilitated the curriculum development

administrative service unit to facilitate the

process.

faculties' curriculum development.

1 .2 Tasks/Activities

Tasks/Activities
•

Operation Management Process

No sufficient supports to implement the

Defined specific tasks/activities in service process

•

curriculum development process for

in terms o f roles and responsibilities of Office of

administrative structure provided by the

the Vice President for Academic Affairs

Office of the Vice President for Academic

Provided and communicated with a clear details of

•

Affairs

curriculum standard criteria and curriculum format
according to Commission ' s criteria and
requirements to the Faculties

1 .3 Service Procedu res
•

Unclear and inadequate in service

1.3 Service Procedu res
N( I 1

procedures provided by the Office o f the

•

� !'.!)i'!:
i� 1

each step of service procedure

appropriate timing and time-frame for each step
of service procedure

Vice President for Academic Affairs due to
the inappropriate timing and time-frame for

Redesigned new service process by arranging an

•

Rearranging of the priority of i mportance for
each step of service procedures in curricul um
development process
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1 .4
•

ODI Process

1 .4 Documentation

Documentation
Some confusion of curriculum documentation

•

Developed curriculum documentation for easy to

froin different formats and forms occur during

use and understand the whole process of

the process

curriculum development, time-frame of
submission, curriculum formats, and curriculum
standard criteria.

2.

2.

Support Process

2.1 Documentation Database
•

Support Process

2.1 Documentation Database

Disagreed with the historical database for

•

Improved the documentation database by

'

curriculum development from the Office of

coordinating with the computer center to create

the Vice President for Academic Affairs by

database program for keeping historical record of

some respondents due to uneasy to access

curriculum development in each program in the

data.

university.

Q.

•

=

curriculum record of the Commission on Higher

�

Education and kept it in the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs

2.2 Technology/Online Data

2.2 Technology/Online Data
•

Not updated in some documentation of

N(

curriculum development website so, it was not

•

Filled the historical curriculum data in the

2.2.1 Online Curriculum Database
•

Coordinated with the CHE to fill in curriculum

useful for download curriculum format.

database through Commission on Higher Education

Not provided online curriculum data in terms

website

of curriculum standard criteria

•

Linked the curriculum database of all curriculums
in the university in curriculum development
website of the Office of VP AA in order to know
the progress of each curriculum in the university.
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ODI Process

2.2.2 Updated Curriculum Development Website
Updated curriculum information and added new
curriculum details in website.

3.

3.

Com m u n ication Process

3.1 Service Provider and Receiver

3.1 Service Provider and Receiver

•

Com m u n ication Process

Not easy to follow curriculum development

3.1 . 1. Orientation for curriculum development

process which communicated by the Office

process i n the university

of the Vice President for Academic Affairs

•

due to many steps involved, time-frame of

��

submission and other related details for
curriculum development process.

Arranged the orientation session of curriculum
development process to the respondents to
understand the curriculum process of university
and service process provided by the Office of the
VPAA

•

. 3.1.2. Training/Coaching

Not consistent in the level of quality and
I

accuracy of the communication for

•

Provided the training/coaching session to the

curriculum development due to the difficult

respondents to understand how to prepare and

to interpret the details of curriculum standard

make curriculum documentation according to the

criteria provided by CHE

curriculum standard criteria of B.E. 2005 in each

Unclear explanation and interpretation about

topic of curriculum documentations

curriculum information from the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
•

•

3.1.3. Process Consultation

t !j,•

Provided special advice to the respondents by

No appropriate knowledge and understanding

starting with the planning for curriculum

of the curriculum development process

development together with the respondents until

including curricu l um format and curricu l um

the curriculum documentation submitting to the

standard criteria by some respondents

CHE in terms of providing special personal
meeting, giving some advice by telephone and e
mail, checked the correction of the
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ODI Process

documentation, arranged the meeting for curriculum
development and standard committee to consider about
the content of curriculum and submit the curriculum
documentation to the University Academic Committee

3.2 Service Delivery/Information

3.2 Service Delivery/Information
•

3.2. 1. Follow up System

High degree of contact and interaction
between the respondents and the Office of

•

Coordinated, contacted and interacted with the

VPAA through the secretary of the faculty

faculty every two weeks for the progress of

resulting in inaccurate infonnation of the

curriculum development

timing and documents needed to be provided

•

on hand.

Set up the follow up system by providing the
letter to coordinate with the deans and
chairpersons/program directors for curriculum
development process and follow up letters to
infonn the deadline of documentation submission
including directly contact with the faculties
through telephone in tenns of curriculum
documentation, confinnation of the meeting

•

s

II

Record of the progress of curriculum
development of the faculties

Figure 5.2 : Summary of finding results from Pre-ODI and OD Intervention
5.2.5

The Summary of Findings from Qualitative Data Analysis
The first phase of the study was to diagnose and analyze the current situations of

the service process for the curriculum development in Assumption University by data
collection both primary data and secondary data. The primary data came from informal
interviews, observation, and the responses of questionnaires. Secondary data came from
historical data of Self Assessment Report (SAR) in academic year 2006 of the Office of
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the Vice President for Academic Affairs focusing on the results of survey questionnaires
of academics' satisfaction with curriculum development service. The summary of
finding results for current situations of the service process from quantitative data analysis
showed that most of the respondents agreed and satisfied with the service process
including roles and functions provided by the Administrative Service Unit, the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs but there were some problems with the
curriculum development process and the service process had occurred during running the
process. Therefore, the researcher identified some problems from qualitative data analysis
by informal interviews and implemented the suitable OD Intervention to the respondents
by classify the respondents according to the Brain Map Model, and finally analyzed the
results of ODI from post-OD I by comparing between pre-OD I and post ODI.

5.2.6

Brain Map Model
The Brain Map model was used for the service process provided by the Office of

the Vice President for Academic Affairs due to the problems received from many
faculties. These faculties were diverse in terms of their styles of thinking, behaviors,
working styles, communication preference, and management styles. Therefore, this Brain
Map model could help the researcher to separate these respondents into different groups
in order to find the suitable OD intervention in the Communication Process of each group
of respondents. The use of Brain Map model could separate the group of respondents into
four quadrants: I-Control; I-Explore; I-Pursue; and I-Preserve. The ODI activities were
orientation, training/coaching, process consultation, and follow-up system.
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Conclusions based on Findings

5.3

The conclusions of research findings were:

1 . OD interventions had impacts on communication process in terms of service
providers and receivers specific to disposition (value) and competency. OD
intervention also had impacts on the operation management process in terms of
Documentation.

2. The operation management process in terms of structure of administrative
function and tasks/activities had influences in service quality. Furthermore, the
communication process in terms of service providers and receivers: disposition as
well as competency and service delivery had influences on service quality.

3.

The respondents were satisfied with the service process provided by the
Administrative Service Unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs which the average means of post-OD I were higher than pre-OD I.

4.

There is a better understanding of the key roles and functions of the
Administrative Service Unit by those who were involved in the curriculum
development.

5.

*

*

There is improvement o n the efficiency and effectiveness i n the service process
for the curriculum development. Service quality was also enhanced as expressed
by the respondents.

5.4

Recommendations
This study has shown the impacts of ODI on the service process for the

curriculum development in the university in terms of the communication process.
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Therefore, the communication process plays the key role

in the service process of the

curriculum development process in the university that the Administrative Service Unit of
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs has to provide ODI activities in
terms of orientation, coaching/training and process consultation for the curriculum
development process to the faculties. However, to enhance more service quality of the
service process for the curriculum development process in the university, there were
some respor1dents had some suggestions for the service process provided by the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs shown below.
University Academic Committee meeting should be planned every month.
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs should provide a guideline
or short manual on how to apply the curriculum development, evaluation, and
appraisal including more consistency in details. Any suggestions for revision
should be clear, concise, and provide good examples of the curriculum
development and modification.

�

The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs could help the curriculum
development by providing competent staffs in English- Thai translation available
for the faculties to reduce times and hassles with wording and corrections.
The multi-tasked training created a better teamwork which each staff had the
knowledge of what's going on and could share supports.
The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs should be the main
coordinator with various departments which were affected by modifications such
as confusion on number faculties who were currently using their courses.
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The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs should facilitate for the
curriculum development in both two ingredients which were the course
requirements by the Ministry of Education and Federation of Federation of
Professions.
According to finding results of the study of the impact of ODI on the
service process for the curriculum development in the university, the researcher
would recommend extending the roles and responsibilities of the Administrative
Service Unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs by proposing
the Center for Curriculum Development Facilitation because this center can be useful
as the curriculum development resource in the university. The Center of Curriculum
Development Facilitation will be responsible for three main duties which are
Curriculum Development Consultation Unit, Curriculum Database and Planning Unit
and External Curriculum Development Coordination Unit. Each unit in the Center of
Curriculum Development Facilitation has the following duty.
•

Curriculum Development Consultation Unit
The duties of this unit consist of providing an advice to the faculties in

preparing curriculum development in their faculties in terms of providing and
explaining the curriculum format, curriculum standard criteria and related curriculum
information for the curriculum development to the faculties. This service includes
but not limited to review the curriculum documentation for its correctness according
to curriculum standard criteria and the usage of proper English- Thai language
translation. This unit is responsible for the whole curriculum development process
from the beginning of the process and to the end of the process including preparing
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all meeting for curriculum development process such as curriculum development
committee meeting, university academic committee meeting.

2. Curriculum Database and Planning Unit
This unit is responsible for recording the curriculum data of all faculties in
the university in order to see the progress of curriculum development in each faculty
in the university. In addition, this unit also has duty to plan and define the schedules
of curriculum assessment in every curriculum in the university in order to evaluate
the curriculum performance of each department to have quality assurance in terms of
curriculum administration and curriculum development, etc.

3 . External Curriculum Development Coordination Unit
This unit is responsible for coordinating between the university and other
institutions from outside university such as the Commission on Higher Education and
Federation of Federation of Professions in the issue of curriculum development in
terms of curriculum approval and acknowledgement by the Commission on Higher
Education, information curriculum database, curriculum accreditation from
Federation of Federation of Professions, etc. The benefit ofthis center can help the
university in planning, operating and evaluating i n curriculum administration of all
programs in the university.

5.4.1

Recommendations for Future Interventions

The focus of the further OD i ntervention will be the Administrative Service Unit
in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs providing services for
curriculum development. The main recommendation for maj or OD Intervention is to
set up the Center for Curriculum Development Facilitation. Due to the finding result
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of the study, there is some respondents need more improvement on the operation
management process, support process and communication process.
For operation management process, there were some WISystematic of distribution
of the tasks and activities of curriculum development in the Administrative Service
Unit of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and unclear in defining
the roles and responsibilities of the person in charge in the tasks of service process so,
OD intervention in terms of techno-structural intervention can enhance operation
management process by establishing the Center for Curriculum Development
Facilitation and produce concise information manual for staffs who are responsible
for the tasks of service process for curriculum development in order to have
efficiency and effectiveness of the service process and make staffs understand their
duties better.
For the support process, the respondents need more consistency in the uploading
of curriculum database online and need further systematization of online database,
thus the strengthen the support process through updated and revised curriculum
database program and regularly uploading of online database are necessity.
For the communication process, there are lack of uniform understanding by the
staffs in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs in providing the
curriculum development information to the faculties thus, human process intervention
in terms of training persons in charge in tasks of the curriculum development in the
university develop checklist of requirement for the curriculum development
documentations and regulations can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness on
providing consistent in providing curriculum information to the faculties with
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efficiency and effectiveness of the staff in communication. The future OD
interventions of action research format are shown in figure 5.4 below.
Service Process for Curriculum
Develo ment
•
Operation Management
Process
Unsystematic distribution
of tasks and activities for
curriculum Development
in administrative service
unit of the Office of the
Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Unclearly define the roles
and responsibilities of the
persons in charge in the
tasks of service rocess
•

Communication P rocess
Lack of uniform
understanding by staff to
provide curriculum
information to the
Faculties

*

Desired results
•

Technostructural Intervention
•

Center of Curriculum
Development Facilitation

•

Produce manual for the staffs
who are responsible for the
tasks of service process for
curriculum development

•

Revise Curriculum Database
Program

•

Regularly uploading of online
database

•

•

•

Training persons in charge in
tasks of curriculum
development in the university
Develop checklist of
requirement for curriculum
development documentation
and regulations

Support Process
Revise unsystematic
curriculum database
Online database
regularly updated

Human Process Intervention
•

Operation Management
Process
- Systematic distribution of
tasks and activities in the
Office of the V ice President
for Academic Affairs

\\JER S/

Support Process
Need more consistency in
uploading of curriculum
database
Need further
systematization database
online

•

Proposed Further
Im lementatioo

,

Comm unication Process

c::,

Staffs are consistent in
providing information of
curriculum development
to the Faculties
Efficiency and
effectiveness of staffs in
giving information

Figure 5.3: Recommendations for Future OD interventions
5.4.2

Recommendations for Future Researches
The research topics for future research are:

1 . A Study of the Impact of Organization Development Intervention on
Efficiency and Effectiveness of Performance of Administrative Service Unit
of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs

25 1
2. A Study of the Impact o f Organization Development Intervention on the
Curriculum Development Process in another Private University

3 . A Study to Benchmark the Curriculum Development Process with other
Selected University in Thailand
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EPILOGUE
The dissertation of the topic of the Impact of OD Intervention on the Service
Process for the Curriculum Development is very useful for me because it is an action
research that allows me to apply the theories of organization development and
organization development intervention for practice in the service process for the
curriculum development of the University. After I have finished my dissertation, I knew
that the organization development can be used not only in the business area or education
field but also can improve and develop myself, my work, and my life to have a good
systematic thinking and working in the real life.
Furthermore, this program, the Doctor of Philosophy Program in Organization
Development, is very good curriculum because this made me clearly understand how to
adapt the knowledge in the real life including explore new ideas and share experiences
with others in the organization development field during organization development
conferences in the Netherlands and Canada. Then, I appreciate and enj oy studying the
Doctor of Philosophy Program in Organization Development in which I receive good
lecturers, good friends, and good experiences.
Moreover, I have learned and practiced the organization theories, organization
development principles in terms of organization development intervention, process,
service process, service quality that can apply and practice in the real work in the
university effectively. This is beneficial for me as a novice OD practitioner to have a
good opportunity to conduct organization development intervention for the service
process which my duty was to facilitate the faculties in the University for their
Curriculum Development.
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This Organization Development Intervention on service process is not only
helpful in improvement of work process in order to provide the service quality to the
faculties but also develop my personal skills to have better systematic thinking, analysis,
management, communication skills. This dissertation also helps the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs to prepare curriculum performance report of academic
year 2008 in order to develop and plan for working in academic year 2009.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire

Survey Questionnaire of Service Process of Administrative Service Unit for Curriculum
Development, Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Assumption University
These questions are designed to help Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs evaluate and
develop service process of administrative service unit for curriculum development
P lease put a check mark under the column that corresponds to your rating using the fo llowing scale:

Part I: Service Process of Administrative Service Unit for Curriculum Development
Strongly Disagree

1

Disagree

2

Agree 3

Strongly Agree

1

f""" �

Structure of Administrative Function
I.

Organization structure of curriculum development in the

2.

The line of command or authority for structure of

2

university is appropriate.
curriculum development in the university is clear enou!tlt.

3.

The role and functions of service process for curriculum

c

development provided by Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs are clear.

4.

The administrative structure facilitates the efficient

5.

The number of staff is adequate to provide curriculum

implementation of the curriculum development process.

•I......._

i nformation and facilitate the curriculum development
process.

Tasks/Activities
6.

The following tasks and service activities are adequate:
-

7.

preparing curriculum format

-

curriculum standard criteria

-

curriculum process

f\ I .,...,_, r
-

-

Curriculum details and information namely,

�

-

�

c!, n�

announcement of the process and schedules involved in

curriculum development to the Faculties are adequately
prov ided.

8.

There is efficient coordination between the Faculties and
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs in
terms of
-

facilitating the meeting of Curriculum
Development Committees

-

forward ing the approved curricu lum from committees
to the President, University Council and Commission

9.

on H i gher Education
The curriculum format according to Comm ission 's
criteria and requirements are properly communicated.

l'

4

3

4
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1 0.

1 1.

1

There is a sufficient follow-up regarding the progress of

2

Faculties ' curriculum development from the Office of
Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Service P rocedu res
The service procedures provided by the Office of the Vice

President for Academic Affairs are:
- clear
- adequate

1 2.

There is appropriate timing and time-frame for each step
of service procedure provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

13.

The service procedure provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is easy to access.

1 4.

There is adequate coordination in curriculum
development with the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

1 5.

The arrangement of the priority of importance for each
step of service procedures in curriculum development
process is appropriate.

Documentation
1 6.

�
..;

The curriculum documentation provided by the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs is appropriate for

\

the purpose.
1 7.

The compliance to the curriculum standard criteria from

I

Commission on Higher Education is properly
documented.
1 8.

Proper curriculum format and related curriculum
documentations are always available at the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.

1 9.

Complete curriculum documentations are well maintained
by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

20.

The curriculum documentations are easy to use and
understand in terms of the whole process of curriculum
development, time-frame of submission, curriculum
formats and curriculum standard criteria.

Documentation Database
21.

�

There is a relevant historical curriculum database for
curriculum development in my Faculty.

22.

There is a complete historical curriculum database for
curriculum development provided by the Office of the
V ice President for Academic Affairs.

23 .

The historical database for curriculum development from
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is
easy to access.

24.

The curriculum database provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs is updated.

25.

The website of curriculum development is useful for
preparing the curriculum development and
documentation .

t ).

3

4
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Technolo11V/Online Data
26.

27.

28.
29.
30.

1

2

Online curriculum data namely, curriculum fonnat,
curriculum standard criteria are properly provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The online database in terms of curriculum fonnat and
curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs is complete.
There is an updated curriculum data online provided by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Online curriculum data provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is useful for my facultv.
Online curriculum data provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is easy to access.

Service Providers and Receivers
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Mindset/Disposition
I value the importance of curriculum development in the
University.
I feel comfortable with the curriculum development
process of the University.
I am open to the need for curriculum development in my
Faculty.
Curriculum development process of the University is
convenient for me.
I am very pleased with the service process for curriculum
development provided by the Office of Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
Mindset (Perception about how the process is done or

)

il1T{Jlemented)

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.
42.

I fully understand the importance of detai led information

regarding curriculum development from the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The curriculum development process provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academ ic Affairs is easy
to follow.
Orientation and training for curriculum development in
tenns of curriculum format and curriculum standard
criteria is not necessary.
Information on the curriculum development process in
terms of the steps involved, time-frame of submission and
other related details need no improvement.
There is a high level of quality and accuracy of the
communication for curricu lum development provided by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Com petency (Knowledge and ski lls to make the process
effective)
I have appropriate knowledge and understanding of the
curricu lum development process.
I have high level of competency in terms of knowledge
and ski lls for curriculum development in my Faculty.

r:.k

3

4
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43 .
44.

45 .

I am knowledgeable about curriculum development
process.

1

2

I am knowledgeable regarding the curriculum format and
curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
There is a high level of accuracy and reliability of
curriculum information received from the Office of the
V ice President for Academic Affairs.

Service delivery (Facu.ltv's contact/interaction)
46.

I am highly involved in communication for curriculum
development between the Faculties and the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.

47.

It is easy to receive curriculum information from the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

48.

There is a clear explanation about curriculum information
from the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

49.

The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
provides clear interpretation of information from the
Commission on Higher Education.

50.

There is a high degree of contact and interaction between
the Faculties and the Office of the Vice President for

.,
.

�I\

Academic Affairs.

51.
52.

Service Quality
Process Qualitv
The service process for curriculum development is
designed for clear and full understanding ofthe persons
involved.

53.

Relevant i nformation is provided on time to the Faculties
concerned.
There is sufficient support process for curriculum
development (in terms of correct curriculum
documentation, easy access and updated data and data

54.

on l ine).
There is high responsiveness of service from the Office of
Vice President for Academic Affairs (follow-up the

55.

56.
57.

progress of Faculties' curriculum development).
There is a high level o f qual ity and accuracy o f the
communication concerning curriculum development
provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Faculty Satisfaction
I clearly and fully understand the curriculum development
in the University.
I am satisfied with the services provided by the Office of
the Vice President for Academ ic Affairs concerning
curriculum development.

,_

*

3

4
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58.

59.

60.

The services of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
concerning curriculum development are reliable and
dependable.
There is a high degree of accuracy in curriculum
documentation submitted to the University Council and
the Commission on Hfo:her Education.
Submission of curriculum documentation to University
Council and the Commission on Higher Education is on
time.

1

2

3

Part II: Respondent's Profiles
1 . Faculty

0 ABAC School of Management

0 ABAC School of Biotechnology

0 ABAC School of Law

0 ABAC School of Science and Technology
0 ABAC School of Communication Arts
0 ABAC School of Engineering

0 ABAC School of Architecture
0 ABAC School of Music

0 ABAC School of Nursing Science
D ABAC School of Arts

0 Graduate School of Business

0 Graduate School of Psychology

0 Graduate School of Philosophy and Religion
0 Graduate School of Education

0 Graduate School of English

0 College of lnformation Technology

2. Position

0 College of Internet Distance Education
D Dean

D Chairperson/Program Director

D Ful l�time Lecturer

0 Staff/Officer

D Bachelor's Degree

0 Master's Degree

3 . Level of Curriculum

D

Graduate Diploma Degree

D Doctorate Degree

4
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Part III: Recommendation for the key roles and functions of curriculum
development process in the University

Tltank you for completing this questionnaires, please check that you have answered all
questions.
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Appendix B: Interview Guide

Interview Guide

1 . What are your problems and obstacles in your curriculum development?
2. What problems do you find in service process for curriculum development
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs?

3.

What problems do you find i n communication between your Faculties and the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs?

4. What is your suggestion on the key roles and functions of curriculum
development process in the university?

5. What is your suggestion to improve service process for service quality that
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs?

Appendix C:
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Appendix C: Observation Checklist

Observation Checklist
Yes
Operation Mana2ement Process
The Faculties know the curriculum development process and
1.
structure in the university?
The Faculties know that the Office of the Vice President for
2.
Academic Affairs is responsible for the tasks to facilitate and
s upport for your curriculum development in the universitv
The Faculties know the service process of administrative
3.
function for curriculum development at Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs?
The Faculties know the process flow of curriculum
4.
development process in the University?
The
Faculties know the process flow of service process of
5.
administrative function for curriculum development?
The Faculties know the timeframe of submitting curriculum
6.
documentation to the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs
The Faculties know the time setting of each step of service
7.
process for curriculum development.
The Faculties know the curriculum documentation format.
8.
The Faculties are able to fill the curriculum format.
9.
1 0.
The Faculties receive the proper and update curriculum
documentation format including curriculum standard criteria of
CHE provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs including online database.
Communication Process
The Faculties get any information of process of curriculum
11.
development function such as time frame and schedules
involved in curriculum development from Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
The Faculties receive curriculum documentation format from
1 2.
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The Faculties receive memorandum for preparing curriculum
13.
development from office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs
The Faculties j oin the orientation and training for curriculum
1 4.
development provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
�

��

No

270
Yes

15.

The Faculties understand curriculum development process in
the University and service process including timeframe of
curriculum submission provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs

1 6.

The Faculties understand the curriculum documentation format
and curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs

1 7.

The Faculties contact and need some advice from curriculum
development coordinator for explaining the process of your
curriculum development.

1 8.

The Faculties communicated with the curriculum development
coordinator until the finishing curriculum development process

1 9.

The Faculties satisfy with the curriculum format checking
according to the Commission on Higher Education's criteria
and requirement by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

20.

The Faculties satisfy with the coordinating and facilitate the
meetings of curriculum development committee and university
academic committee

21 .

The Faculties satisfy with the follow up system of curriculum
documentation from the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

�

Support Process
The Faculties need OVPAA providing your curriculum data
22.
record to them

23.
24.

The Faculties use the curriculum development website.
The Faculties are easy to access updated curriculum database
provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs

25.

The Faculties are easy to access online updated curriculum
database provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs

-

No
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Appendix D: Reliability Analysis -Scale (Alpha)

Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient-Pretest
Case Processing Summary

Cases

Valid
Excluded(a)
Total

N

%

21
0
21

1 00.0
.0
1 00.0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure.

Reliability Statistics

I

.... r. '

IV

N of Items

. 808
.942
.867
.9 1 4

.8 1 1
.943
.873
.920

5
8
5
5

.825
.950

. 834
.954

5
5

.823
.796

5
5

.752

.754

5

.855

.857

5

.9 1 3
.888

.9 1 5

5
5

Support Process
- Documentation Database
- Technology/Online Data

III

Cronbacb's
Alpha Based
on
Standardized
Items

Operation Mana2ement Process
- Structure of Administrative Function
- Tasks/Activities
- Service Procedures
- Documentation

II

Cronbacb's
Alpha

Communication Process
- Service Providers and Receivers
- Mindset/Disposition
- Mindset (Perception about how the
process is done or implemented)
- Competency (Knowledge and skills
to make the process effective)
- Service delivery (Faculty's
contact/interaction)

.792
.79 1

"

Service Quality
- Process Qual ity
- Faculty Satisfaction

.888
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Appendix E: Pre-ODI Findings and OD Intervention
Appendix E-1 :

Table 1 :

The frequency and percentage of the number o f Faculty,
Position and the Level of Curriculum

Facul
Percent

Valid

ABAC school of Management

Percent

18

1 7.5

1 7.6

1 7.6

3

2.9

2.9

20.6

ABAC school of Law

7

6.8

6.9

27.5

15

1 4.6

1 4.7

42.2

8

7.8

7.8

50.0

ABAC school of Communication Art
ABAC school of Engineering
ABAC school of Architecture
ABAC school of Music
ABAC school ofNursing Science
ABAC school of Art

\J E s

Graduate school of Business

9

8.7

8.8

58.8

4

3.9

3.9

62.7

4

3 .9

3.9

66.7

1 .0

1 .0

67.6

5

4.9

4.9

72.5

4

3.9

3.9

76.5

Graduate school of Psychology

4

3.9

3 .9

80.4

Graduate school of Philosophy and Religion

5

4.9

4.9

85.3

Graduate school of Education

4

3.9

3.9

89.2

1 .0

1 .0

90.2

Institution of English Language

I

College of Information Technology

3

2.9

2.9

93.1

College oflnternet D istance Education

7

6.8

6.9

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Total

99.00

Total

I

tfl

Table 2: Position

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

*

�

Percent
Valid

Cumulative

ABAC school of Biotechnology

ABAC school of Science and Technology

Missing

Valid
Percent

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

Dean

16

1 5.5

1 5.5

1 5.5

Chairperson/Program Director

62

60.2

60.2

75.7

Full-time lecturer

19

1 8.4

1 8.4

94.2
1 00.0

Staff/Officer
Total

6

5.8

5.8

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0
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Table 3: Level of Curriculum
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

Bachelor's Degree

52

50.5

50.5

50.5

Master's Degree

38

36.9

36.9

1 .0

l .O

87.4
88.3

12

11 7

1 1 .7

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Graduate Diploma Degree
Doctorate Degree
Total

l

.
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Pre 001 Structure of Administrative Function

Appendix E-2:

-

Table 1 : Organization structure of curriculum development in the university is
appropriate
Cumulative
Percent

Frequency
Valid

Missing

Valid Percent

Percent

strongly disagree

l

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

6

5.8

5.9

6.9

Agree

56

54.4

54.9

6 1 .8

strongly agree

39

37.9

38.2

1 00.0

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

1

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 2: The line of command or authority for structure of curriculum development
in the university is clear enough.
Cumulative
Fre uenc
Valid

Percent

strongly disagree

1 .0

Disagree
Agree
strongly agree
Total
Missing

99.00

Total

tfl

Valid Percent

Percent

l .O

1 .0

7

6.8

6.9

7.8

62

60.2

60.8

68.6
1 00.0

32

31.l

3 1.4

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

l .O
1 03

1 00.0

Table 3: The role and functions of service process for curriculum development
provided by Office of the Vice P resident for Academic Affairs are clear.

Cumulative
Percent

Frequency
Valid

Disagree

Total

Percent

7

6.8

6.9

6.9

Agree

68

66.0

66.7

73 .5

strongly agree

27

26.2

26.5

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Total
M issing

Valid Percent

99.00

I

1 03

1 .0
I OO.O
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Table 4: The administrative structure facilitates the efficient implementation of the
curriculum development process.
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

strongly d isagree

2

Disagree

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

1 .9

Percent

2.0

2.0

9

8.7

8.8

1 0.8

Agree

56

54.4

54.9

65.7

strongly agree

35

34.0

34.3

1 00.0

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

1

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 5: The number of staff is adequate to provide curriculum information and
facilitate the curriculum development process.
Cumulative
uenc
Valid

Missing

strongly disagree

Percent

2

Val id Percent

1 .9

2.0

Percent

2.0

Disagree

23

22.3

22.8

24.8

Agree

57

55.3

56.4

8 1 .2

strongly agree

1 00.0

19

1 8.4

1 8.8

Total

101

98. 1

1 00.0

99.00

2

1 .9

103

1 00.0

Total

Table 6: Summary of Structure of Administrative Function (Pre-ODI)

�/

Structure of Admin istrative Function

Std.

I . Organization structure of curriculum development in the
university is aooropriate.

2. The l ine of command or authority for structure of
curriculum development in the university is clear enoucli.

Rating
Level

Mean

Deviation

3.3039

.62599

3 .2255

. 6 1 1 88

3. 1 96 1

.54572

3.2 1 57

.6840 1

2.9208

.7026 1

Agree

3. 1 667

.50352

Agree

Strongly
Agree
Agree

3. The role and functions of service process for curriculum
development provided by Office of the Vice President for

Agree

Academic Affairs are clear.

4. The administrative structure faci l itates the efficient
implementation of the curriculum development process.

Agree

5. The number of staff is adequate to provide curriculum
information and facilitate the curriculum development
process.
Tota l

Trui: ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY LIBRAR"

Appendix E-3:

ODI Activities for Structure of Administrative Function

Brainstorming of new curriculum development system on March 27, 2007 by all
deans in the university at 1 0.00 am, Room A.51
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Appendix E-4:

Current curriculum development process in the university

Curriculum Development and
Standard Committee (Approve)

Facu lty/ Department

Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs (Check)

University
(President)
Office of th e Vice President for

Academic Affairs (Check)

-:f. Criteria
University Council

R

Comm iss ion on Higher

CHE

Education

Sub-committee

In accordance with Criteria
Acknowledgement/Approval CHE
General Secretary

Office of the Civil Service

278
Appendix E-5:

New curriculum development process in the university

Faculty/ Department

No

Check Curriculum
Documents

Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs

No

" o�

�

No

l='
r-

l:=a

�

No

�11b�

No

*

Office of the Civil
Service

The new curriculum development structure that approved by the University
Academic Committee
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Appendix E-6:

Picture of University Academic Committee meetings

The meeting for University Academic Committee on April 25, 29, 2008 and
May 6, 2008

280
The meeting for University Academic Committee on August 22, 2008
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Appendix E-7:

Tasks/Activities

Table 1 : The following tasks and service activities are adequate: p reparing
curriculum format

Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

D isagree

12

1 1 .7

1 1 .8

1 1 .8

Agree

56

54.4

54.9

66.7

strongly agree

34

33.0

33.3

100.0

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

1

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 2: The following tasks and service activities are adequate: Curriculum
standard criteria
Percent
Valid

Missing

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

D isagree

24

23.3

Agree

38

36.9

38.0

62.0

strongly agree

38

36.9

38.0

1 00.0

Total

1 00

97. 1

1 00.0

99.00

3

2.9

1 03

1 00.0

Total

24.0

24.0

Table 3: The following tasks and service activities are adequate: Curriculum
process

*
Valid

Disagree
Agree
strongly agree

Missing
Total

Percent

,,

Val id Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1 3 .6

1 3 .9

1 3.9

49

47.6

48.5

62.4
1 00.0

38

36.9

37.6

Total

101

98.1

1 00.0

99.00

2

1 .9

1 03

1 00.0
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Table 4: Curriculum details and information namely, announcement of the process
and schedules involved in curriculum development to the Faculties are adequately
provided.
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Disagree

12

1 1 .7

1 1 .9

1 1 .9

Agree

59

57.3

58.4

70.3

30

29. l

29.7

1 00.0

1 01

98. 1

1 00.0

strongly agree
Total
Missing

Percent

99.00

Total

2

1 .9

1 03

1 00.0

Table 5: There is efficient coordination between the Faculties and Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs in terms of facilitating the meeting of Curriculum
Development Committees
Percent
Valid

strongly disagree

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

12

1 1 .7

1 1 .7

12.6

Agree

57

55.3

55.3

68.0

strongly agree

33

32.0

32.0

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

D isagree

Total

Table 6: There is efficient coordination between the Faculties and Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs in terms of forwarding the approved curriculum
from committees to the President, University Council and Commission on Higher
Education

�

Valid

Disagree

M issing

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent
4.9

Cumulative
Percent

5

4.9

Agree

60

5 8.3

58.8

63.7

strongly agree

37

3 5 .9

36.3

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Total
Total

cfl11

*

99.00

1

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

4.9
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Table 7: The curriculum format according to Commission's criteria and
requirements are properly communicated.
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Disagree

Percent

24

Valid Percent

23.3

23.3

Percent

23.3

Agree

52

50.5

50.5

73.8

strongly agree

27

26.2

26.2

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Table 8: There is a sufficient follow-up regarding the progress of Faculties'
curriculum development from the Office of Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Cumulative
Percent

Fre
Valid

strongly disagree
D isagree

1

V al i d Percent

1 .0

1 .0

Percent

1 .0

9

8.7

8.7

9.7

Agree

54

52.4

52.4

62. 1

strongly agree

39

37.9

37.9

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Table 9: Summary of Tasks/Activities (Pre-ODI)
Std.

Tasks/Activities

Deviation

curriculum standard criteria

3 .2 1 57

.63 9 1 1

3 . 1 400

.77876

Agree

curricul um process

3 .2376

.68042

Agree

3 . 1 782

.62283

3 . 1 845

.66786

3.3 1 37

.56253

3 .029 1

.70650

3 .27 1 8

.65968

Agree

3. 1 6 1 4

.53740

Agree

6. The following tasks and service activities are adequate:
-

-

Rating Level

Mean
Ereparin_g curriculum format

Agree

7. Curriculum detai ls and i nformation namely,
announcement of the process and schedules involved in
curriculum development to the Faculties are adequately

Agree

provided.

8. There is efficient coordination between the Faculties
Agree

and O ffice of the Vice President for Academic Affairs i n
terms of
-

faci l itating the meeting of Curriculum
Development Comm ittees

-

Strongly

forward ing the approved curricu lum from
commi ttees to the President, U niversity Council and

Agree

Commission on H igher Education

9. The curriculum format accord ing to Commission's
criteria and requirements are properly communicated.

I 0. There is a sufficient fo l low-up regard ing the progress

of Faculties ' curriculum development from the Office of

Agree
Strongly

Vice President for Academ ic Affairs.
Total
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Appendix E-8:

Service Procedures

Table 1 : The service p rocedures provided by the Office of the Vice P resident for
Academic Affairs are clear
Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree
D isagree

Missing

Percent

2

1 .9

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

2.0

2.0

8

7.8

7.8

9.8

Agree

58

56.3

56.9

66.7

strongly agree

1 00.0

34

33.0

33.3

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

1

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 2: The service p rocedures provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs are adequate
Cumulative
Percent
Valid

Missing

Valid Percent

Percent

strongly d isagree

I

1 .0

1 .2

1 .2

Disagree

8

7.8

9.9

I I.I

Agree

48

46.6

59.3

70.4

strongly agree

24

23.3

29.6

100.0

Total

81

78.6

1 00.0

99.00
System
Total

Total

fJ)
tA

l

1 .0

21

20.4

22

2 1 .4

1 03

1 00.0

Table 3: There is appropriate timing and time-frame for each step of service
procedure provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
•

n

, ._ �

Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree

Total

2

1 .9

Valid Percent

2.0

Percent

2.0

Disagree

10

9.7

9.8

1 1 .8

Agree

64

62. 1

62.7

74.5

strongly agree

26

25.2

25.5

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

Total
Missing

Cumulative
Percent

99.00

I

1 .0
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Table 4: The senrice procedure provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs is easy to access.

Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Disagree

Valid Percent

Percent

24

23.3

23 .5

Agree

50

48.5

49.0

72.5

strongly agree

28

27.2

27.5

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

Total
Missing

Percent

I

99.00

Total

l.O

23.5

Table 5: There is adequate coordination in curriculum development with the Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Cumulative
Fre uencv
Valid

strongly d isagree
Disagree
Agree
strongly agree
Total

Missing

I

l .O

Valid Percent

l .O

Percent

1 .0

8

7.8

7.8

8.8

69

67.0

67.6

76.5
1 00.0

24

23.3

23.5

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

I

99.00

Total

Percent

1 03

1 .0
100.0

Table 6: The arrangement of the priority of importance for each step of senrice
procedures in curriculum development process is appropriate.

*
Valid

Disagree

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

13

1 2.6

1 2.7

Agree

67

65.0

65.7

78.4

strongly agree

22

2 1 .4

2 1 .6

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

Total
Missing

Cumulative
Percent

99.00

1 .0

1 2.7
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Table 7: Summary of Service Procedures (Pre-ODI)
Std.

Service Proced u res
1 1 . The service procedures provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs are:
- clear
- adequate

1 2. There is appropriate timing and time-frame for each
step of service procedure provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
1 3 . The service procedure provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs is eas to access.
14. There is adequate coordination in curriculum
development with the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
1 5 . The arrangement of the priority of importance for
each step of service procedures in curriculum
develo ment rocess is a ro riate.
Tota l

Mean

Deviation

3.2 1 57

.66938

3 . 1 728

.64788

3 . 1 1 76

.64936

3 .0392

.7 1 645

3 . 1 373

.58087

3 .0882

.58 1 96

3.1505

1.43401

Rating Level

Agree

Agree
Agree

Agree
Agree

Agree

Agree
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Appendix E-9: Current service process for curriculum development
P rocess of Cu rriculum Development

Service Process of Ad m i nistrative Function for

between Faculties, Office of the Vice President for

cu rricu l u m development by Office of the Vice

Academic Affairs and CHE

President for Academ ic Affairs

Step of the p rocess

Time Frame

Step of the process

Time
Frame

1 . Dean/Director informs the need of

N.A.

- Inform the faculty Dean of the

proposing the curriculum development

process and schedules involved in

to office of the Vice President for

curriculum development

N.A.

Academic Affairs

2. Meeting of the Curriculum

N.A.

Development Committee.

- Coordinate and facilitate the meeting

N.A.

of the Curriculum Development
Committees
-

Invitation letter

-

Committee Honorarium

-

Reserve room, coffee break,
lunch

3. Dean/Director proposes the
curriculum approval by the committee
to the Vice President for Academic

1 5 days

- Inspect the curriculum format

Within 2

before UC

according to Commission on H igher

weeks

meeting

Education's criteria and requirements

before UC

- Propose the curriculum to President

meeting

Affairs.

for approval

4. The University Council approves

Sept /Dec./

- Propose the approved curriculum by

Aug./Nov./

curriculum modification.

May of the

the President to the secretary of

April of the

next year

Universi ty Council submitting to

next year

University Council for final approval

=

-Coordinate the faculty to defend the
curriculum modification to the
University Council

5. Office of the Vice President for

Within 30

- Inspect curriculum format according

Within 30

Academic Affairs submits the

days after

to University Council recommendation

days after

approved curriculum to the

UC

and submit the curriculum to CHE

UC

Commission on H igher Education for
acknowledgement.

6. Curriculum acknowledgement by
Commission on Higher Education

Within 1 20
days after
submitting to
CHE

- follows up Commission on H igher

Within 1 20

Education's acknowledgement process.

days after

- informs the Dean/Director of the

submitting

Commission on H igher Education's
decisions or comments.

to CHE

r

'2.%�

�
j;ll Cll

::E z
00

Faculty informs
the need for
curriculum
development
(CD)

�6

e<

8

"

j..

�

ti)

�

6
<

I

OVPAA
informs the
process and
schedules
involved in CD

Line ofvisibility

Ill

�

...l
II.

�
Ill

J'

ti
!I
"
..
...

r.
!I
..!:!
...
�

��
i:i..
g
�=

I
+

make

Assists and
facilitates in
the meeting

,, 1

•
I

invitation
packs

documents,

prepares
•

Honorari u m
Commitlee

and reserve

break, lunch

Cuniculum
process and
format

..

-

letter,

room, coffee

I
Line of internal interaclio 11
<ll
1-- i.l
QI: <ll

Informs
place of the
meetmg
incl udin g
the details
of
presentation

Receives CD
documents

Prepares the
process
of Curriculum
Development
Commince
meeting

...

•
I

I
•

. ,
Line ofinter:icllon I w
...
!I

•

Prepares
curriculum
presentation
for the
meeting

Submits the
CD documents
to OVPAA

Meets the
Curriculum
Development
Committee
for
curriculum
approval

....

Submits the
Invitation
lcrter and
docu ments
com m itt ees
to the

,..

0
-.()
(

.\
�

��

f-.

Receive
Documents
from OVPAA

Submits the
CD
documents to
OVPAA

f r

I
•

..

f.
I

I

Return
documents to
the Faculty

Receives the
revised
documents

I

Committee
Honorarium,
Reserve
room, coffee
break, lunch

..

Receives the
revi sed
documents
and

coordinate
with the
Faculty for
defending the
curriculum to

I

..

•

I
..

UC
Committees

+

I nspects

documents

Prepares

the format
and
com mi ttee 's

letler to
President for
approval and
submit
documents to
University
Council'
secretary

according to

-

commend

�

�

•

Revises the
curriculum
according to
commillee's
commend and
submits to
OVPAA

..

(\

I

Curriculum
Standard
Criteria

\J

\� �

��
2.,,
"

Defi:nd the
curriculum to
University
Council and
revise
curriculum as
commend and
submits to
OVPAA

..
y I

Appointment
with the
Faculty for
defending the
curriculum to
UC

••

....

Receives the
completed curriculum
submitting to CHE
from OVPAA

Submits the CD
documents
according UC
Committee'
commend to
OVPAA

I
•

..
I

Sends the completed
curriculum
submi tti ng lo CHE lo
the Faculty

Receives the
revised
docume nts

I
...

- I nspects
documents
according to the
fonnat and
commi nee · s
commend

- Prepa1 es letler
for su bmitt in g to
CHE's
acknowledgement

•

I

Curriculu m
Standard Criteria

II.
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•

I
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for CHE's
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acknowledgement
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Appendix E-1 1 : New service process fo r curriculum development
Process of Curriculum Development i m p lemented by

Service Process of Cu rriculum Development by Office

Facul ties, Office of the Vice President for Academ ic

of the Vice President for Academic Affairs

Affa i rs and CHE
Step of the process

Time F rame

l . Dean/Director infonns the need of

- Organize the Orientation for

Within

proposing the new/modified

February 1 5 ,

curriculum to Office of the Vice

Step of the process

2008

curriculum development i n tenns of
updated curriculum fonnat and

President for Academic Affairs

Time Frame

January 28February I ,
2008

curriculum standard criteria and
process and schedules for the Faculty

2. Dean/D irector proposes all related

Not less than

- Inspect the curriculum fonnat

curricu lum documentation to Office of

15 days before

according to Commission on Higher

the Vice President for Academic
Affairs for checking according to the
Commission on Higher Education' s

Curriculum

Education's criteria and requirements

Cur,iculum

Development

- Coordinate with the Chairperson for

Development

Committee

criteria and requirements

meeting

3. The Curriculum Development
Committee meets to consider the
new/modified curriculum.

� \.I -

-

W ithin

J.;;:,
Q..

4. Dean/Director makes

corrections/changes according to the

curriculum documentation as

Committee
meeting

scheduled.
- Coordinate and facilitate the meeting
of the Curriculum Development
Committee
Send the invitation letter and

March 30,
2008
-

Within 3 days
after

the curriculum documentation

inspecting

to the C urriculum Development

curriculum

Committee

�
�

corrections/changes (if any).
- Follow up with the Faculty to submit

(\ \\ \\II 1

'I:::>'

Within 2
weeks before

fonnat

Prepare the Committee
honorarium

-

Reserve room, coffee break,
lunch

Within April

C:::--i

1 0, 2008

Committees' recommendations.
- Inspect the curriculum according to

5. Dean/Director proposes the
curriculum approved by the Committee
to the Vice President for Academic

Within April
1 0, 2008

the corrections/changes recommended

Within
April 20, 2008

by the Committee

Affairs.

6. President endorses the new/modified
curriculum.

During 2 1 -3 0
April , 2008

- Prepare the memorandum proposing
the new/modified curriculum to the

During 2 1 -30
April, 2008

President for endorsement
- Propose the curriculum to the
President for aooroval
- Coordinate and facilitate the meeting

7. The University Academic
Comm ittee meets to consider the

of the University Academic

new/modified curriculum.

Committee
Within
April 25,
2008

- Send the invitation letter and the

Within

curriculum documentation to the

April 25,

University Academic Committee

2008

- Prepare the Committee honorarium
- Reserve room, coffee break, lunch
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Process of Curriculum Development i m p lemented by

Service Process of Curric u l u m Development by Office

Faculties, Office of the Vice P resident for Academic

of the Vice P resident for Academic Affairs

Affairs and CHE
Time Frame

Step of the process

Step o f the process

8. The University Council approves the

- Propose the curriculum endorsed by

new/modified curriculum.

the University Academic Committee to
May 22, 2008

Time Frame

During 2 1 -30
April, 2008

the secretary of the University Council
-Inform the Faculty to defend the
new/modified curriculum at the UC

May 1 -5, 2008

meeting
- Inspect the curriculum according to

9. Dean/Director submits the
curriculum approved by the UC to the

June 1 0, 2008

the University Council ' s

Office of the Vice President for

(Within 2 week

recommendation

after the UC

Academic Affairs.

meeting)

�I�
10. Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs submits the

\\J E

Within

June 1 5, 2008

- Inspect the curriculum format
according to the Commission on
Higher Education's criteria and
requirements
- Coordinate with the Chairperson for
corrections/change (if any)
- Follow up with the Faculty to submit
the curriculum documentation as
scheduled

Within June

22, 2008

- Prepare the letter to CHE for
acknowledgement

Within June

22, 2008

- Submit the curriculum to CHE

approved curriculum to the
Commission on Higher Education for
acknowledgement.

(within 30

(within 30

days after UC)

days after UC)

1 1 . The Commission on Higher

- Follow up the Commission on Higher
Within 1 20

Education acknowledges the

days after

new/modified curriculum.

'6....�

submitting to
CHE

Education' s acknowledgement process.
- Inform the Dean/Director of the
Commission on Higher Education' s
acknowledgement or comments
(if any).
... ....

Example of New Process Mapping of Curriculum Development in the
university which the Faculties need to modify to curriculum and submit to
University Council on May 2008

Within 1 20
days after
submitting to
CHE

'29\.
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"" 0
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+
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commend
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approval
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T
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system

Follow up

I
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Appendix E-13:

Documentation

Table 1 : The curriculum documentation provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is appropriate for the purpose.
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

strongly disagree

l

1 .0

l .O

1 .0

D isagree

4

3 .9

3 .9

4.9

Agree

63

6 1 .2

6 1 .8

66. 7

strongly agree

34

3 3 .0

3 3 .3

1 00.0

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

l

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 2: The compliance to the curriculum standard criteria from Commission on
Higher Education is properly documented.
Cumulative
Percent

fre uenc
Valid

Missing

strongly disagree

1 .0

Disagree

Valid Percent

Percent

l .O

1 .0

5

4.9

4.9

5.9

Agree

65

63. l

63.7

69.6

strongly agree

1 00.0

31

30. l

30.4

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

I

l .O

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 3: Proper curriculum format and related curriculum documentations are
always available at the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Cumulative
frequency
Valid

strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
strongly agree
Total

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

1

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

5

4.9

4.9

5.8

51

49.5

49.5

55.3
1 00.0

46

44.7

44.7

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0
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Table 4: Complete curriculum documentations are well maintained by the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs
Cumulative
Frequency

Valid

strongly disagree

Percent

I

1 .0

Valid Percent

Percent

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

11

1 0.7

10.7

1 l .7

Agree

58

56.3

56.3

68.0

strongly agree

33

32.0

32.0

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Table 5: The curriculum documentations are easy to use and understand in terms of
the whole process of curriculum development, time-frame of submission,
curriculum formats and curriculum standard criteria.

Cumulative

Valid Percent
Valid

strongly disagree

3

14

Disagree
Agree

62

strongly agree
Total

24

1 03

Percent

2.9

2.9

2.9

1 3 .6

1 3 .6

1 6.5

60.2

60.2

76.7

23.3

23.3

1 00.0

1 00.0

1 00.0

,.....

l:=-

Table 6: Summary of Documentation (Pre-OD I)
Documentation

Std.
Mean

Deviation

3.2745

.58287

3 .2353

.5 832 1

3.3786

.62805

3 . 1 942

.65766

3.0388

.69905

3.2 1 1 7

.51 702

1 6. The curriculum documentation provided by the Office of
the V ice P resident for Academic Affairs is appropriate for

Rating Level
Strongly
Agree

the purpose.

1 7. The compliance to the curriculum standard criteria from
Commission on H igher Education is p roperly documented.

1 8. Proper curricul um format and related curriculum
documentations are always available at the Office of the

Agree
Strongly
Agree

Vice President for Academic Affairs.

1 9. Complete curricu lum documentations are wel l
maintained by the Office of the V ice President for Academic

Agree

Affairs.

20. The curricu lum documentations are easy to use and
understand in terms of the whole process of curricul u m
development, time-frame of submission, curriculum formats
and curriculum standard criteria.

Total

Agree

Agree
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Table 7: Summary of Operation Management Process (Pre-ODI)
Std.

Rating Level

Mean

Deviation

3 .3039

.62599

3.2255

.6 1 1 88

3 . 1 96 1

.54572

3 .2 1 57

.68401

2 .9208

.70261

3.1667

.50352

3 . 2 1 57

.639 1 1

3 . 1 400

.77876

Agree

3 .2376

.68042

Agree

3 . 1 782

.62283

Structure of Admin istrative Function

I . Organization structure of curriculum development i n the university

i s aooropriate.

2. The l ine of command or authority

for structure of curriculum

development in the university is clear enough.

3 . The role and functions of service process for curriculum
development provided by Office of the Vice President for Academic

Strongly Agree
Agree
Agree

Affairs are clear.

4. The administrative structure facilitates the efficient
imolementation of the curriculum development orocess.

5. The number of staff is adequate to provide curricul u m information

and facilitate the curriculum dcvelooment process .

Total

Agree
Agree
Agree

Tasks/Activities

6. The following tasks and service activities are adequate:
-

preparing curriculum format

-

curriculum standard criteria

-

-

curriculum process

,.... N\ \\ x:.;
- -

�

rn

r.

�

7. Curriculum details and information namely, announcement of the
process and schedules involved in curriculum development to the

Agree

Agree

Facul ties arc adequately provided.

8. There is efficient coordination between the Faculties and Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs in terms of

Agree

3 . 1 845

.66786

3.3 1 3 7

.56253

rcQuirements are properly communicated.

3 .0291

.70650

Facu lties' curriculum development from the Office of Vice President

3 .27 1 8

.65968

3. 1 6 1 4

.53740

-

facil itating the meeting of Curriculum
Development Committees

-

forwarding the approved curriculum from committees to the
President, University Council and Commission on Higher

Strongly Agree

Education

9. The curriculum format according to Commission's criteria and

I 0. There is a sufficient follow-up regarding the progress of

Strongly Agree

for Academic Affairs.
Total
Service Procedures

�

.

.

I I .The service procedures provided by the Office of the Vice

President for Academic Affairs are:
- clear
- adequate

Agree

t

• CJ!" �I� ") � ll"n�,'

--

Agree

3.2157

.66938

3 . 1 728

.64788

1 2 . There is appropriate timing and time-frame for each step of
serv ice procedure provided by the Office of the V ice President for

Agree

Agree
Agree

3 . 1 1 76

.64936

3 . 0392

. 7 1 645

3 . 1 3 73

.58087

3 . 0882

. 5 8 1 96

3. 1 505

1 .4340 1

3 .2745

.58287

Academic Affairs.

I 3. The service procedure provided by the Office of the Vice

!'resident for Academic Affairs is easy to access.

1 4. There is adequate coordination in curricu l um development with

the O ffi ce of the V ice President for Academic Affairs.

1 5 . The arrangement of the priority of importance for each step of
service procedures in curricu lum development process is appropriate.
Total

Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree

Doc u m e ntation

1 6. The curricu lum documentation provided by the Office of the Vice

President for Academic A ffairs is oooropriate for the purpose.

Strongly Agree
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1 7.

The compl iance to the curriculum standard criteria from

Commission on H iJ?.her Education is properly documented.

1 8.

Proper curriculum fomrnt and related curriculum documentations

are always available at the Offi.ce of the Vice President for Academ ic

Affa irs.

19. Complete curriculum documentations are well

maintained by the

Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

20. The curriculum

3 .2353

.58321

Agree

3.3786

.62805

Strongly Agree

3 . 1942

.65766

3 .0388

.69905

3.2 1 1 7

.51702

Agree

.47526

Agree

Agree

documentations are easy to use and understand i n

terms o f the whole process of curriculum development, t ime-frame of

Agree

submission, curriculum formats and curriculum standard criteria.
Total
Total of Operation Management Process

3.1649
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Appendix E-14:

Documentation Database

Table 1 : There is a relevant historical curriculum database for curriculum
development in my Faculty
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree

Valid Percent

Percent

5

4.9

4.9

4.9

Disagree

25

24.3

24.5

29.4

Agree

42

40.8

4 1 .2

70.6

strongly agree

30

29. l

29.4

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Total
Missing

Percent

99.00

Total

1

1 .0

103

1 00.0

Table 2: There is a complete historical curriculum database for curriculum
development provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Cumulative
Percent
Valid

strongly disagree
D isagree

Missing

Valid Percent

Percent

2

1 .9

2.0

2.0

18

1 7.5

1 8.0

20.0

Agree

54

52.4

54.0

74.0

strongly agree

26

25.2

26.0

1 00.0

Total

1 00

97. l

1 00.0

99.00

3

2.9

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 3: The historical database for curriculum development from the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs is easy to access.
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree

Total

Val id Percent

Percent

3.9

4.0

4.0

Disagree

32

31.1

32.0

36.0

Agree

49

47.6

49.0

85.0
1 00.0

strongly agree
Missing

4

Percent

15

14.6

1 5 .0

Total

1 00

97. 1

1 00.0

99.00

3

2.9

1 03

1 00.0
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Table 4: The curriculum database provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs is updated.

Cumulative

Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Disagree

24

23.3

23.8

Agree

47

45.6

70.3

30

29. 1

46.5

strongly agree

29.7

1 00.0

Total

101

98. 1

99.00

2

1.9

1 03

1 00.0

Total

23.8

1 00.0

Table 5: The website of curriculum development is useful for preparing the
curriculum development and documentation.
Cum ulative

Percent

uenc
Valid

strongly disagree

Percent

2

1 .9

2.0

2.0

D isagree

21

20.4

2 1 .0

23 . 0

Agree

57

55.3

57.0

80.0
1 00.0

strongly agree
Missing

Valid Percent

20

1 9.4

20.0

Total

1 00

97. 1

1 00.0

99.00

3

2.9

1 03

1 00.0

-

Total

Table 6: Summary of Documentation Database
Documentation Database

2 1 . There is a relevant historical curriculum database for
my Faculty.
22. There is a complete historical curriculum database for

curriculum develooment in

curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice

Std.
Mean

Deviation

2.95 1 0

.86032

3 .0400

.72363

2.7500

.75 7 1 2

3 .0594

.73242

2.9500

.70 1 73

2.9098

.653 1 7

Rating Level
Agree
Agree

President for Academic Affairs.
Agree

23. The h istorical database for curriculum development from
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is
easy to access.

24. The curriculum database provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs is updated.

25. The website of curriculum development is useful for
preparing the curricu lum development and documentation.

Total

Agree
Agree

Agree
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TechnologyiOnline Data

Appendix E-15:

Table 1 : Online curriculum data namely, curriculum format, curriculum standard
criteria are properly provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

4

3.9

4.0

4.0

12

1 1 .7

1 2.0

1 6.0

Agree

63

6 1 .2

63 .0

79.0

strongly agree

21

20.4

2 1 .0

1 00.0

Total

1 00

97. l

1 00.0

99.00

3

2.9

1 03

1 00.0

Disagree

Missing

Percent

Total

Table 2: The online database in terms of curriculum format and curriculum
standard criteria provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
is complete.
�
�

Valid

Missing

Frequency

strongly disagree

3

Percent

Valid Percent

2.9

3 .0

Cumulative
Percent
3 .0

D isagree

15

1 4.6

1 5.2

1 8.2

Agree

64

62. 1

64.6

82.8
1 00.0

strongly agree

17

1 6.5

1 7.2

Total

99

96. 1

1 00.0

4

3.9

1 03

1 00.0

99.00

Total

�
�

:��

Table 3: There is an updat�d curriculum data online provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

strongly disagree

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

3

2.9

3.1

3.1

Disagree

25

24.3

25.8

28.9

Agree

54

52.4

55.7

84.5
1 00.0

strongly agree

15

1 4.6

1 5 .5

Total

97

94.2

1 00.0

99.00

6

5.8

1 03

1 00.0
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Table 4: Online curriculum data provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs is useful for my faculty.
Cumulative
Frequency

Valid

M issing

strongly disagree

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4

3 .9

4.0

4.0

Disagree

25

24.3

25.0

29. 0

Agree

54

52.4

54.0

83 .0

strongly agree

17

1 6. 5

1 7.0

1 00. 0

Total

1 00

97. 1

1 00.0

99.00

3

2.9

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 5: Online curriculum data provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs is easy to access.
Percent

uenc
Valid

strongly d isagree

Cumulative
Percent

3

2.9

3 .0

3.0

Disagree

20

1 9.4

20.0

23.0

Agree

60

58.3

60.0

83.0

17

1 6.5

1 7.0

1 00.0

1 00

97. 1

1 00.0

strongly agree
Total
Missing

Valid Percent

99.00

Total

3

2.9

1 03

1 00.0

Table 6: Summary of Technology/Online Data (Pre-ODI)
Technology/Online Data

Mean

Std.

26. Online curriculum data namely, curriculum
fonnat, curriculum standard criteria are properly
provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

27. The online database in tenns of curriculum format
and curriculum standard criteria provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is

Rating Level

Deviation
Agree

3.0 1 00
� �

.

.70345
-

"

Agree

2.9596

.66883

2.83 5 1

.7 1 706

2.8400

.74833

2.9 1 00

.69769

2.8594

.66606

complete.

28. There is an updated curriculum data online
provided by the Office of the Vice President for

Agree

Academic A ffairs.

29. Online curriculum data provided by the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs is useful for

Agree

my faculty.

30. Online curriculum data provided by the Office of
the Vice President for Academic Affairs is easy to

A gree

access.
Total

Agree
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Table 7: Summary of Support Process (Pre-ODI)
Std.

Rating Level

Mean

Deviation

2.95 1 0

.86032

3 .0400

.72363

2.7500

.7571 2

3.0594

.73242

2.9500

.70 1 73

2.9098

.6531 7

3.0 1 00

.70345

2.9596

.66883

2.83 5 1

.7 1 706

2.8400

.74833

2.91 00

.69769

2.8594

.66606

Agree

.65986

Agree

Documentation Database

2 1 . There is a relevant historical curriculum database for
curriculum development in my Faculty.

22. There is a complete historical curriculum database for

Agree
Agree

curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

23. The historical database for curriculum development from

Agree

the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is easy
to access.

24. The curriculum database provided by the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs is updated.

25. The website of curriculum development is useful for
preparing the curriculum development and documentation.
Total

Agree
Agree
Agree

Technology/Online Data

26. Online curriculum data namely, curriculum format,
curriculum standard criteria are properly provided by the

Agree
-

Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

27. The online database in terms of curriculum format and
curriculum standard criteria provided by the Office of the Vice

Agree

President for Academic Affairs is comolete.

28. There is an updated curriculum data online provided by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

29. Online curriculum data provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is useful for my facultv.

30. Online curriculum data provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is easy to access.
Total
Total of Support Process

2.8427

Agree
Agree
Agree
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Appendix E-16:

Communication Process: Mindset/Disposition

Table 1 : I value the importance of curriculum development in the University.
Cumulative
Frequency

Valid

Disagree

Percent

Valid

Percent

Percent

1

1 .0

Agree

30

29. 1

29. 1

30. 1

strongly agree

72

69.9

69.9

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

1 .0

1 .0

Table 2: I feel comfortable with the curriculum development process of the
University.
Percent
Valid

Missing

strongly disagree

5.8

5-:9.

5 .9

D isagree

IO

9.7

9.8

1 5.7

Agree

54

52.4

52.9

68.6

strongly agree

32

31.1

3 1 .4

1 00.0

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

I

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Total

·

6

Cumulative
Percent

Valid Percent

Table 3 : I am open to the need for curriculum development in my Faculty
Percent
Valid

D isagree

Cumulative
Percent

Valid Percent

l .O

l .O

1 .0

Agree

36

3 5.0

3 5 .0

35.9

strongly agree

66

64. l

64. 1

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Table 4 : Curriculum development process o f the University i s convenient fo r me.
Frequency
Valid

strongly d isagree
Disagree

Percent

6

5.8

5.8

5.8

16

1 5.5

1 5 .5

2 1 .4

Agree

54

52.4

52.4

strongly agree

27

26.2

26.2

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Cumulative
Percent

Vali d Percent

1
I

73 .8
1 00.0
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Table 5: I am very pleased with the service process for curriculum development
provided by the Office of Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Cumulative
Frequency
strongly disagree

Valid

Percent

I

Valid Percent

1 .0

Percent

1 .0

1 .0

D isagree

12

11 7

1 1 .7

12.6

Agree

45

43.7

43.7

56.3

strongly agree

45

43.7

43.7

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

.

Table 6: Summary of Mindset/Disposition (Pre-ODI)

Std.

Mindset/Disposition

3 1 . I value the importance of curriculum development in the
University.

32. I feel comfortable with the curriculum development

process of the University.

33. I

am

34. Curriculum development process of the Un iversity is
convenient for me.
am

3.6893

.48566

3 .0980

.80235

3 .63 1 1

.50469

2.9903

. 8 1 04 1

3.3010

.71 1 74

Academic Affairs.

JR,
.

-

3.3359

.47462

Rating Level

Strongly Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

very pleased with the service process for curriculum

development provided by the Office of Vice President for
Total

Deviation

open to the need for curriculum development in my

Faculty.

35. I

Mean

Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
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Appendix E-17: Communication Process: Mindset (Perception about how the
process is done or implemented)
Table 1 : I fully understand the importance of detailed information regarding
curriculum development from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Disagree

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

14

1 3 .6

1 3 .6

Agree

47

45.6

4 5 .6

59.2

strongly agree

42

40.8

40.8

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

1 3 .6

Table 2: The curriculum development process provided by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs is easy to follow.
Cumulative
Fre uenc
Valid

strongly disagree

4

Percent
3.9

Valid Percent

Percent

3 .9

3 .9

D isagree

13

1 2.6

1 2 .6

1 6 .5

A gree

63

6 1 .2

6 1 .2

77.7

strongly agree

23

22.3

2 2 .3

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Table 3: Orientation and training for curriculum development in terms of
curriculum format and curriculum standard criteria is not n ecessary.
Cumulative
Fre uenc
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

strongly disagree

37

3 5 .9

3 5 .9

3 5 .9

Disagree

25

24.3

24.3

60.2

Agree

32

31.l

31.1

9 1 .3

9

8.7

8.7

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

strongly agree
Total

�

Table 4: Information on the curriculum development process in terms of the steps
involved, time-frame of submission and other related details need no improvement.
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

strongly d isagree

22

2 1 .4

2 1 .4

2 1 .4

D isagree

29

28.2

28.2

49 . 5

Agree

39

37.9

37.9

87. 4

strongly agree

13

1 2 .6

1 2 .6

1 00 .0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total
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Table 5: There is a high level of quality and accuracy of the communication for
curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice P resident for Academic
Affairs.
C u m ulative
Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree
Disagree

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4

3.9

3 .9

3 .9

14

1 3 .6

1 3 .6

1 7 .5

Agree

63

6 1 .2

6 1 .2

78.6

strongly agree

22

2 1 .4

2 1 .4

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Table 6: Summary of Mindset (Perception about how the process is done or
implemented) (Pre-ODI)
Mindset/Disposition

Mean

Std.

Rating Level

Deviation

36. I fully understand the importance of deta i l ed
i nformation regarding curriculum development from

Strongly Agree
3.27 1 8

.68876

3 . 0 1 94

.7 1 3 7 4

the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
3 7 . The curriculum development process provided by
the Office of the V ice President for Academic Affairs

Agree

i s easy to fol low.
3 8 . Orientation and training for curriculum

Strongly

development in terms of curriculum fom1at and

D isagree

curricu lum standard criteria is not necessary.

2. 1 262

1 .00664

39. Information on the curriculum development
process in terms of the steps involved, time-frame of
submission and other related details need no

2.4 1 75

.96532

'.::'"

1.:::
1-

Strongly
D isagree

improvemen t.
40. There is a high l�vel of quality and accuracy of the
communication for curriculum development provided
by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
Total

ct/��
-"7r:"

r.: 1 1\ (

Agree
3 .0000

.7 1 40 1

2.7670

.53658

Agree
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Appendix E-18: Communication Process: Competency (Knowledge and skills to
make the process effective)
Table 1 : I have appropriate knowledge and understanding of the curriculum
development process.
Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

D isagree

11

1 0.7

10.8

1 1 .8

Agree

76

73 .8

74.5

86.3
1 00.0

strongly agree
Total
Missing

Percent

14

1 3.6

1 3 .7

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

l

99.00

Total

1 .0

Table 2: I have high level of competency in terms of knowledge and skills for
curriculum development in my Faculty.
Cumulative
Fre uency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Disagree

II

1 0.7

1 0.8

1 0.8

Agree

64

62. l

62.7

73.5

strongly agree

27

26.2

26.5

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Total
Missing

Percent

I

99.00

Total

1 03

1 .0
1 00.0

Table 3: I am knowledgeable about curriculuin development process.

*
Valid

strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
strongly agree
Total

Missing
Total

99.00

Frequency

" 'J'VJ

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

I

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

19

1 8.4

1 8.6

1 9.6

56

54.4

54.9

74.5

26

25.2

25.5

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

I

1 03

1 .0
1 00.0
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Table 4: I am knowledgeable regarding the curriculum format and curriculum
standard criteria provided by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Percent

Frequency
Valid

strongl y disagree

Cumulative
Percent

1

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

22

2 1 .4

2 1 .6

22.5

Agree

64

62.1

62.7

85.3
1 00.0

stron gly agree

Missing

Valid Percent

15

14.6

14.7

Total

1 02

99 0

1 00.0

99.00

1

l .O

1 03

1 00.0

Total

.

Table 5: There is a high level of accuracy and reliability of curriculum information
received from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Cumu lative
Percent

uenc

Valid

Percent

Disagree

15

1 4.6

1 4. 7

14.7

Agree

67

65.0

65.7

80.4
1 00.0

strongly agree
Total
Missing

Valid Percent

20

1 9.4

1 9.6

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

l

99.00

Total

1 .0

r-

�

Table 6 : Summary of Competency (Pre-ODI)
Competency (Knowledge and skills to make the
process effective)

4 1 . I have appropriate knowledge and understanding

Mean

Std.

3.0098

.53575

3 . 1 569

.59278

3 .0490

.69478

format and curriculum standard criteria provided by

2.91 1 8

.63093

45. There is a high level of accuracy and reliability of
curriculum information received from the Office of

3.0490

.5866 1

3.0058

.50055

o F the curriculum development process.

42. I have high level of competency in terms of

knowledge and skills for curriculum development in

Rating Level

Deviation

Agree
Agree

my Faculty.

43. I

am

knowledgeable about curriculum

development process.

44. I

am

Agree

knowledgeable regarding the curricu lum

the Office of the Vice President for A cad emi c Affairs.

Agree

Agree

the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Total

Agree
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Appendix E-19: Pictures of Orientation for Faculty's curriculum development
Group I: The orientation session is on January 30, 2008

Group II: The orientation session is on February 1 , 2008

r-
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Appendix E-20:

Training/Coaching

Training/Coaching to the Faculties for making curriculum documentations on
November 30, 2007

309
Appendix E-2 1 :

Process Consultations

Sample of Process Consultation in planning for curriculum modification
Faculty of Communication Arts

Sample of Process Consultation making curriculum documentation

310
The meeting of the Chairpersons/Program directors and persons involve i n making
curriculum documentation on May 9, 2008

311
Sample of the meetings for Curriculum Development and Standard Committee and
the meetings for Curriculum Accreditation during November 2007 September
2008
-

Faculty of Communication Arts, Bachelor of Communication Art Program in
Advertising major, Performance Communication major, New Media
Communication major and Public Relations major

312
Faculty of Science and Technology, Bachelor of Science Program in Applied
Statistics Major

-

--- ... � �<--::

313
Faculty of Science and Technology, Bachelor of Science Program in Computer
Science Major

3 14
Faculty of Philosophy and Religion, Master of Arts Program and Doctor of
Philosophy Program in Philosophy Major and Religion Major

·�·'·I

-

�-

..

"

·'

Faculty of Arts, Bachelor of Arts Program in Chinese Language for Economy and
Trade

315

Faculty of Business Administration, B.B.A in Business Information System
Department

316
Faculty of Science and Technology, M.B.A in Technology Management

Faculty of Biotechnology, B.S. in Food Technology major and Argo Industry major

Faculty of Science and Technology, M.S in Computer Science, Information
Technology, Telecommunication Science and Technology Management

316
Faculty of Science and Technology, M.B.A in Technology Management

Faculty of Biotechnology, B.S. in Food Technology major and Argo Industry major

Faculty of Science and Technology, M.S in Computer Science, Information
Technology, Telecommunication Science and Technology Management

317

Faculty of Education, Graduate Diploma Program in Teaching Profession
(Thai version and English version)

318
Faculty of Business Administration, Bachelor of Business Administration Program
in Insurance

Faculty of Law, Curriculum Accreditation for Master of Law in Taxation Law

319

Faculty of Music, Curriculum Accreditation for Bachelor of Fine Art Program in
Music Performance
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Appendix E-22:

Service delivery (Faculty's contact/interaction)

Table 1 : I am highly involved in communication for curriculum development
between the Faculties and the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree
D isagree

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

3

2.9

3.0

3.0

14

1 3 .6

1 3 .9

1 6.8

Agree

57

55.3

56.4

73.3

strongly agree

27

26.2

26.7

1 00.0

Total

101

98. 1

1 00.0

99.00

2

1 .9

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 2: It is easy to receive curriculum information from the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

Percent
Valid

Missing

strongly disagree

1 .0

Disagree

Valid Percent
1 .0

Cumulative
Percent
1 .0

9

8.7

8.9

9.9

Agree

59

57.3

58.4

68.3

strongly agree

32

31.1

3 1 .7

1 00.0

Total

101

98. 1

1 00.0

99.00

2

1 .9

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 3: There is a clear explanation about curriculum information from the Office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Frequency
Valid

strongly d isagree

Total

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

16

1 5. 5

1 5 .8

1 6.8

Agree

57

55.3

56.4

73.3

strongly agree

27

26.2

26.7

1 00.0

101

98. 1

1 00.0

Total
Missing

I

Percent

99.00

2

1 .9

1 03

1 00.0
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Table 4: The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs provides clear
interpretation of information from the Commission on Higher Education.
Frequency
Valid

strongly disagree

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

I

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

21

20.4

20.8

2 1 .8

Agree

58

56.3

57.4

79.2
1 00.0

strongly agree
Missing

Percent

21

20.4

20.8

Total

IOI

98. l

I OO.O

99.00

2

1 .9

1 03

100.0

Total

Table 5: There is a high degree of contact and interaction between the Faculties and
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Percent

Fre uenc
Valid

strongly disagree
Disagree

12

Total

Cumulative
Percent

1.0

1 .0

1 .0

1 1 .7

1 1 .8

1 2.7

Agree

52

50.5

5 1 .0

63.7

strongly agree

37

35.9

36.3

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Total
Missing

Valid Percent

99.00

�

1

LO

1 03

1 00.0

Table 6: Summary of Service delivery (Pre-ODI)
Service delivery (Faculty's contact/interaction)

46. I am highly involved in communication for
curriculum development between the Faculties and the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
4 7. It is easy to receive curriculum information from the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
48. There is a clear explanation about curriculum
information from the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
49. The Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs provides clear interpretation of information from
the Commission on Hiclter Education.
50. There is a high degree of contact and interaction
between the Faculties and the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
Total

Mean

Std.

Rating Level

Deviation

Agree
3 .0693

.72467

3 .2079

.63745

3.089 1

.67969

2.9802

.67794

3.2255

.68804

3.0902

.55624

Agree
Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree
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Table 7: Summary of Communication Process (Pre ODI)
Std.
Mean

Deviation

3.6893

.48566

3 .0980

.80235

3.63 1 1

.50469

2.9903

.8 1 04 1

3.30 10

.71 174

Total

3.3359

.47462

Mindset (Perception about how the process is done

;L'ti // J

Rating Level

Service Providers and Receiver
Mindset/Disposition

3 1 . I value the importance of curriculum development in
the University.
32. I feel comfortable with the curriculum development
process of the University.
33. I am open to the need for curriculum development in
my Faculty.
34. Curriculum development process of the University
is convenient for me.
35. I am very pleased with the service process for
curriculum development provided by the Office of Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

or implemented)

36. I fully understand the importance of detailed

information regarding curriculum development from the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
37. The curriculum development process provided by
the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is
easy to follow.
38. Orientation and training for curriculum development
in terms of curriculum fonnat and curriculum standard
criteria is not necessarv.
39. Information on the curriculum development process
in terms of the steps involved, time-frame of submission
and other related details need no improvement.
40. There is a high level of quality and accuracy of the
communication for curriculum development provided
by the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
Total

Strongly Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

3.27 1 8

.68876

3.0 1 94

. 7 1 374

2. 1 262

1 .00664

Strongly
Disagree

2.4 1 75

.96532

Strongly
Disagree

Agree

Agree
3.0000

.7 1 40 1

2.7670

.53658

3.0098

.53575

3 . 1 569

.59278

3.0490

.69478

2.9 1 1 8

.63093

3.0490

.58661

3.0058

.50055

Agree

Competency (Knowledge and skills to make the
process effective)

4 1 . I have appropriate knowledge and understanding of

the curriculum development process.
42. I have high level of competency in terms of
knowledge and skills for curriculum development in my
Faculty.
43. I am knowledgeable about curriculum development
process.
44. I am knowledgeable regarding the curriculum
format and curriculum standard criteria provided by the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
45. There is a high level of accuracy and reliability of
curriculum information received from the Office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Total

Agree
Agree

Agree
Agree

Agree

Agree
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Service delivery (Faculty's contact/interaction)

Agree

46. I am highly involved in communication for
3.0693

.72467

3.2079

.63745

3.0891

.67969

2.9802

.67794

3 .2255

.68804

Total

3.0902

.55624

Agree

Total of Communication Process

3.0422

.42001

Agree

curriculum development between the Faculties and the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

47. It is easy to receive curriculum information from the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

48. There is a clear explanation about curriculum
information from the Office of the Vice President for

Agree
Agree

Academic Affairs.

49. The Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs provides clear interpretation of information from

Agree

the Commission on Hil?lter Education.

50. There is a high degree of contact and interaction
between the Faculties and the Office of the Vice

Agree

President for Academic Affairs.
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Appendix E-23:

Sample of Follow up Form
Follow up Form
Curriculum:

. ........... . . . . . . . . ................................... . .

Step o f the curriculum development process

Operation Date

Responsible
Person

:an/Director�ro�ses all related curriculum documentation to Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs

Faculty

peel the cWTiculum by OVPAA

OVPAA
I. Dr. Sompit
2. A. Pusaya

Checking according to the Commission on Higher Education's criteria and

requirements

3. A. Nathaya

lnsoect the correction of LanPnaoe in the curriculum (Thai·Em?lishl

ordinate and facilitate the meeting of the Curriculum Development Committee

A.Nathaya (OVPAA)

Send the invitation letter and the curriculum documentation to the Curriculum Development Committee

coffee break, lunch

Prepare the Committee honorarium
Reserve room

lC Curriculum Development Committee meets to consider the new/modified curriculum.

1 . Faculty

2.

Curriculum
Development
Committee

3. A.Nathava IOVPAAl

ean/Director makes corrcc1ions/chan�s accordin11 to the Committees' recommendations.

Facultv

�irector proooses the curriculum aooroved by the Committee to the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Faculty

;peel the curriculum by OVPAA
.ecking according to Curriculum Development Committees' recommendation
epare the memorandum proposing the new/modified curriculum to the President for endorsement

OVPAA
I . Dr. Sompit
2. A. Pusaya

»-11....

- v

resident endorses the new/modified curriculum to the Univer.;ity Academic Committee.

3. A. Nathaya

Dr.

A. Nathaya approved by

#.

Sompit

A. Nathaya

Jpose the curriculum to the President for approval

Prepare the agenda of the University Academic Committee meeting and coordinate and facilitate the meeting of the

OVPAA
I .Dr. Sompit
2. A. Nathaya

Send the invitation letter and the curriculum documentation to the Curriculum Development Committee, Prepare the

riculum Development Committee

nmittee honorarium and Reserve room, coffee break,

lunch

I . Faculty
2. Curriculum

TI1e University Academic Committee meets to consider the new/modified curriculum.

Development
Committee
Dean/Director makes corrections/chan11:es accordini: to the Committees' recommendations.

--'

Dean/Director revises and submits the curriculum approved by the Committee to the Vice President for Academic

airs.

3. A.Nathava <OVPAAl

Facultv
Faculty

'

Inspect the curriculum by OVPAA

OVPAA
I . Dr. Sompit
2. A. Nathava

11CCking according to University Academic Committees' recommendation
Prepare the agenda of the University Council meeting related to curriculum issue to the secretary of the University
Jncil
Propose the curriculum to the University Council
fonn the Faculty to defend the new/modified curriculum at the UC meeting
The University Council approves the new/modified curricuhun.

ot �"C)�'d
..... �-"�"'{")'
' 8 Lo<J � -

A. Nathaya approved by
Dr. Sompit
A. Nathaya

The University Council

Prepare the Follow up Letter to the Faculty to submit the curriculum as a schedule

A. Nathaya approved by

Dean/Director submits the curriculum aooroved by the UC to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Facultv

the curriculum forrnat according to the Commission on Higher Education's criteria and requirements
oordinate with the Chairperson for corrections/change (if any)
lnspc-ct the curriculum according to the University Council's recommendation

1spc-ct

ollow up with the Faculty to submit the cWTiculum documentation as scheduled

Prepare the letter to CHE for acknowledgement
ubmit the curriculum to CHE

Office of the

Vice President for Academic Affairs submits the approved curriculum to the Commission on Higher

ucation for acknowledgement.

1fonn the Dean/Director of the Commission on Higher Education's acknowledgement or comments (if any).
. The Commission on Hil!hcr Education acknowledees the new/modified cwriculum.
Follow up the Commission on Higher Education's acknowledgement process.

Dr.

Somoit

OVPAA
I . Or . Sompit
2. A. Nathaya
Dr.

A. Nathaya approved by
Sompit

A. Nathaya
A. Nathaya

CHE

!
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Appendix E-24: Summary of Service Quality (Pre-ODI)
Table 1: The service process for curriculum development is designed for clear and
full understanding of the persons involved.
Frequency
Valid

Strongly disagree

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

20

19.4

1 9.4

20.4

Agree

61

59.2

59.2

79.6
1 00.0

Strongly agree
Total

21

20.4

20.4

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Table 2: Relevant information is provided on time to the Faculties concerned.
Percent

Fre uenc
Valid

Strongly disagree

1 .0

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

18

1 7. 5

1 7.5

1 8.4

Agree

59

57.3

57.3

75.7

Strongly agree

25

24.3

24.3

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total

Table 3: There is sufficient support process for curriculum development (in terms of
correct curriculum documentation, easy access and updated data and data online).
Percent

Fre uenc
Valid

Strongly disagree

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

2

l .9

1 .9

1 .9

Disagree

20

1 9.4

1 9.4

2 1 .4

Agree

56

54.4

54.4

75.7

25

24.3

24.3

1 00.0

Strongly agree
Total

1 03

1 00.0

Table 4: There is high responsiveness of service from the Office of Vice President
for Academic Affairs (follow-up the progress of Faculties' curriculum development).
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Disagree

8

Percent

7.8

Valid Percent

7.8

Percent

7.8

Agree

58

56.3

56.3

64. 1

Strongly agree

37

35.9

35.9

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Total
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Table 5: There is a high level of quality and accuracy of the communication
concerning curriculum development provided by the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Disagree

IO

9.7

9.7

9.7

Agree

63

6 1 .2

6 1 .2

70.9
1 00.0

Strongly agree
Total

30

29.1

29. 1

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

Table 6: I clearly and fully understand the curriculum development in the
University.
Percent
Valid

Strongly disagree

l .O

1 .0

l.O

Disagree

14

1 3.6

1 3 .7

14.7

Agree

49

47.6

48.0

62.7

Strongly agree

38

36.9

37.3

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Total
Missing

Cumulative
Percent

Valid Percent

99.00

Total

l .O

�

! 03

1 00.0

Table 7: I am satisfied with the services provided by the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs concerning curriculum development.

*
Valid

Missing
Total

Disagree

c-'>

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

10

9.7

9.9

Agree

50

48.5

49.5

Strongly agree

41

39.8

40.6

Total

101

98. 1

1 00.0

99.00

2

l .9

1 03

1 00.0

1

Cumulative
Percent
9.9
59. 4
1 00.0
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Table 8: The senrices of the Vice President for Academic Affairs concerning
curriculum development are reliable and dependable.

Frequency
Valid

Missing

Disagree

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

9

8.7

8.8

8.8

Agree

57

55.3

55.9

64.7

Strongly agree

36

35.0

35.3

1 00.0

Total

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

99.00

1

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Total

Table 9: There is a high degree of accuracy in curriculum documentation submitted
to the University Council and the Commission on Higher Education.

�
Valid

Frequency

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Strongly disagree

1

1 .0

1 .0

1 .0

Disagree

7

6.8

6.9

7.8

60

58.3

58.8

66.7

34

33.0

33.3

1 00.0

1 02

99.0

1 00.0

Agree
Strongly agree
Total
Missing

Percent

99.00

Total

I

1 .0

1 03

1 00.0

Table 10: Submission of curriculum documentation to University Council and the
Commission on Higher Education is on time.

'V/7
Valid

Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
Total

-'-

-

Frequency
5

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

4.9

4.9

59

57.3

5 7.3

62. 1

39

37.9

37.9

1 00.0

1 03

1 00.0

1 00.0

4.9
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Table 1 1 : Service Quality
Std.
Mean

Rating Level

Deviation

Process Quality

5 1 . The service process for curriculum development is

Agree

designed for clear and full understanding of the persons
involved.

52. Relevant infonnation is provided on time to the Faculties
concerned.

2.9903

.6641 4

3.0485

.67706

3 .0097

.72077

3.2816

.60094

53. There is sufficient support process for curriculum

Agree
Agree

development {in tenns of correct curriculum documentation,
easy access and uodated data and data online).

54. There is high responsiveness of service from the Office
of Vice President for Academic Affairs (follow-up the

Strongly Agree

proJUess of Faculties' curriculum development).

55. There is a high level of quality and accuracy of the
communication concerning curriculum development

Agree

3 . 1 942

.59505

3.1049

.56558

56. I clearly and fully understand the curriculum
development in the University.

3.2 1 57

.71 23 7

the Vice President for Academic Affairs concerning

3.3069

.64409

3.2647

.6 1 2 19

3 .245 1

.62038

3 .330 1

.56687

3.2408

.58635

Agree

3.1 728

.52229

Agree

provided by the Office ofthe Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
Total
Faculty Satisfaction

i.'.'..

57. I am satisfied with the services provided by the Office of

Agree

Agree
Strongly Agree

curriculum development.

58. The services of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
concerning curriculum development are reliable and

Strongly Agree

deoendable.

59. There is a high degree of accuracy in curriculum

Agree

documentation submitted to the University Council and the
Commission on Higher Education.

60. Submission of curriculum documentation to University
Council and the Commission on Higher Education is on
time.
Total
Total of Service Quality

·1·7�_

-

Strongly Agree
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Appendix E-25:

Summary of Service Process (Pre-ODI)

Table 1 : Summary of Service Process (Pre-ODI)
Std.

Service process

Rating Level

Max

Mean

Deviation

1 .63

4.00

3.1649

.47526

Agree

l .80

4.00

3 . 1 667

.50352

Agree

l .50

4.00

3.1614

.53740

Agree

l .50

4.00

3 . 1 505

l .43401

Agree

3 .2 1 1 7

.5 1 702

Strongly Agree

2.8427

.65986

Agree

N

Min

Operation Management Process

103

1 . Structure of Administrative Function

1 02

2. Tasks/Activities

1 03

3. Service Procedures

1 03

4. Documentation

1 03

l .00

4.00

Support Process

103

.40

4.00

1 . Documentation Database

102
IOI

.80

4.00

2.9098

.653 1 7

Agree

2. Technology/Online Data

1 .00

4.00

2.8594

.66606

Agree

Communication Process

103

1.90

3.95

3.0422

.42001

Agree

- Mindset/Disposition

1 03

1 .80

4.00

3.3359

.47462

Strongly Agree

1 03

1 .40

4.00

2.7670

.53658

1 03

.40

4.00

3.0058

.50055

1 02

l .40

4.00

3.0902

.55624

103

2.00

4.00

3. 1 728

.52229

Agree

1 03

l .80

4.00

3 . 1 049

.56558

Agree

1 03

.80

4.00

3 .2408

.58635

Agree

I . Service Providers and Receiver

- Mindset (Perception about how the process
is done or implemented)Total

2. Competency (Knowledge and skills to
make the process etfective)Total

3. Service delivery (Faculty's
contact/interaction)
Service Quality

I . Process Quality

2. Faculty Satisfaction
Valid N (listwise)

�

'---=='

�
v�

73

�

*

*

��
c(flf? s < v 6
�t1f/1at1-0'6\�,,s
ot

-

Agree
Agree
Agree

\\J E R S/
Appendix F:

Post-ODI Findings
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Appendix F: Post-ODI Findings
T-Test

Group Statistics
Operation Management
Process
Structure of Administrative
Function

Group

Statistics

COMPARE

pre

post
pre

pre
post

Service Procedures

pre
post

Documentation

pre
post

Support Process
Documentation Database

pre

Communication Process
Service Providers and
Receivers:
Mindset/Disposition

Mindset: perception

62

3.4030

.44176

67

3.1881

.46303

67

62
67

3.3548
3.4153

3 . 1 1 19

3.4194

62

3.4226

67

.66699

60

3. 1600

.55942

67

3.1216

62

3.3000 ,

pre

67

3.3612

post

62

3.4581

.51647

62

3.0613

.50776

pre

Post

pre

pre

pre
post

67

2.8328

Agree

.206

.651

Agree

. 160

.690

.729

.395

5.046

.026

5.160

.025

.659

.419

4.961

.028

1 .279

.260

Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

.47046

67

3. 1851

.49 152

3.4226

.019

Agree

.43378

.41681

62

5.624

Agree

.44639

3. 1075
3.2581

.890

Agree

.36131

67

62

.019

Agree

.64640

9

.851

Agree

.60852

3.0030

0.035

Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Agree

.50843

3.1508

66

.121

Agree

.44580

61

post

2.432

.46868

.63727

pre

.196

Agree

.48637

3.0030

1.689

Strongly
Agree

.58471

67

Sig.

Strongly
Agree

2.9806

pre

F

Strongly
Agree

.51769

3.3224

.52026
.51484

Levene's Test for Equality
of Variances

Agree

.48631

3.2481

62

Rating
Level

.51651

3.1295

post
Service delivery (Faculty's
contaet/interaction)

.40095

62

post
Competency

3.2176

67

post
post

Technology/Online Data

�I•

Mean

67

62

post
Tasks/Activities

N

Std.
Deviation

Agree
Agree

\

Agree
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Strongly
Agree

33 1

Group Statistics

Service Quality
Process Quality
Faculty's Satisfaction

COMPARE

pre

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Rating Level

67

3.2866

.50599

Strongly Agree

62

3.4065

.43828

Strongly Agree

pre

67

3.2030

.56621

Agree

post

62

3.3613

.49235

Strongly Agree

pre

67

3.3701

.49021

Strongly Agree

post

62

3.4516

.45on

Strongly Agree

post
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CURRICULUM VITAE
Ms. Nathaya Popat
EDUCATION

2006 - 2009

Assumption University

Bangkok, Thailand

•

Ph.D. (Organization Development)

•

Coursework included Organization and Management Theory,
Organization Development and Change, Organization
Communications, Organization Structure and Design, and
Leadership and Change Management. A long dissertation on
The Impact of Organization Development Intervention on
Service Process for Curriculum Development in the University:
A case study of Assumption University was completed.

1997 - 1 998

University of Exeter

Exeter, United Kingdom

•

M . B.A. (Finance)

•

Coursework included equities, bond, options and futures,
i nvestment analysis, business finance and i nternational
portfolio management. It also included the practical session on
international portfolio management and investment analysis. A
long dissertation on an investment analysis of Thai Property
Market was completed e ither.

1991 - 1 995

Assumption University
•

Bangkok, Thailand

B .B .A . (Marketing)
Coursework included core business courses in the first two
yea�s and practicable marketing courses in the rest years

HONORS
•

ABAC Dummy Company , 1 99 1

•

BFS pie and INVESCO Asset Management Ltd. (Award for the
Best Fund Management), 1 998

EXPERIENCE
1999- Present

Assumption University

Bangkok, Thai land

Full-time lecturer in the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs
•

The primary responsibil ity in the Office of Academic Affairs i s
act like a n academic advisor that requires me t o extensively
d iscuss with students and parents in order to identify causes of
students' poor academic performance and render to them
proper advices, and with faculties, supporting staffs, as well as
other stakeholders i .e. prospective employers.
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•

Have been assigned the task of facilitating faculties in
modifying the existing curriculum of under graduate as well as
graduate programs so as to make them up-to-date and hence
more competitive, and developing new curriculums that would
enable the faculties to effectively respond to the changing
technologies as well as ''wants" of the markets
Samart Corporation pie (SRS Real Estate Co., Ltd) Bangkok,
Thailand

1995 -1996

Marketing Executive
•

Prime responsibility in marketing plan and developing new
land proj ects in terms of marketing mix

•

Experienced in selling product in terms of land for factory and
take care customers

THE ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY LIBRARl

